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gifts and toys. Dunn cre
ated this program in
memory of his mother,
who he always mentions
with every presentation
he does.

•

Badcock Home Fur
nishings, Publix, Home
Depot and other business
es have been supportive
of this initiative since its
inception and helped to
assist in providing all
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these goodies. To date,
Dunn has touched the
lives of 28 single mothers
and 83 children and fami
ly

members

through

Homes for the Holidays.

By Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ly of Raytina Adams and

has also been afforded

each family’s house a

of

Bonnie Davilla and their

additional training oppor

home by filling them with

On Tuesday, December
18, 2001, Tampa Bay

children both the keys and
deeds to their respective

tunities through Tech
Skills in Tampa which

necessities such as furni
ture for every room,

properties
one
before Christmas.

will help to enhance her
skills in computer tech

washers, dryers, linens,
lawn
and
gardening

cheer along with the keys
to two new homes for
families in the St. Peters^burg area apd one in Tam
pa during his "Home for
the Holidays" initiative.
Dunn presented the fami-

St.

Petersburg

Neighbor Housing, City

ST. PETERSBURG -

week

Dunn to St. Petersburg
was Askia Muhammad
Aquil, Executive Director

WARRICK DUNN GIVES HOMES FOR
THE HOLIDAYS
_______
Buccaneers running back
Warrick Dunn delivered
glad tidings arid good

On board to welcome

Council

Chair,

Rene

Flowers, Deputy Mayors
Goliath Davis and Mike
Dove;
representatives
from financial lending
institutions and many oth

Raytina Adams was the
first home where Dunn

nology for the future.
Every holiday season,

chen appliances and food.

Please see Dunn on pg, 9

took part in a ribbon-cut

Dunn makes the down

ting ceremony.

payments on new houses
in Baton Rouge, Tampa

And, for this special time
of the year, he has made

Dove,
representatives
from financial lending

the reason for this season
come alive through his
giving of Christmas trees,
decorations and loads of

institutions and many oth
ers.
Please see Dunn on pg. 9

She was

overwhelmed to the point
of tears and became
almost speechless during
the entire event. Raytina

equipment,

and
St.
Petersburg
Florida, then works with
local businesses to make

lamps,

kit

ers. .

■

Letter From the General Manager
From time to time, I’ 11
be addressing our readers
to keep you apprised of
things as they occur at The

feel for the direction I’d
like to, see The Challenger

Weekly Challenger.

about the focus group and
exciting plans for The

Last

week, we held the first
focus group of readers,
advertisers, and supporters.
From my perspective, it
was great dialogue. It was
truly an enriching experi
ence. There is tremendous
merit in listening to those
that we try to serve. It was
Barry McIntosh

also a chance for some to
meet me and begin to get a

move. Over the next few
weeks, you’ll hear more

are pretty simple.
You
must be an elementary,
middle, or high school stu
dent.
One winner each
week during February will
be chosen from each school
level.

The deadline is

Challenger.
There are however two

January

things I want to riiention
that we’re very proud to

Submittals
must
received here at

announce.
During the
month of February, The

Challenger by January 20,
2002. The Challenger will

Weekly Challenger will
publish winners from its

forward all entries to where

very own Black History
Essay Contest! The rules

Please see Letter on pg. 9

21,

2002.
be
The

the grading will take place,

ST. PETERSBURG -

Mack

Vines,

the

city’s

Elston

College Fund (UNCF)
supporters, ranging from
music stars Destiny’s
Child
and
Kenneth
‘'Babyface” Edmonds to
UNCF alumni Memphis

scholarship programs,

who is president of the

An Evening of Stars
will feature performances
by chart-topping music
artists Destiny’s Child,

campus
MexicanAmerican student associ
ation and Kenyan twins
John and Joseph Ondi
nyo, seniors who are

Kenneth “Babyface” Ed
monds, Boyz II Men,
Tyre se, Chante Moore,

attending Wiley College
in Marshall, Texas on full
basketball scholarships.

Mayor Willie W. Her-

Boney James, and Lou

enton and Brown Uni

Rawls. Audiences

will

The Ondinyo brothers

versity President Dr. Ruth
Simmons, will appear on

also be graced with a spe

are among the 1,400 in
ternational
students

An Evening of Stars: A

showcasing Yolanda
Adams,
Bishop T.D.

enrolled at UNCF’s 39

annual television fund

Jakes, Fred Hammond,
and Radical For Christ,

versities. Alumni honored
include Eunice W. John

raising event airing on
nearly 70 top stations

Donnie McClurkin, and
The Potter’s House Mass

son, a graduate of Tall
adega College in Tall

nationwide Saturday, Jan

Choir. Broadcaster Bry
ant Gumbel and athletes

adega, Alabama, who is

Celebration of Educa
tional Excellence, the

5,

2002*

(check

cial

gospel

interlude

member colleges and uni

the secretary-treasurer of

local listings for station,

Vince

Maurice

Johnson Publishing Com

date and times).

Greene and Jason Terry

pany, Inc. (Ebony and Jet

Yolanda Adams, Debbie
Allen, Bishop T.D. Jakes

will speak out on UNCF

magazines). As the pro
ducer and director of

and Lou Rawls will co-

Carter,

educational opportunties.

Ebony Fashion Fair, Mrs.

host this year’s fund-rais

The diversity on UNCF
campuses, which are pop

In an investigative re

er. An Evening of Stars is

ulated by African Ameri

Baker because of "inappro

port relied on by Baker to

a four-hour celebration of

can,

priate"

end Vines’ third stint as the
city’s police chief, Vines

UNCF that’s packed with

Evening of Stars

powerful performances,

Native American, White
and international stu

was quoted by police offi

poignant testimonials and

and six UNCF alumni

the police department.
Baker elevated Assis

cers as saying during a

salutes to extraordinary

dents, will be reflected on
An Evening of Stars with

December 4 police rollcall

alumni and students. Ov

tant Chief Chuck Harmon
to replace Vines, whose

that "it may take more than
one officer to get a subject

er the years, this success

two salutes. There will be
special segments on stu

“Through the assistance
of UNCF celebrities,

under control, especially if

ful fund-raiser has am
assed over $200 million

dents Zinnia Jimenez, a
senior at Paul Quinn

sponsors, and supporters,

"discretionary termination"
will net him full severance

that person is acting like an
orangutan," according to

in financial assistance for
UNCF students, colleges

College in Dallas, Texas,

pay from the $lll,000-ayear post he took on after

the report prepared by First

and

replacing

Goliath Davis III, the city’s

Deputy Mayor Tish Elston.
"This morning, I have

first African-American po

removed Mack Vines from

lice chief.
Baker announced the

his position, effective im

changes during a news con
ference on Tuesday follow

Those remarks, he added,

ing a week of bristling

were inappropriate.

police chief, was ousted
this week by Mayor Rick
comments

that

reopened "old divisions"
and revived "distrust" of

From left to right: Chuck Harmon, Mayor Rick Baker, Anita Trieser, Tish

Fai rfax. V A- November
14, 2001 - United Negro

uary

MACK VINES FIRED AS TOP COP-HARMON
TAPPED AS NEW CHIEF__ ___ ____ ___ ________ _
by Roger K. Clendening

UNCF Presents An Evening Of
Stars------------------------- -------------

retired

chief

accusations against Vines

as racially insensitive.

mediately,"

said

Baker.

"however innocently made,

Please see Vines on pg. 9

universities,

and

Asian,

Hispanic,

Johnson has donated over
$47 million to UNCF and
other Black charities. An
will

honor six UNCF students
with poignant profiles.

in 2001, An
Please see UNCF on pg. 9
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Our warmest wishes for a festire,

ffurom AJl Of CJs
cTo
Af/ofTott

Joyous holiday season io a// our
loyal readers.

Alay you

tend your family celebrate with
lots of lore anel laughter!

Happy Hotietceys from Everyone tie
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Civil Rights Commission Refuses to Seat
Black Appointee-----------by David Almasi

Bill Blackshear...........:..... North Central Florida
Business Manager
Lonnie Donaldson...................... Circulation Manager

U.S. Commission on
Civil

Rights

Mary

Chairman

Frances

Berry’s

appointed by President

correspondence says that

Williams, voted not to

the realization that this

Don Scoggins adds: “Ms.

George W. Bush to take a

the Wilson term of service

recognize

Kirsanow’s

body, which is charged

Berry is supposed to be an

seat

U.S.

expired

Higgin

appointment and refusal

with ensuring that the

educated woman.

Civil

botham’s

term

to record his votes or

legal

all

behavior is out of fashion
today, and adds to the

on

the

Commission

on

when
full

rights

of

Such

The Weekly Challenger Office:

refusal to recognize the

Rights on December 5.

expired on November 29.

allow him to speak at the

Americans are protected,

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

appointment of Commis

He was sworn in as a

In

meeting.

also

is acting in a manner that

kind of divisiveness that

sioner Peter Kirsanow is

commissioner at a White

Gonzalez

“any

refused to adjourn the

can only be described as

the Commission on Civil

akin to former governor

House

actions

the

meeting even though the

lawless... The work of this

Rights espouses to elimi

George Wallace’s refusal

December 6.

appointment

dispute could render the

commission is simply too

to integrate the Alabama

would replace Victoria

“would, in my opinion,

decisions

at the

important for even a sin

nate. There are many
blacks now coming on the

school system say mem

Wilson, who was installed

violate the law.” Berry

meeting invalid because

gle day to be wasted on

scene who are polished

bers

African-

by President Bill Clinton

said that the only way

Kirsanow

not

the find of tactics we saw

and know how to disagree

American leadership net

in 1998 after the death of

Kirsanow would be seat

allowed

participate.

here today. I am confident

agreeably. It is unfortu

work Project 21. The fact

Commissioner A. Leon

ed on the Commission

The fight over Kirsanow’s

that, in due course, all

nate that our people have

that Kirsanow is a black

Higginbotham, Jr. Berry

would

appointment will

most

available legal means will

lost several generations of

conservative is consid

contends that Wilson can

forcibly by U.S. marshals.

likely be decided in the

be brought to bear to

opportunities because of

(727) 896-2922

Fax (727) 823-2568
www.weeklychallenger.florida@gte.net-

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.
MEMBER

Southeast BIack
PubIishers
Association
Inc.

of

the

on

Kirsanow

letter

to

Berry,

wrote
blocking”

Kirsanow

be

if done

so

to

ensure that I will be able

in the likes of Ms. Berry.”

ber 7, however, Berry and

leased after the Commi

lawfully constituted Civil

ever, says existing law

the liberal majority of

ssion meeting, Kirsanow

Rights Commission.”

and Clinton White House

commissioners, including

said: “I am...saddened by

America The
Beautiful

At a meeting of the

courts.

Counsel

Commission on Decem

In

Alberto Gonzalez, how
a Cleve

land labor lawyer, was

Kirsanow,

was

to participate fully in a

serve a full six-year term.
White

Berry’s

made

statement re

ered to be one of the main
for

They

the poor leadership seen

reasons
actions.

SPABCC

ceremony

a

House

a

Project 21

member

The Atlanta Declaration Creating The
Framework For African Unity And
Empowerment ------------- —------------- ——-——
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global Black community.
By far the most pow

nations to survive and

Arts and Cultural Festival

short, the Institute will be

thrive into the 21st centu

in Haiti in 2004 to coin

the vehicle charged with

cide

institutionalizing

Conference

pated in the plenary and

erful ingredient in the

ry.

work sessions was stun

conference, however, was

people left the conference

history - what a magnifi

ning. Bev Smith, Rev. A1

the

Revolution,

greater unity and empow

cent

Sharpton,

Rojas,

change, sharing of experi

respective

communities

which produced the first

erment within the global

came from the far flung

Congresswoman Maxine

ences and networking that

informed, inspired, ener

Black Republic in the

Black community.

reaches

Waters, Rev. Jesse Jack-

occurred in the fourteen

gized and fired up to con

Western hemisphere.

son,

issue area work sessions

tinue the task of “creating
our 21st century.”

gathering!

They

of the

global

Black community, people

Continental United States, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands

prominent

(SOBWC) 2001 is now

World

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Mail
$30 for 1 year • $18 for 6 months
Home Delivery
$18 for 1 year • $10 for 6 months
SINGLE COPY
25 cents

and

personalities that partici

Don

Congresswoman

information

of African descent from

Cynthia McKinney, Mar

where

England, Canada, Sene

tin King III, Rev. Markel

from

gal,

Hutchins,

racism,

Sierra

Leone,

Malika San

topics

ex

ranging

Almost

and

environmental

returned

And

to

their

continue

we

with

the

Anniversary
Haitian

200th

of

However,

the

the

process

of

the

promoting

The challenge is for
most

those who believe in the

impactful provision of the

idea to have the faith and

Atlanta Declaration is the

audacity to make history

prison-jail

must. The definitive deci

commitment to create an

by constructing a perma

Nigeria, Ghana, Came

ders, Sonia Sanchez, Haki

industrial complex to the

sions about the continua

Institute of the Black

nent

roon, Bermuda, Barba

Madhubuti, Tom Joyner,

Black

family,

political

World as the continua

engine pushing for unity

dos, Jamaica and the
United
States.
Some

Tavis

empowerment,

health,

tions

and

Glover, Dr. James Turner,

communications and eco

tions of the process that
spawned SOBWC are
outlined in the Atlanta

The Institute

people of African descent

2,500 people convened
November 28 - December

Askia Muhammad Toure,

nomic

and community

Declaration, which was

will function as a vehicle

as an outgrowth of an his

Chris Tucker, Chuck D,

empowerment were dis

presented to the partici

to promote research, rele

torical event - SOBW.

2nd in Atlanta inclusive

Dr. Ramona Edelin, Rev.

cussed. People of African

pants at the closing ple

vant publications, leader

My pledge is to focus

of the International Town

Joseph

descent from around the

nary. This document calls

ship training and develop

on this essential task with

Hall Meeting and San-

gressman John Conyers,

world came eager to lis

for united front efforts to

ment, community orga

relentless

kofa Cultural Celebration

Rosa

ten and leam from each

intensify the global strug

nizing skill development

But
being

Smiley,

Danny

Lowery,

Con

Clemente,

Rev.

the

universally

mechanism

SOBWC.

of

an

empowerment

no

of

commitment.
single

can

human

accomplish

(which was dedicated to

Osageyfo Sekou, Minis

other. In my judgment,

gle for reparations; con

training,

the lifelong contributions

ter Ava Muhammad, Dr.

this process of cross-fer

tinuation of the inter-gen

tion/information sharing

such a monumental task

of the Nigerian Master

Conrad Worrill, Jawanza

tilization and connected

erational dialogue on the

and

alone. It must be the col

Drummer

Kunjufu, Marimba Ani,

ness

made

fixture of the Black Free

Institute

Asa

Minister

SOBWC uniquely suc

dom Struggle initiated at

periodic local, regional,

at

Lesly Voltaire of Haiti,

cessful. People took seri

the conference; and ongo

national and international

committed members of

SOBWC was like a mas

Simon Woolley of the

ously the mandate of not

ing

seminars, symposia and

the African community.

sive family reunion and

United

and

Babaitunde
What

Teacher

Olatunji).

transpired

Hilliard,

what

efforts

to

build

networking.
will

The

organize

lective

advocation

and

pursuit of conscious and

and

just reciting the litany of

bridges of unity between

conferences. It will also

With your help, through
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spiritual/cultural/political

David A. Comissiong of

problems that plague our

people of African descent

be responsible for priori

Ujima - Collective Work

revival. A number of par

Barbados were afriong the

communities but to iden

from different regions of

tizing and implementing

and Responsibility,

ticipants described it as a

leaders and personalities

tify and present solutions,

the African world. More

the recommendations that

will succeed. And, when

All rights reserved. No portions of this periodical may be
reproduced without expressed consent.

life altering, transforma

who shared their perspec

models and strategies to

over,

Declaration

were formulated in the

we do, the ancestors will

tive experience.

tives on the current state

strengthen and empower

embraces the concept of

issue-oriented work ses

smile upon and bless our

and future course of the

Black communities and

an

sions at the conference. In

efforts!

Is It Wrong to Require
Work in Exchange for a
Welfare Check?---------by David Almasi

The array of Black

Kingdom

is

communica-

mechanism,

by Bernice Powell Jackson

ulate tobacco products,

from 1995-2000). in feder

equating

them

about

children

just as it has granted it the

al political campaigns, is

American

wealth

fighting these bills.

glamour.

work Project 21 sharply criticize a provision in the pend

to business as usual, to

every day, 365 days per

authority to regulate our

ing

look

terorist

year, who eventually will

food and drugs. Senators

Development (HUD) spending bill that would repeal a

attacks and the anthrax

die because they started

Torn

requirement for out-of-work and able-bodied residents of

scare. Because they are

public housing to perform community service.

very real and although

of

Housing

and

Urban

Enacted in 1999, the current law gives housing

Black

attacks. But we’re talking

It’s so hard to go back

Department

International

Children And Cigarettes

Members of the African-American leadership net
2002

the

we

beyond

they

do

not

1,000

with

and causes. That means

and

close to one out of every

in

two long-term smokers

President Bush, who

Asia, in Latin America,

will die from smoking-

Lincoln

during his campaign did

all places with very limit

related diseases.

smoking cigarettes when

Chafee and Bob Graham

say he supported working

ed

also says that by the year

they were young.

have introduced S.247 in

on preventing children

health, children are being

2030, only 15 percent of

the Senate. This bill is

from smoking, has not

targeted for marketing of

the world’s smokers will
live in developed coun

directly

Indeed, most smokers

Harkin,

In Africa,

dollars

for

public

WHO

authorities the ability to require residents between the
ages of 18 and 62 to spend eight hours a month doing

impact most Americans,

begin smoking before age

supported

public

said much since his elec

cigarettes,

we know they could. But

18, when buying ciga

health advocates, inelud

tion about it. Attorney

Europe, free Marlboros

things around their communities like gardening, security

there

issues

rettes is legal in the U.S.

ing the American Cancer

General Ashcroft has said

are handed out to teens at

We can no longer keep

and daycare. Exemptions are provided for the disabled,

which we must not lose

Some 60 percent begin

Society, American Heart

he is reviewing the law

rock concerts; in Taipei,

our heads in the sand

are

other

by

In

Eastern

tries.

the employed, students and people already performing

sight of in the midst of it

before their 14th birthday.

Association and Ameri

suit and has not decided

free packs of Salems are

about what is happening

welfare-related work. An amendment inserted into the

all, and one of them is the

Even as the U.S. Supreme

can

yet how to proceed.

on tables in discos. In

pending housing bill by Congressman Charles Rangel

impact of tobacco on our

Court ruled that the Food

and would allow the FDA

But just as troublingas

Buenos Aires, a woman

to our children and to
children
around
the

(D-NY), however, bans HUD officials from spending

children

children

and Drug Administration

to restrict marketing to

our reluctance to give the

wearing safari gear and

world. We can do some

any money to enforce the requirement. Rangel calls the

around the world. It is a

(FDA) did not have the

children, reduce or elimi

FDA authority to regulate

driving a jeep with the

thing about this. We can

requirement an “indignity” because “there is no such

very real threat and we

authority

nate harmful components

the tobacco industry, par

Camel logo hands out free

speak out. We can talk to

requirement for any other type of federal assistance.”

can do something about it.

tobacco

last

found in tobacco products

ticularly how it markets to

cigarettes to teens during

our own children about

President George W. Bush is expected to sign the bill

and

According

regulate

products

Association,

the

year, they also wrote in

and, require independent

our children, is our will

their

In

smoking. We can find a

despite the Rangel amendment.

Campaign for Tobacco-

their ruling that “tobacco

scientific testing of prod

ingness to turn our backs

Kenya, the smoking rate

Opponents of the community service provision con
sider asking capable unemployed people who are receiv

Free

day

use, particularly among

ucts. Two similar bills,

on the health implications

has jumped dramatically,

way to stop smoking our
selves. And we can talk to

the

children and adolescents,

H.R. 1097 and 1043, have

that

tobacco

and in Hong Kong, chil

our Senators and Con-

ing public assistance and free housing to provide a ser

United

become

poses perhaps the single

been introduced in the

usage has for the poor

dren as young as seven

vice to their communities to be nothing more than mod

smokers and one third of

most significant threat to

House of Representatives

countries of the world,

are smoking.

em slavery.,

these children will even

public

by Representatives Gan-

many of whom are now

■ Says Project 21 member, “Providing services gives

tually die from smoking-

United States.”1

ske, Dingell and Waxman.

being targeted for increas

Organization (WHO) now

those who are able-bodied and jobless something to do

related illnesses. When

Not

ing

the

predicts that by 2030, ten

rather than sitting around with idle hands - which can be

you put that in perspec

ruling simply means that

tobacco industry, which

tobacco industry. Outside

million people around the

the devil’s workshop when you consider the drug sales

tive, 5,000 were killed in

die Congress must grant

has invested millions of

the U.S., cigarette compa

world will have died from

and violence common in some communities.”

the World Trade Center

the FDA authority to reg

dollars

nies sell their products by

smoking-related diseases

Kids,

3,000

to

to

Lung

every

children
States

in

The

health

in

Supreme

the

Court

surprisingly^

($26.7

the

million

increased

marketing

by

lunch

The

recess.

World

Health

gresspersons about
legislation giving

the
the

FDA authority to regulate
the tobacco industry.

Children Are
Our Future
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
Peterman Champions Farm Workers Rights

Frank Peterman at press conference
in the Capital
with Peterman in a supportive

Mushroom Strike Farm Workers
Lsft to Right: Mushroom farm workers who are on strike, State Rep. Frank
Peterman, Gershom Faulkner and Carolyn Thompson

Margarita, Rep. of Farm Workers, Dade City

To all of that Peterman

sion of the bill. Together,

announced to the congrega

has said, “Enough!” At the

they will work to get this

tion that he w'ould draft a
bill to correct this situation

well-attended press confer

measure

ence, Peterman said: “To

January 2002 regular ses

and

day we are once again sup

sion. Peterman introduced

camps. The bill was drafted

porting

this bill in the past regular

with the assistance of his

legislative session.

legislative aide, Gershom

farm

workers

throughout the State of
Florida. We are tired of

State Rep. Frank Peterman, with
Senator Les Miller - D -Tampa
ST. PETERSBURG Dozens of migrant workers
and

their

children,

the

media, and state legislators
from both parties, stood lis
tening at the press confer
ence held recently by state

Peterman, who visited a

mined under the federal

Dade City migrant camp in

Fair Labor Standards Act to

June, was informing the

be for the benefit of the

public about a bill he is

employer. Reportedly, mig

introducing that in summa

rant

ry, prohibits farm labor

workers

say

crew

bosses and contractors also

contractors from making

charge for protective cloth

representative Frank Peter

any charge or deduction

ing, rides to and from the

man, Jr., D-St. Petersburg,

from wages for any tools,

fields, food, housing and

equipment, transportation
or reeftli ting fees deter

even check cashing ser
vices. ;

District 55, at the state
capitol.

passed

in

the

The impetus for this bill

others

in

grew

Sunday

During the June visit to

morning church service at

the migrant camp, one of

tions and working for less

Bethel Community Baptist

the

money. I toured the migrant

Church in St. Petersburg,

Carolyn

camps with my staff in

activist

Peterman’s senior district

Sykes

Imokalee

secretary, that they need

nessed was unacceptable.

farm workers, to make an

long sleeve shirts to protect

Human

should

appeal to the congregation

workers

never live that way! We are

not to purchase food at a

insects and other small ani

from

the

Tampa; Dorothy Bendross-

Holloway, D-Miami; Mark

Mindingall,

Flanagan, R-Bradenton.

Phillip

Brutus,

D-Miami;
D-North

Miami,; Gary Siplin, D-

introducing a bill that disal

national fast food chain.

mals in the fields. The

This

made

response has been over

tion from wages for tools,

because migrant workers

whelming from individuals

equipment, transportation,

received limited pay for

and various organizations

or recruiting fees, that are

picking tomatoes used in

throughout Pinellas Coun

determined under the fed

large quantities

ty,

eral Fair Labor Standards

national chain. An appeal

Peterman

Act.”

by the workers to this chain

more than 3,000 shirts.

Joining Peterman in this

had gone unheeded.It was

They will be presented to

effort is Senator Les Miller,
D-Tampa, District 21, who
isfsponsqring a senate ver

at that 10 a.m. church ser

the

vice, where Peterman is an

December 20tli.

this

associate minister, that he

Publlx

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

sun,

lows any charge or deduc

by

Miami, Curtis Richardson,
D-Tallahassee; Wilbert T.

informed

when the Rev. Manuel L.

request was

D-

Thompson,

Dade City and what I wit
beings

included:
Miller,

Faulkner.

.live in deplorable condi

invited

Les

migrant

migrant workers having to

Out of a

capacity

Senator

Orlando; Marco Rubio, R-

and

to

farm

this

has

received

workers

legislators

date,

on

standing

B-IIR.ES.
People differ in their

fill our hearts with hope.

of God. Secondly, it seems

The Diabetes Connection

view of the value of virtue.

This may not be a fair

Nevertheless the fact is

land for the average man,

minds and physical vigor

only rational and mature

nevertheless, it is a land

have made use of only a

DIPPER Program

individuals will carve out

filled with opportunities

fraction of their potentiali

162116th Street South

for him or her self a happy

for those individuals who

ty. Thirdly, happiness and

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

and safe place to worship

possesses vigor and a keen

good health is simply a

that

those

with

God, practice love and per

sense of maturity.

The

reflection of our level and

suade others to escape cyn

opportunities are there, but

the practice of intelligence

ical and negative thought

seem to be missed more

Life is like a fairy tale.
The more we put away

often than they are seized,
because of three reasons.

childish thoughts, the more

First, the reality is soci

Christ gives us intellect,

ety directs our attention

not only to clear our minds,

toward harmful activities

but to cure our bodies and

and away from the riches

Front Porch Community

strong

The Family
ThatPrays
Together
, ? Stiays
/Together

•13th Annual
“Say No To Drugs”
Saturday, Dec. 22 - 8 a.m.
Near Harborview Center

LEARN TO MANAGE
YOUR DIABETES
These Basic Gu delines
•in- for chabpte-s ».aie .is outlines iri Oiv Florida piubvtvi Mvdic.il
Ptncfit:e Cunk‘fiiK‘>. Dtnuu these mu'w with your d.abetes \ .irr
provider and use thp. -cat<X

• Pinellas County Urban
League
Sponsors 10th Annual
Black History Essay Contest

-or more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2822

leiofrf yoiir icsubs

Just In Time For The Holidays!

DON’S HOMEMADE
CONCH SALAD

1' ‘B MO# f InrOV.Ar 11

;

800 UlABETtS

.

1st.

SO 120

FRESH CONCH, MARINATED

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

COMBINED WITH

records [every visit J

LOTS OF FRESH VE6SIES

MARKET & RESTAURANT
400 - 49th St South

Review blood >o£ar

|

2.99 4.99 6.99
LIMITED TIME ONLY!

327- 8309
328- 8309

NEED A LAUGH?

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin*

FRIDAYS AT 6:30

J/VHERE THE LOCALS BUY .

FOR OVER 21 YEARSzS

■ "'■ •.

;

3rd

UVl.

41 h
DA’t

1

I TMi i •

t>

AMERICAN!

i>At 1

•IAH

DATE.

Donald R. Collins

’

Financial Advisor

Foot Exiusi

American Express
DATE:

Financial Advisors Inc.

r>Air

OaTF

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

VA.Lf:

VA1 LB

»*A1 Ml ‘

DA IL.

□AU

MAI 1;

liili

49*

h'.Tt

KARAOKE!!!

... "
Weight |oetoic rneals|

fc 130/80
Blood Pressure
fever yvisit]

’

DA’E

HbAlc: tMooci

?% ,

VAU.Jf

IonT 4 limes irrtth
$20 Hr. Massage
Must present proof of coverage
Medicaid & Medicare accepted
We Specialize Also In:
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel

1>AU:

■' <

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869

■

Mir rnaltiumsnuria.
Urine kidney U.s.1

30 mg/'
24 hrs

VALUE

[every year]
DATL:

Pilatea Eye
[every ytMr]
OAT!

Sdt Marid^cmenl
Education within .4
Months of Diagnosis

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

,

7 /4ccefit WonkeM. &
^nauneunM.

F
> J

2s,i

[every visit J

St. Petersburg, FL

■F

•

r>ATf

$

INLIME JUICE AND SPICES,

VISITS

1
Fh ? i»». .1
E jUll'.l- lll-.

11

VAL..if

•
VALJE. V»U'U ‘

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.
For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

TAMPA BAY ARF.A NEWS continues
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Air Force Airman 1st Class
Vincent P. Thacker Graduates
From Basic Military Training

Mattie Adams
Charity Chapter
#240 Anniversary
A Success

mony

marches,

and

Carolina Ave.

N.E.', St.

received physical training

Petersburg, FL, and brother

and

of

special

training

in

Nathan

The Anniversaiy was held

wich made there, sherbet

human relations.
In addition, airmen who

at Campbell Park Dece

flow, chicken, fruit red

complete basic training ear

mber 9,2001 at 3 p.m. with

punch, all kinds of cakes.

credits toward an associate

uate

spirit devotion by W.M.

The refresments were ful

degree

Catholic High School. He

Mattie

filling.

Community College of the

&

Bro.

Charles Moore. Mr. Louis

Guest was from Tampa,

Fillyau was master of cere

FL,

W.M.

Chattie

Lee

mony. Music was by the

Martin Chapter, also youth
from

sing. The welcome was

Sallins W.J.M. & husband,

Class Vincent P. Thacker

given

Laura

James. Also Electa #106,

has graduated from basic

was

2nd Electa #160 from St.

military

given by Rev. Edward Rym

Pete. Also, Love & Charity

Lackland Air Force Base,

did a very spirit & fulfilled

youth of St. Pete #120 was

San Antonio, Texas.

sermon.

ushering.

by

Anderson.

Sis.
Sermon

Refreshments

were

sweated meatballs, deviled

ST. PETERSBURG -

Louise

Air

Force

Airman

training

During the six weeks of

Photos by Shades of
Mahogany.

the Air

Force

Wanted!
”
Part-Time
Grandmas
and/or
Grandpa’s!
CLEARWATER - Are
you 50+ years of age? Do
you have 2-4 spare hours a
week? Would you like to
“make a difference” in a
child’s life while enhancing
your own? There are many
children (infant - 16 years of
age) who don’t have any
grandparents and need a
“special person” or “couple”
in their life to serve as their

look
easy
to
one
observing from the out
side. John admitted dur
ing the early years with
UPS there were many
days he threatened to
quit, but something he
learned at an early age
kept him in the game,
perserverance.
In 1994 John was
inducted into the UPS
Hall of Fame for 2o
consecutive years of
safe driving, an accom
plishment which he
states is very hard to
yiou
spend' 4 0-12’ hours per
day behind the wheel of

a vehicle, and go 20
years without one acci
dent, that’s an accom
plishment,” said Allen.
Asked, what advice
would he give to a
young person exploring
a potential career with
UPS, John says “its
hard work, but, its hard
work you’re handsome
ly compensated for. If
you’re fortunate to get
one of the many covet
ed positionbs as a dri
ver for UPS” John says
“just hang.in there, it’ll
pay off in the long run.”
John goes on to say “he
has seen many drivers

call Pat or Beverly at Gulf
Coast Community Care at
538-7460 Ext. 3013, or 3192.
***

Would: you like to “make a
difference” in a child’s life?
We have many children (1014 years of age) who need a
person, or couple, to share
some quality time with. You
will serve as their mentor
and role model. Giving your

time to a child in need, can
greatly enhance your own
life. For more information
about our Linking Lifetimes
program
please
call
Melonese Wilson at Gulf
Coast Community Care 5387460 Ext. 3020.

Wanted! Part-Time Mentors!
Can you spare 2-4 hours
a week to spend with a child?
Are you 30+ years of age?

mentor and role model. You
will reap many rewards by
giving a most precious gift your time! For more infor
mation about our Adopt-AGrandchild program, please

Operation PAR, Inc. After School BETA Program
Ten Weeks of Fun and Learning
for
PAR
Middle School Students
Operation

Programs runs from Jan. 14, thru March 22, 2002

Applications are currently being accepted for registration!!!
❖ Monday - Thursday 5:00pm thru 7:00pm
❖ Transportation and Snacks provided
❖ Life skills development activities
❖ Cultural enrichment activities and games
❖ Field trips

Location:
Olive B. McLin Center
1900 9“ St. South
Martin Luther King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705 ,

If you are interested, please call us at (727) 893-5438 to schedule an appointment.
Transportation Boundaries
Between 54“' Ave. S. and 1" Ave. S. and 45th St. S.
Funded by Juvenile Welfare Board, United Way, Department of Children and Families

received

Petersburg Junior College,
St. Petersburg.

JfflRRS
ffAfRATrLIAd
3427 llth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Car & Truck Deals
For Those With

leave careers with the
Pinellas County School
System and other pro
fessions to come to
work for UPS.”
Plans for right now,
John admits are just to
take it easy and do
whatever 1 want to do!
After having worked
since he was a small
boy, John says he has to
pinch himself when he
wakes up at 6:00 a.m.
and can roll back over
and
sleep
until
10:00a.m. or later.

Friends Help Friends Wfr<5

Need Help
1-877-WE APPROVE
Let Us Help You!

No Application Refused * 1 Day Service

GUI TOR PREAPPROVAI
DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE
Severity of Credit Could AffejCtDoyvn Payment

0 lBI5ISISISI5I3I3IBJ5JSl5f3f3ISIBfSI3lE!JSI5ISJ3JSJSlG!lSISISIS10I5I3rSISISl3IBJSIS131SISlSISJSlBieJ5ISI313f3IBISISISJSI ta
ft
1
s
jgrfjB
REV.
MOTHER
SUPERIOR
WILLIAMS
SL.
1
i
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
WfTOl
i
i
1
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
UMRV
I

VfflS

TfiWT

i
I
1
1
i
i
i
S
1

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene—mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
flSLJra&l
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
™
1
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
ajj kjnc}s Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
1 was having bad luck, mis i , , andj freed
£_ j
.
, ,
.
,,
,°
'
helped
from all,, your
troubles?
erable and it seemed like
r
J
everything was against
Don't fail to call or write to her today.
me,justajw visits to Rev..
Mother Superior Williams

Send Self-Addressed Envelope

..

Nativity in Color
2001
Saturday,

December 22,

2001

7.00 EM.
Come and join us in a journey
reflecting the Biblical and true mean
ing of Christmas. Experience the joy
of the Nativity through drama,
music, special effects and more!

Alpine
HEALTH AND REHABILITATION
CENTER
The Holiday Season is here and Alpine Health and Rehabilitation Center
wants to lend you a hand and give you some time for holiday cheer.
Do you have an elderly loved one at home that you take care ot everyday’
Alpine will care tor your loved one under our Respite Care program in order to
give you time to take a break. Enjoy the holiday while knowing your family .
member is under 24 hour nursing care.
Inquire with Alpine about Medicaid eligibility for your loved one
We look forward to lending a hand and helping the community during the
holidays or anytime you may need us.

3456 - 21st Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711 <

955 20,h Street South, St« Pet^sburg
For more info call:

727-894-43 11

or visit us at: www.mzprogressiue.org

!
!
i
1

!
i
1

1
i
.
r
1
1
Rev- Mother Superior Williams
1 Who loves rne.
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
i
!
i
- Hillary Williams
(8T3) 874”558T
§
ft
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Baptist Church
Presenfe

associate

degree in 2001 from St.

Mount Zion Progressive Missionary
----------------

an

Petersburg

blr\lg£Ll£\/AgL£<

UPS Hunk Retires After 30 Years
Of Service
ily see would reach the
top and the top it did.
UPS is the largest
package delivery com
pany in the world. Its
employees, like Johh
quickly benefitrd from
attractive
employee
contracts which made it
possible to retire at
such a youthful age.
While John has worked
several routes for UPS,
he spent the last 20
years in downtown St.
Petersburg.
Rolling down alleys,
taking. routes' people,
didn’t even know exist
ed, John made his job

2069

St.

Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

mission,

performed drill and cere
L to R: Sis. Barbara lanier, Sis. Doreen Burgohy, Sis. Cora Pittman W. Matron, Sis.
Mattie Adams, Sis. Alice Bryant, Sis. Laura Anderson, Sis. Carrie Hames
L to R (standing): Sis. Jeanette Chaniel, Sis. Dorn Bryant, Sis. Octavia Wilson, Sis.
Betty Peeples, Sis. Stephanie Coleman, Sis. Ida Green, Sis. Mary Wilson & Bro
William James

of

of

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders

training, the airman studied

with tomatoes and other

of staying loyal to a
company he could read-

Thacker

Seminole, FL.
Thacker is a 1997 grad

at

organization, and customs;

quickly saw the bejiefjt

E.

Blvd.,

1st

eggs, cold macaroni salad

ST. PETERSBURG John “Beefcakes” Allen
(St. Petersburg Times
affectionately named
him after John hammed
it up for the
St.
Petersburg Times dur
ing a crave which tar
geted UPS drivers for
calender
pin
ups),
retired on October 31,
2001 after 30 years
with the United Parcel
services.
Starting his career
earning a whopping
$1.95 an hour, John

the

Air Force.
He is the son of Robert

Tampa & St. Pete Youth (L to R): FR. Aqeela Williams, FR. Octavia Pittman, FR.
Jessica White, FR. Starretha Burroughs, FR. Nicole Sallins, W.M. Chattie L. Martin,

Faithful Five, boy did they

Tampa.

through

Park

of

good things. Fresh sand

Adams

11436

Thacker

ST. PETERSBURG -

Phone (727) 327-1988
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Rolling Readers Pinellas Gives Books Verizon Employees and ‘Season’s
To Disadvantaged Children
Readings’ Bring Holiday Celebration To
Disadvantaged Children-----------------------ST. PETERSBURG -

dren’s books to elementary

school children and more

Rolling Readers Pinellas

school children throughout

than

announces its 5th Book-

St. Petersburg. This Fall,

taged children nationwide.

Giveaway. Twice per year,

Rolling Readers will give

175,000

disadvan

The Zonta Club of St.

telling.

Established in 1991 in

San Diego, CA., Rolling

TAMPA r- The power of

Readers USA is truly a

reading was highlighted
recently

a

others in emphasizing the

Tampa Bay Buccaneer and

Christmas party for the

importance of literacy to

local Fox sports commen

children associated with

young people, as well as

RCMA since

1992. The

reference when choosing

by

children received lunch and

titles for holiday gifts over
the next several weeks.

Jorge

Diaz,

former

Rolling Readers USA dis

new books to more than

Petersburg is a worldwide

grassroots

tributes new quality chil-

2,000

service

of

based organization dedicat

Florida’s downtown head

tator, read “The

executives in business and

ed to eliminating illiteracy

quarters as the company’s

Before

Pinellas

County

Volunteer Need
Critical Throughout
Pinellas County
LARGO
Cares,

the

-

Pinellas

organization

lent way for people to get
involved in their communi

organization

community-

at

Verizon

Night

Christmas,”

have

sponsored

the professions working

among America’s youth.

“Season’s Readings” litera

Clentent Clark Moore, to

presents from their gift

together to advance the sta

The late Robert Condon, a

cy program hit high gear

the children.

wish lists, presented by
Santa Claus. In addition,

local business leader and

with a Christmas party' for

father of two,

68 needy children from

ing many gifts here today,”

the children also received a

literacy

farming communities in

Diaz told the children. “But

Verizon T-shirt and a copy

around

the

state.

All

Verizon

employees

will

the sponsoring organiza
tion for the Pinellas County
Rolling Readers Chapter.

Rolling

founded

Readers

USA

reading is the best gift of

of

Grandma,” by Peter W.

receive a copy of the NCFL

pro

faraway places, help you

Barnes.

lists and tips to assist them

The centerpiece of the

efits of reading aloud to his

Season’s

Readings

“Read

To

Me,

Book-

own young children. From

1-1

limited

Giveaway was made possi

that day forward, he decid

gram in the Tampa Bay

understand the mysteries of

Reading Tips, Book Lists

life and help you become

Promote Importance of

anything you want to be

County, is urgently appeal
ing

for

volunteers

on

current

people would like to do

ble with the contributions

ed that he wanted to help

area is a book drive and a

something to help their fel

from the Zonta Club.

children in his community

read-aloud

learn and love to read.

paign involving Verizon’s

pledge

cam

low citizens, but are not

The Book-Giveaway is

charities and other non

sure where to start. 2-1-1

vital to the Read Aloud and

Recently, more than 50

14,000 employees in the

profit

has

Tutoring

separate

led

region. Throughout the hol

chapters are currently oper

iday season, Verizon is

behalf of the over 200
organizations

it

assembled a list of

serves. The service pro

opportunities

vides a volunteer matching

the county.”

charities that match the
volunteer’s

availability,

area of interest and other
requisites.

Opportunities

are available for seasonal,

mum commitment of one

Blanchard,

the area to donate new or

SoUtheast region, Verizon.

Great Holiday Books to

Verizon

and the Verizon Literacy

developed by the National

Network,

Center for Family Literacy

works to increase commu

(NCFL).

nity and corporate aware

gently

used

inquiry is made, Pinellas

on-one. Rolling Readers

opportunities or to con

Cares will then suggest

promote an interest in read

tribute to our upcoming

day season and in the com

ees for their participation in

Spring

ing year. Similar efforts are

the Season’s Readings pro

possible volunteer match

ing, stimulate intellect and

es.

imagination, and share the

The

volunteer

may

low up directly with the

a

been on the lack of local

schedule with the individ

donations, and while that is

ual.

out

powerful tool

of story-

Book-Giveaway,
Tyeisha

underway at other Verizon

Lyons at (727) 402-READ.

locations across the coun

please

contact

try.

“Her Dreams Becomes
A Reality”

NTAA
Kwanzaa
Celebration
At St.
Paul’s
Catholic
Church

and

volunteer

still important, we are try

Those who are interest

ing to get the word out that

ed in exploring volunteer

the need for volunteers is

opportunities are encour

critical, too,” said Cynthia

aged to call 2-1-1 at their

Fox, Executive Director of

earliest convenience. 2-1-1

Pinellas Cares.

is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.

ST. PETERSBURG The Pinellas County Urban

We would greatly appreci

League’s Black-On-Black

ate it if you could assist us

Crime Prevention Program

by performing the follow

is sponsoring an essay con
test and we are soliciting

ing:
1. Reproduce, and dis

your support This contest

tribute the enclosed flyer

will be held in conjunction

and essay cover sheet to

with Black History Month

students of your respective

in February, 2002.

school. Each contest entry
must include a cover sheet
containing

the

students

St.

Paul’s

Catholic

New Family Center. St.
Paul is located at 12708
North

Dale

Highway.

Mabry

This

is

an

African-American family

TAMPA -

Erica

L.

Erica

says,

“I

been blessed to have peo

private schools in Pinellas

and Inez Allen,

grand

ple in my life that have

County.

Contest entries

entries are received, screen

daughter of Mrs. Eunice

cared for me and pushed

will be divided into the fol

them and forward the top

Collins

me to do my best.”

lowing divisions: elemen

ten to the Pinellas County

Williams, graduated from

tary,

West Virginia State Coll

graduate studies at Ohio

school. The topic is: In

Urban League.
3. In keeping with the

ege

University in the fall of

your opinion, what is the

theme of this contest and

2001.

single most important thing

Black History' month, we

that this county should do

request that at least one (1)

to

of the entries forwarded to

other minorities? Awards
will be given to the top

student.
Upon selection of win

three (3) entries in each

ners, the respective Multi-

division. The first place

Cultural committee will be

winners in each division

notified and requested to

will have the opportunity

contact the winners for the

to read their essays at the

purpose of ensuring their
ceremony. This ceremony

mailed or hand delivered to

will be held on Saturday,

the Pinellas County Urban

February 23, 2002 at the

League’s

Headquarters,

St. Pete Times Auditorium

333 31st Street North, St.

located at 490 1st Avenue

Petersburg, FL 33713, by 5

South, St. Petersburg,FL.

p,m., Friday, February 18,

Dates To Remember:

2002, to be eligible for

Dec. 7: Essay Contest

received after this date will

Begins
Feb.

not be accepted.

History Month.

The

Pinellas

Entries

County

Urban League is requesting
the

assistance

of

your

Multi-Cultural Committee

1-28:

Black

Feb. 18: Deadline to
receive entries.
Feb.
Ceremony.

23:

Awards

The children, all from

engage employees in sup

six to nine years old, are

that are excellent for year-

porting literacy programs.

part of the after-school pro

round reading. The tips and

gram

Redlands

list are sorted into three age

Migrant

categories - birth to tod

Association (RCMA) in

dlers, three to five years,

Ruskin. RCMA creates
opportunities for the chil

and six to eight years.

dren of migrant and other

aloud and the recommend

low-income

ed book lists can serve as

run

by

Christian

families

providers

and

The tips for reading

to

maximize choices in their

catalysts

lives. Verizon’ employees

grandparents, siblings and

for

parents,

on

and

Mrs.

December

Ida

16,

She

will

begin

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
■ 24-Hour Selt-Service Car Wash

CARw

(QUIKLUBe)

C

— ’
THE
WORKS!
SAVE *2“

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

Car Wash, Dtltt C&iL
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,

30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

CarWash”

Nigeria,

’27.99

‘N SHINE”

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE £2M

SAVE ’1“

FULL SERVICE
CARWASH

Wash, Vacuum

Soft Cloth Car

Polish Wax,

Armorall Tires, & Air

Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Freshener

14.00

PIus Tax • (Reg. $29.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/28/01

Plus Tax •(Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/28/01

Interior, Windows

Blue

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

11.50

PIus Tax r (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/28/01

7

(Reg. $10.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 12/28/01

from Nigeria will be here,
along

with

Evie

from

Jamaica and a host of oth
ers. We look forward to
you

joining us to make

our celebration complete.
For

questions,

com

ments or additional infor
mation,

please

Rudean,

her

North

call

president
Tampa

of

African

Alliance (NTAA) on (813)
961-6239.

2002.

2914 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg
321-6600
Color Contact

Dayton Andrew Dodge
2301 - 34th St. N.

"fresh"

Under Chassis Spray &

Includes Oil, Filter,

ber of St. Paul to attend.
from

8:30 to 5:30 Monday ■ Saturday

SBSICEI96S

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

Yoruba Oluwatoyin also

327-1900

detailing^
center y

PLUS “Free Full Service

Urhobo Gertrude has

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

,-------

do not have to be a mem

arrived

Lenses

(727) 321-0500

Fresh Look Color Disposable $3 4/box

and

Daily Wear Color $74
Extended Wear Color $119
(Wesley J essen Opaque Lenses)

Deborah Flanagan, O.D., P.A.

Vehicles

attendance at the awards
be

consideration.

everyone is welcome, you

have

Allen, daughter of Leonard

awards ceremony.
All entries must

Please understand that

Erica Allen, a senior communications major, was cho
sen Miss State by the student body. As an undergradu
ate, Ms. Allen served as chief hearing examiner for the
Student Government Association, a tutor for the
Upward Bound Program, and youth counselor for the
Summer Transportation Institute. She was a member of
the Student Fees Committee and Enrollment
Management Committee. A Residential Scholar for two
years, Ms. Allen also was Miss Gold and Miss Student
Government Association. She is listed in Who’s Who and
was a recipient of the Student Government Leadership
Award. She is the daughter of Leonard and Inez Allen
of Tampa, Florida.

entries from your respec
tive school. When all

us be written by a minority

literacy

list of 15 children’s books

SAVE *2"

celebration.

name and name of school.

and

ing aloud to children and a

■ Custom Waxing & Detailing

with a calling by drums at
a 6 p.m. reception in the

dents attending public or

African-Americans

vided NCFL’s tips for read

■ “Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

Church on Dec 28, 2001

2. Collect all contest

equality for

ness, raise funds, encour
age collaboration among

of Passage” is being held
at

The contest is open to stu

ensure

fabulous

company

The company also pro

night of Kwanzaa/”Rites

celebration, not a religious
in promoting this activity.

gram and this
party ” J

the

TAMPA - The “Third”

Pinellas County Urban
League Sponsors
Tenth (10th) Annual
Black History Essay
Contest__ ___ —------

high

program

sonally thank our employ

works

and

Reads

us today and I want to per

recession, the focus has

middle,

Ten

encouraging employees in

to a child during the holi

checks

ends on February 18,2001.

Readings

increase U.S. literacy lev
els. Through its signature

or tutoring children one-

serving meals. When an

background

and

Season’s

president-

has

“Verizon

“We thank him for joining

September llth and the

2001

Verizon

of

children’s

then does the appropriate

December 7,

Verizon’s national effort to

released

the

part

books and to pledge to read

With

The contest begins on

children,

life,” said John

is

To find out more about

organization. The charity

“Volunteering is an excel-

reading is the key to a suc
cessful

“Jorge Diaz knows that

Rolling Readers volunteer

teers right now is critical.

Fox adds,

nation.

campaign

to small groups of children

fits best, and can then fol

of

the

The Season’s Readings

tance of reading aloud to

from teaching literacy to

volunteers.

events

throughout

to

Read to Your Children,”

choose the opportunity that

the

ating

books

their read-aloud pledges.

Reading Aloud
To promote the impor

when you grow up.”

selecting

donate and in fulfilling

hour a week reading aloud

Opportunities

one-time, and long-term
“The need for volun

Volunteers spend a mini

volunteer

in

range

system for those interested
in volunteering time with

throughout

programs.

organizations

all. It can transport you to

Ruskin and Wimauma.

when he witnessed the ben

The

Many

in

tus of women. The Zonta

ty, even if someone is on a
income.

collected

Club of St. Petersburg is

which administrates the 2service for Pinellas

Books

Tampa will be donated to

“1 know you are receiv

Ezell

Kelvin Culler

Let Us Help You
93 Buick Century
$3939

97 Plymouth Voyager j 97 Mecrcury Bon Marquis
$9482
$8725

Thank You For Your Patronage.
3M

Selected Frames
OR

$4952

Buy One PaIR

97 Mercury Sable
$8127

91 Bangor Pickup

(Frame and Lenses)

95 Dodge Dakota Exl Cad
yM$8376

98 Chevy Monte CarIo
$8906

99 Eagle Vision
$7383

93M9onv.tfan
$5910
97FordWindstar
$8483

And Your Family A Blessed Christmas.

90 Pontiac Grand Prix

91 Honda Civic
$3825

I

The Staff Of Eyewear Unique & I Wish You

$6195

Get 2nd Pair

[FIR

(Single Vision Lenses Only)
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Operation HOPE
HomeBanc Mortgage Annual Kiwanis Club Christmas Party
Celebrates First Night Corporation Partners Benefits Children’s Medical Services
of Kwanzaa__________ With Metropolitan

Ministries To Teach
Homeless Children
The Joy Of Holiday
Giving______ _______
TAMPA - Over lOhome-

“At HomeBanc, we want to

less children at Tampa
Bay’s
Metropolitan
Ministries will experience

change that perception by

the joy of holiday giving

ST. PETERSBURG Operation
HOPE
of

people have been carrying

Pinellas, Inc., is hosting the
first night of Kwanzaa,

on the tradition ever since.
Dr. Karenga envisioned

December 26,2001, from 7

that Kwanzaa would pro
vide African-Americans

- 9:30 p.m., at Bethel
Community
Baptist
Church located at 1045

for the first time and.our

Wednesday, Dec. 19, as
they shop for gifts to pre

sharing with the children
the value of giving and not
focusing on receiving. All
of us at HomeBanc are
thrilled to be a part of mak

sent to their parents this
holiday season through the

ing the holidays brighter
for these children and their

generosity of HomeBanc
Mortgage Corporation.

families.”
HomeBanc

organiation whose mission

Children’s
Medical
Sen ices at an event hosted

along with their families

is to create engaging expe

mark by responding to the

attend this event that fea

needs of their communities

by The Florida Aquarium.
“Our goal is to serve the

tures individually wrapped
gifts, games and activities,

riences that inspire a sense
of wonder, understanding

and pooling their resources

an

to

sors

Gala

what this season is all

Holiday party held this day
for children and families of

the

annual

children of the world, and

food, a picture taken with

this is our 23rd year spon

Santa and Mrs. Claus and
admission to the Florida
Aquarium. The Florida

soring this great event,”'
says Steve Bush, president
of the Kiwanis Club of
Tampa Bay. “For many of
these children, this party
may be their only holiday

Aquarium

subsidizes

admission fees for guests
and Domino’s Pizza subsi
dizes the cost of the pizzas

Metropolitan Ministries

Corporation is one of the

with spiritual renewal, and

largest mortgage lenders in

sustenance, as well as an
opportunity for us to con

Florida Avenue.
HomeBanc Mortgage
Corporation donated over

the Southeast and has been
ranked among the top 10
on-line mortgage lenders in

Kwanzaa is celebrated
from December 26 -

200 gifts for the children to

the

select from for their par

January 1. Each day of
Kwanzaa has a different

Florida, HomeBanc has
offices in , Tampa Bay,

Nationally

ents. “This program allows

director designer, author

Streets.”

these children to enjoy the

Orlando, West Palm Beach,

meaning in terms of the
Seven
Principles
of

simple pleasures of child

Deerfield Beach, Fort
Lauderdale and Miami-

and St. Petersburg native,
Archie Boston, returns to

On
December
29,
Archie Boston returns to
the
Johnson
Branch
Library, A graduate of Los

ty, community and the
Black struggle. Operation

Kwanzaa.
The Seven Principles of

HOPE of Pinellas, Inc.,
will celebrate the first prin

Kwanzaa (Nguzo Saba):

ciple of Kwanzaa, Umoja

• Day 1 Umoja (Oomoe-ja) - Unity'

States.

ST. PETERSBURG -

In

known

art

his hometown to promote

hood that so many take for
granted - pleasures like
giving your mom a gift and

HomeBanc

seeing the joy in her face,”
said
HomeBanc
Vice

throughout metro Atlanta
and in Gainesville, Athens,

Advertising, Design and

President

Conyers

Design Education.

and

Sales

Dade.

In

Georgia,

his new book Fly in the

offices

Buttermilk: Memoirs of an
African
American
in

has

and

Peachtree

City.

for Unity. We are opening

Manager
Joe Wessel.
“HomeBanc is proud to

For more information

Saturday, December 29 at
2 p.m. at the Johnson

our hearts, minds and spir

Determination

partner with Metropolitan

about HomeBanc’s mort
gage products or communi

Boston will discuss his

its to the community to

• Day 3 Ujima (Oo-ji-

Ministries to address the

come out and share in the
occasion to celebrate our

ma) - Collective Work and

needs of the homeless in

Responsibility

Tampa Bay with positive

Blackness and to remem

• Day 4 Ujamma (Oo-

ber the elders that have lost
lives and loves in the strug

ja-ma)

gle for our freedoms.

• Day 5 Nia (Nee-ah) Purpose

Let’s not forget the sac
rifices that were made for
us. Dr. Maulana Karenga, a
Black Studies professor
and Black Activist cele
brated Kwanzaa in 1966

-

Cooperative

Economics

• Day 6 Kuumba (Kooum-ba) - Creativity
i • Day 7 Imani (I-ma-ni)
- Faith

Seventh Principle of
Kwanzaa Celebrated
At Enoch Davis Center

solutions.”

.

ty service efforts, visit
HomeBanc
on-line
at

Branch

Library.

new book, talk about his

aquatic environments.
Founded in 1915 and
headquartered

International

in

worldwide

Through

these
Kiwanis

truly

“Serving the Children of

International is a thriving
organization of service and

the World.”

community-minded indi
viduals who support chil

personal experiences in the

please
contact
Maria
Wood, Senior Marketing

world of advertising and
design from the perspec

Tampa Bay as only seeking

Manager (813) 639-5623.

tive of a minority insider. A
book signing will immedi

a hand-out,” said Wessel.

AARP Tax-Aide Seeks
Volunteers For 2002_
ship is not required to be a
volunteer in this program.
Expense reimbursement is
provided for some pro-

explore the world through

Institute,

books and retreat from the

degree, magna cum laude,
from the University of
Southern
California,

Angeles’ Chouinard Art

Boston

with

is

a

MLA

currently

a

tenured Professor and
Chairman of the Visual
Communication

Design

Program at California State
University Long Beach and
has

operated

his

twenty-one years.
For additional informa
tion, contact Paula Ivory at
(727)893-7113.

SSI

SW’-'

SigfiSSt

ately follow the free pro
gram.
Boston attended Davis
Elementary, 16th Street Jr.
High and Gibbs High
School in the fifties and

illfe

early sixties. Shortly after
graduating from Gibbs, he

gram-related, out-of-pock

staged his first one-man art
exhibit

at

the

Johnson

ST. PETERSBURG -

Vendors may contact: Ms.

help taxpayers complete

The Seventh Principle of

Daneshpour at 820-0240
for details about displaying

their 2001 federal and state

and backgrounds are wel

Boston “The library was a

Congratulates the

Income tax forms in 2002.

come. You don’t need to be

place where I went to

observed and celebrated at
the Enoch Davis Center on

their wares.

AARP Tax-Aide volun
teers receive free training

an AARP member to Vol

National Newspaper Publishers

January 1st 6-8 p.m. This
day of faith is the day of

provided by talented local
favorites. This event is co

from

assistance from AARP
Tax-Ai devol unteers).

Kwanzaa when the com
munity comes together to:

sponsored

Entertainment will be

(or

receive

African-American

Arts

commitment of forty hours
over the ten-week season.
Individuals of all ages and

(727) 592-8025 or 27-5712277.

skill levels are encouraged

Training begins in early
January;

plan for
future.

Petersburg, Enoch Davis
Center.

The entire community
is invited to come and

For more information
please
call
Lynette

bring their best dish to

Buchanan at 893-7134.

everyone.

to apply. AARP member

Library.

tax

If you are interested in
this program, please call

Council of Greater Tampa

with

instructors. Volunteers are

unteer

asked to give a minimum

Bay and the City of St.

share

trained

the

reflect on our rich past,
successful

IRS

with

look at the present and
a

the

Branch

Philip Morris Companies Inc.

Says

Association

and salutes the

Time Marches On
For people over age 55, the incidence of stroke
more than doubles in each successive decade.

Stroke Warning Signs:

Peace,
LoveS
Brotherhood

nrisfmas

Sudden numbness or
weakness in the face,
arm, or leg, especially
on one side of the body.
Sudden confusion or
trouble speaking or
understanding.

Sudden trouble seeing
in one or both eyes.
Sudden trouble walking,
dizziness, loss of
balance or coordination.
Sudden severe
headache with no
known cause.

HeartStrokeBriefs

American Stroke
Association

For more information, call 1 -888-4-STROKE
or visit StrokeAssociation.org

A Division of American
Heart Association

Sw

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON
3600 -18th A/enue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

ATHLETIC

ZONE

Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel
FEATURING:

Pretty Feet by ilmSJM

•Platinum

j

j

$1.00 OFF

•FuBu

PEDICURE

Monday - Wednesday
^w/coupon • Appointment Necessary^

•Sean John
3MBi>MR|

fSHOSS

i

♦PhatFarm
•Jordan

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

Qospd-OrientedT-Sfnrts On Sole

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

•SnoopDog

Anniversary
of the Black Press
team about hundreds of other African American organizations in the

"National Directory of African American Organizations rr
Sponsored by Philip Morris Companies Inc. and
The Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies

•Nike
•Tlmberland

Ph: 727-866-6944
2910 54th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Mon - Sat 10AM -8PM* Sunday 12Noon - 6PM

own

design firm for the past

et expenses.
Volunteers of all ages

Kwanzaa - IMANI will be

is,

Indianapolis, Inc., Kiwanis

St. Petersburg and share his

“Too many people erro

looking for volunteers to

address

issues.
efforts,

early years growing up in

neously
perceive
our
homeless residents
of

unteer-run tax counseling
and preparation Service is

our

Mr.

www.homebanc.com.
For more information

ST. PETERSBURG AARP
Tax-Aide,
the
nation’s largest, free, vol

of

On

• Day 2 Kujichagulia
(Koo-ji-cha-goo-lia) - Self

(Oo-moe-ja) which stands

stewardship

ily members in more than

Archie Boston Presents Program @
Johnson Branch Library____ ______1

is a celebration of our
African Heritage interwo

mitment to self, spirituali

adults

70 countries make their

these children’s faces are

nect with our rich heritage.

for us to reaffirm our com

young

about.”
More than 900 children,

Club of Tampa Bay spon

16th Street South in St.
Petersburg, FL. Kwanzaa

ven with our American her
itage. Kwanzaa is a time

and

around the wwld. More
than 600,000 Kiwanis fam

festivity. The smiles on

Mortgage

is located at 2002 North

United

dren

for the event..
The Florida Aquarium
(www.flaquarium.org) is a
non-profit environmental

TAMPA - The Kiwanis

Available online at
www.philipmorris.com/naad
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Army & Air Force News CSF Welcomes New Program
Manager.

Pepin Distributing
Company Funds
Scholarships, Mentors
and Hopes.________ __

RAMSTEIN

mottos my parents instilled

AIR

BASE, GERMANY - As

in me and I’m proud to be

American

extending that family tradi

bomber

and

tion out to others.”

fighter aircraft drop bombs
on Taliban and Al Qaeda

While the humanitarian

forces in Afghanistan, the

operation to help the peo

son of a Dunedin couple is

ple of Afghanistan has its

playing a vital role in drop

critics,

Department

ping something different to

Defense

officials

Afghani citizens - relief

kudos to the U.S. military

from the cold and hunger

people at Ramstein carry

running rampant through

ing out the operation, say

the population of the war-

ing their efforts are making

Captain Dax R. Hair

tom country.

a

difference

of

Cathy Gates

the

tance to qualified clients
with delinquent rent, mort

and

lenge we face is getting

Manager.

position

Partnership-to-Ownership

gage, or utility bills, when

through our own security

combines the two essential

measures,” said Hair. “The

functions

Property

program.
Ms. Gates brings more

funds are available.

effort to get culturally-sen-

Turkmenistan.
Even though it’s the C-

sitive daily rations to starv

17s and their aircrews,

security forces are doing an

Manager and Coordinator

than 15 years of experience

call Community Service

ing Afghanis.

deployed from Charleston

outstanding job protecting

of Homebuyer Programs

in managing rental proper

Foundation at 461-0618.

Air Force Base, S.C., per

us. If I’m having trouble

humanitarian supplies into

Steakhouse, Publix Super

Base, Germany supporting

Pakistan

president of Tampa-based

Markets, Bank of America,

the

Pepin

JM

Enterprises,
Anheuser

Dunedin,

is

humanitarian

airlift

refugees’ lives.

CLEARWATER

Children. He also has been

AT&T,

Farm

“As a pilot of a C-130

named to the Board of

Insurance Companies and

Hercules cargo aircraft, I

forming the actual air drops

getting where I need to go

get the people and equip-'

over Afghanistan, it takes a

because of all the re-rout

helps

Selected as early as

ment needed to support the

team effort encompassing

ing,

low-income children go to

third grade, every Take

mission where they need to

thousands of military peo

checkpoints, I can’t imag

college

Stock in Children scholar

be,” said Hair, a 1991 grad

ple at Ramstein to make the

ine how difficult it would

uate

airlift happen.

be for threats to achieve

sessions

and

receives:
• A four-year college

scholarships.
“Take

Stock

tuition scholarship.

in

of

Dunedin

High

road

closures

and

the C-130 airframe allows

tors to cooks, from security

Great strides have been

policemen to Army cargo

made in the U.S.’s battle
against terrorists and those

• A volunteer mentor

us to quickly reconfigure

noteworthy endeavors of

who meets the child at his

the aircraft to support any

riggers

its kind with a 94 percent

or her school for one hour

kind of mission required of

American military commu

who

success rate of children

a week to provide academ

us.”

nity at Ramstein is pulling

Afghanistan, but the effort

together- to get meals on

to help the non-combatants

target.
“The

in the country through a

ic support and motivation.

said. “Pepin Distributing,

• Contiguous monitor
ing and intervention ser

with our heritage of sup

“Whether it’s a humani
tarian airlift mission or
we’re

carrying

combat-

-

the

entire

teamwork

harbor

them

vices provided by a skilled

ready troops-we’re ready to

risk children, is proud to

student

get the job done on time, on

and services is awesome to

But through the contin

target,” he added.

see,” said Hair, who holds a

ued efforts of Hair and the

bachelor’s

from

rest of the military team at
Ramstein, maybe the bitter

manager).

become associated with

degree

this outstanding program

• The active’ engage

Since the airlift began

that allows kids to reach

ment of parents in the

Oct. 7, Air Force C-17

Florida State University in

their full potential. I know

child’s academic and per

cargo aircraft have flown

'Tallahassee. “It’s great to

our employees are looking

sonal development and,

forward to being mentors

• Career and education

to needy kids and working
directly with them to help

al counseling.
Pepin
Distributing

them achieve success in
life,” he said.

Company
leader

Dr. Don Pemberton,
president of Take Stocfc. in

Hillsborough/Pasco

has
in

been

County beverage industry
since 1967. The company

pleased to add Tom and

has an award-winning tra

Pepin

dition

Company as one of our
corporate sponsors. One
reach

Take

Stock

in

as

products.

one

of

Afghans in need.

With

the

250

Children has been so suc

employees and more than

cessful is that we are able

100,000 square feet of cli

to attract influential mem

mate

bers of Florida’s business

house, the Company also

community to provide us

enjoys a stellar reputation

with guidance and help.”

as a major benefactor to

In addition to Pepin

controlled

ware

the Tampa Bay area. Pepin

corporate

carries

sponsors include Outback

brands.

Distributing,

helping others is one of the

million

more

than

30
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Miller, (D) from Senate Dis
trict 21 was elected Vice Chair
man of the Legislative Delega
tion. Miller considers it an
honor to serve the Delegation
in that capacity. He wishes to

tors. Miller hopes to use his
dual position of influence to
make Hillsborough County
and the State of Florida a better
place for all of us to live, work
and play. Miller is willing to
work with any and all Legisla
tors to make this happen.

thank all the Delegation mem
bers who made this possiU.3.
Miller’s selection as Vice
Chair of the Delegation comes
on the heels of him being elect

Metropolitan Charities
HIV Support Services

ed Chair of the Florida Confer

A ~crt-pntlt agency helping
people with HIVIAIDS

ence of Black State Legisla

ST. PETERSBURG -

Psi Phi Fraterity elected a

coming year. This years offi

Eta Rho chapter of Omega

slate of new officers for the

cers are: Basileus Tom
Packer, Vice Basileus Keith
Thompson,
Keeper
of
Records

■ HIV Counseling Services:
Mental Health, Substance
Abuse, FREE for Qualified
intthnttualB

and

■ AIDS Waiver Case
Management
■ HSY Inmate Discharge
Planning (Pinellas County)

■ Thrift Store
Mst.'ocoiitec Char:lie? has provfced
compassions™, ororessiO ial asrv'ces
tor people wit* WlV/AICS since 19S3.
Please call if you believe you. or
someone yeu love, rosy qualify for
our programs.

(727) 32*1-3854 pmo»
(813) 251-0877 HMsptyDUQh'

Paradise
Fire Work Sales
Sparklers • Roman Candles • Bottle Rockets • Fire Crackers •
Fountains • Artillery Shells • Black Cat • Red Dog

Metropolitan
Charities, Inc.

The officers will contin
ue the tradition of service to
the community. Omega Psi
Phi was founded on the cam
pus of Howard University in
1911. It was the first black
fraternity founded on a black
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity

college campus.

The following
Florida Lotteiy
Scratch-Off Games
officially end Friday,
December 28,2001.
Black Jack

Golf & Cash

Monthly Grand

Cruise & Cash

High Card Doubler

On A Roll

Fame, Fortune & Adventure

Mega Bucks

Sparkling Gold
Wild Play Bingo

Fun Money

CQMMVHlTr SBRVICBa
3150 5th Avenue North
St Petersburg, FL 33713
wvnr.metrocharfties.org

New Year Celebration SALE
Visit Metropolitan Charities

Special Items Buy One Get One "FREE"

All winning tickets must be redeemed by Tuesday, February 26, 2002.
Prizes less than $600 may be redeemed at any Florida Lottery retailer;

1 VY "'A
# i
M i

Our store helps
people living with HIV/AIDS

and

over must be claimed

at a

Florida

Lottery office.

For the location of a Lottery office near you, call 850-487-7777.
clothing • Furniture * Housewares
Thrift Stars donatoiis at
73,3 Central Ave. St. Petersbuig, or
Drop off

call tor pick up of large. Sulky liens

With coupon you get an additional 10%off

prizes $600

(727) 896-7467 ~ftp/f Stem

@2001 Florida Lottery

Ivan

Frank Brunson and Keeper
of Peace Ken Holley.

■ HIV Case Management

The THeeklji (LI[<rllenger
Would Like To Say
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year

1460 M.L. King St.
St. Petersburg FI.

Seal

Tucker, Keeper of Finance
Larry Newsom, Chaplain

effects

more

TALLAHASSEE - At a
recent meeting of the Hillsbor
nation’s leading distribu
ough County Legislative Dele
tors of Anheuser-Busch
gation, Senator Lesley ‘Les”

Distributing

winter’s

be a part of this mission -

Senator Les Miller
Elected Vice Chair
Of Legislative
Delegation

a
the

Children, said, “We are

Afghan

about 200 flights, dropping
2

For more information,

over.

will be lessened for those

than

program,

rough winter are far from

porting programs for at-

(case

of

A

in

between the different units

advocate

This

CSF’s

Omega Elects New Officers
for 2002---- -—---------------------

their mission effectively.”

School. “The flexibility of

From office administra

Children is one of the most

going to college,” Pepin

and

the

Squadron at Ramstein Air

mentoring

age

individuals

savings

“As crazy as it might

weekly

income

seling, and CSF’s resident

blankets, shelters and other

through

will coordinate and man

Program

tioned with the 37th Airlift

that

vices to low and moderate-

Housing

come without challenges.

organization

County. Also, Ms. Gates

sound, the biggest chal

airlift operations bring in

Tropicana Products.

the mission of offering ser

provides financial assis

sta

Directors of the statewide

Pinellas

in

class, post-purchase coun

Blvd.,

State

manages

organization

newly created position of

welcomes

Power,

based in Clearwater with

homeownership. CSF also

Foundation

Florida

charitable

houses that CSF owns or

nonprofit,

Cathy Gates to fill the

humanitarian airlift haven’t

Busch,

apartments, duplexes and

private,

and offer guidance with

from the fighting. Other

AutoNation,

old

Mortgage”

Faith Hair of Michigan

donated

the 70 affordable rental

the budgeting class, the

Service

has

Service

Foundation is a 44-year-

“Getting

Community

$50,000 to Take Stock in

Community

pancy and maintenance of

stability and to encourage

But the successes of the

Company,

position.

be

families to develop fiscal

to help sustain refugees

Distributing

will

Homebuyer

Hair, son of Daniel and

Family

estate sales to this new

Gates

Programs, which include

humanitarian daily rations

TAMPA - Tom Pepin,

nonprofit oiganization.
responsible for the occu

Air Force Capt. Dax R.

Pepin Distributing Company donates $50,000 to
Florida’s Children

ties and experience in real

Ms.

give

in

within the housing-based

Must be 18 or older to daim a prize. Please play responsibly.

Florida Lottery.
www.flalottery.com

X

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues.
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Purpose. Make our collec

UPPER PINELLAS
HEADLINES'

table vocations the build
ing and developing of our
community, in order to
restore our people to their
traditional greatness.
• Day Six - (Kuumba)
Creativity. Always do as
much as we can, in the way
that we can, in order to

Marilyn Buckner

leave our community' more
beautiful and beneficial

Christmas Toy Shop to Distribute Free Toys
new toys, a stuffed animal,

cation. Toys will be dis
tributed at the ‘South Pole’

Shop exists so that no child

Distribution Center, 1655 -

mas. Please help the Toy
Shop spread the word about
FREE toys for good girls

ST. PETERSBURG The Christmas Toy Shop is

ceives any of the following
assistance then they are eli

once again bursting at the

gible for FREE toys: Aid to

stocking stuffers and a
book. A parent or guardian

seams with FREE toys to

Dependent Children, TA-

needs to come to the Shop’s

16th Street South, to those

distribute to needy fami
lies. The Toy Shop services

NF, Food Stamps, SSI,

‘North Pole’ headquarters,

Medicaid, HUD, or Job

550 - 16th Street North, on

families with a toy applica
tion. Should you need addi

needy families south of

layoff/unemployment

or

Monday, Tuesday or Wed

tional information please

are a single parent.
Every child will get two

nesday between 9 a.m. - 3

Ulmerton Road. If you or
someone you know re

will be without a Christ

and boys.

call the Christmas Toy
p.m. to pick up a toy appli - Shop at 898-3962. The Toy

than we inherited it.
• Day Seven - (Imani)
Celebrate.. Love...
Learn..

long time our culture was
defined for us, labeled for

Merry

us and we, as a people,
accepted
this
learned

Happy

Christmas,
Holidays,

and

Happy Kwanzaa, to all the

behavior

avid readers and supporters

because we didn’t have a

and

practice

of my column in the
Challenger. I can’t think of

choice in the matter, actu
ally - now we do - and our

a better time than now, to
wish all of you the best hol

indivertible spirit will not

iday ever!
Your letters and calls

set aside a time to embrace,
savor and taste our culture,

are appreciated, always.
By the time you read

by celebrating Kwanzaa,
which is a seven day cele

this column, many of you

bration of principles, prac
tices, parenting and a sense

go backwards. We can now

will
be
celebrating
Kwanzaa (12/26 -1/1). We,
as a people, have a rich,

of community:
• Day One - (Umoja)

soul stirring saga and cul

Unity. Stress unity in the

ture. One that not too long
ago, we were made to feel
ashamed of. Our so-called

family by emphasizing har

idioms or dialects have
been the butt of manyjokes, but it was no joking

world.
•
Day
(Kujichagulia)

matter for our ancestors,

Determination. Define our

who had no choice but to

selves, name ourselves,
create and speak for our

mony in the family, com
munity, nation and the

leam and speak this new
language, called English -

Self-

ers.
• Day Three - (Ujima)
Collective
Work
and
Responsibility. Build and

syllable, they learned this
country’s language, and

our heart in our creator, our
people, our parent(s), our
teachers or mentors, our
leaders and the righteous
ness and victory of our
struggle.
African-American
issues on civil rights, affir
mative action and race
relations are still on the

spoked it in our own
unique rhythm and vol

maintain our community

ume. Our ancestors knew

ers and Sisters problems

their culture and customs

our problems, and solve

together; make our broth

were based upon how and them together.
• Day Four - (Ujamaa)
what they thought - which
is what defines a culture.' Cooperative Economics.
This generation of African-' Build our own businesses
Americans know our rich and control the economics
history and historical lin of our community; share in
guistics and accomplish all it’s works and wealth.
• Day Five - (Nia)
ments, accurately. For a

USCG Group, St. Pete @ Chief’s Mess From Left to Right:
Mark Watkins, James Cummings, Vergel Alexander

Xmas Toy Shop Volunteer: From Left to Right:
Jeff Wyatt, Maggi McQueen, Mary Ann Hewitt

front burner in this countrytoday. (We must never for
get that every' right and

So Much To Be Thankful For’

comfort that we enjoy
today, were legislatived).

The holiday season was
ushered
in
on

victories. The census num

with a worship serv ice and
marriage of Jacquelyn

bers and societal mores,
strongly suggest that the

black/white issues, because
other minorities are trail blazing their rights as citi
zens to have a voice, and
be heard - and rightfully so.
Politically, we could end
up back at the bottom of
the totem pole.....
Here’s hoping

Thanksgiving

morning

is on the trustee board and
the Secretary of the Church
and she is the Manager of

you forget to remember
that times have changed

enough to read my article
and phone in or mail,

and so have you and I.

Those holidays happening

Human Resources for the

Rest assured that I will do

of the preparation of rare

everything possible now

culinary delicacies by
skilled hostesses, cook-ins

Church and officiated by
Rev. Floyd Waters. Zilton

Petersburg

Housing

Authority. Roberson is the
Roberson Electric and is a

our

member of the City of St.

Kwanzaa principles - will

and

Petersburg

CEO

of

Code

enrich your life, those you
love, and those who will

Enforcement

come after you.
Send your community'
news/events to me at
P.O.Box 6941, Clearwater,

Friendship
Missionary
Baptist Church.
Family members of
Zilton’s from New Orleans
and local members of

FL 33758.
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Hopefully, during the
weeks ahead, our readers

all, and self-knowledge of
through

‘MafaeC Cooper

Hey,
Rember me? I’ back in
the saddle again. But don’t

President

-

fry

emony
was
held
at
McCabe United Methodist

Santa was good to one and
culture

That

Marie Zilton and Eddie
Eugene Roberson. The cer

St.
that

This ai)d

ST. PETERSBURG -

There’s a sentiment of “last
chance” to stand together
in unity for these hard won

21st century will no longer
be wholely focused on

Two

selves, instead of being
created and defined by oth

to forget their “savage
ness” or “heathen” ways
(culture). Yet, syllable by-

Faith. To believe with all

Board.

Roberson is a member of

Roberson’s in addition to
those from Jasper and
Philadelphia came to wit
ness the wedding as Jackie
was given in marriage by
her brother, Jerrald as her

Honor, LaSean Brant,
Bernice
and
Gladys
Zilton Bridesmaids:
and
Valerie
watched. Jackie wore a, Darling
Pendarvis-Haynes.
The
dress made eighteen years
father and mother, Cyril

and in 2002 (except com
mitting suicide) to provide

will simmer down long

and cookrouts, games of

service as I gave to you in.

fun and frolic, holiday par
ties, and respective birth

the past. If, however, I

day observances. And just

should fall short of your

about any other big occa

you our readers with good

ago by her mother for her

Best Man was John Allen

50th wedding anniversary.
The grooms parents Eddie

and the Groomsmen were:
George Washington and

and Alma Roberson were
also in attendance.
Musid was provided by
the Mass Choir of McCabe
and a Thanksgiving and

Zonald Waters. The Flower
Girl was Jaquira Darling
and The Ring Bearer was

at the

sion you can think up,

Weekly Challenger would
consider i t a favor if you

including parties and hap

Christopher Walker.
A reception was held in
the church hall after the

w'ould let us know.
But, by the same token,
let us know whether I
deserve a pat on the back.

and after the holidays;
I promise to write it as

My first column today

may reach this scribe by
dialing 823-6092 or mail

Marriage

sermon

was

delivered by Rev. Waters
before the vows were com
pleted. A dance expression
was performed by Michele

wedding and on the fol

Sanders. Those in the wed
ding party were: Matron of

Resort.

lowing evening a New
Orleans style party was
held at the Regency Senior

expectation, we

concerns Christmas, so it
is a logical place to start.
During this holiday
season, filled with the love
of family and friends, and

OR NEATLY PRINTED

SUPPORT THE
BLACK PRESS
Bismiallah /r Rahman Nir Raheem

penings for a good cause

if the only affair is yours.
To make this a reality, you

ing your news notes for
inclusion in This ‘N That
to 241 - 13th Street North,
Apt. #604, St. Petersburg,

the spirit of good will,
everyone will be bustling a

FL 33705, or contacting

bit faster and moving more

896-2922.

frantically trying to find
just the right present for

the Weekly Challenger at
Until next write around
and stay loose!

those they love.

With the name Allah, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer.

’’The First and Greatest Commandment"
Hearing that Jesus had silenced the Sadducees, the Pharisees got together. One qf
them, an expert in the law, tested him with this question: "Teacher, which is the •
greatest commandment in the Law?" Jesus
replied: "Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your
mind. This is the first and greatest command
ment. And the second is like it: Love your
neighbor as yourself. All the Law and the

FUNERAL HOME

Prophets hang on these two commandments."

51HCS IO

The New Testament
Matthew 22; 34 - 40

The friendship of those we serve is
foundation of our success.
Joy, Hope and Love
May these special blessings be
yours throughout the coming year.

Many believe the Egyptians
were the first to cultivate the
olivetree.

On one occasion, an expert in the law stood up

A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS WISH
FROM ALL OF US TO YOU!

to test Jesus. "Teacher," he asked, "what must I
do to inherit eternal life?" "What is written in
the Law?" he (Jesus) replied. "How do you read
it?” He (the expert) answered: "Love the Lord
your God with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your strength and with all your
mind; and, love your neighbor as yourself."
"You have'answered correctly," Jesus replied.

If you pack lunch three
days a week, saving $5 each
time, you’ll save $450 in one
year, just on lunches.

Imam Askia Muhammad Aquil
Muslim American Society

"Do this and you will live."

The New Testament Luke 10; 23 - 28
"Those who believe in the Holy Qur'an, and those who follow the Jewish Scriptures,

SAVE WATER

and the Christians and the Sabians - any who believe in Almighty God and the Last
Day and does righteous works shall have their reward with their Lord. On such shall
be no fear, nor shall they grieve."

The Holy Qur'an, 2:62

Don McRae

Benjamin F. Lawson

Benjamin E. Lawson

Carolyn Wynn

"Whoever submits his whole self to Almighty God and does good deeds, he will get

Also:
Rev. Constance Samuels

his reward with his Lord. On such shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve."

The Holy Qur'an, 2:112
O my Lord! So order me that I may be grateful for Your Favors which You have
bestowed on me and on my parents, and that I may do the righteousness that will

MCRae
Funeral Home

please You. And admit me by Your Grace to the ranks of Your righteous servants. O
my Lord! We are believers, sO forgive us our sins and have mercy upon us, for sure
ly You are the best of those who show mercy. Amin.

1940 MLK St. S. St.

Teaion i ^xs.s.tLnqi.l

Petersburg 895-6005
U\uTanzaa! Tl^etxy

JBlener/iftatnaaan!

TP*'zacs-fuf anaPPoi.lis.’iou.s. cftVzw P/zai!

Watson Haynes

March Bell Jr.

(24 Hour Service)

WE WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Send Your
Letters to:
The Weekly
Challenger
2500 M.L. King
St. S.
St. Petersburg,
FL 33705

JAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
Dunn

from pg. 9

Community

the joy throughout the

Development. All initia

entire year. "Although
we had it rough as chil

of

While assisting
the St. Petersburg fami

tives allow low-income

lies, Dunn worked with

families and first-time

Bartlett

Park

homebuyers the opportu

Neighborhood Redevel

nity to purchase homes at
below market rates of

ent for my mother’s chil

interest.

we made it. My mother,

opment
Corporation,
which is a partnership
between the Bank of
America
Community
Development
Corp
oration,

N-Team,

Republic Bank and St.
Petersburg
Neighbo
rhood Housing Services.
In Tampa, he
worked with the City of
Tampa’s Challenge Fund
Loan
Tampa

Programs

and

Mayor

Dick

Greco’s "Own-A-Home"
program. Dunn helped
the Baton Rouge families
purchase their homes in
conjunction with the City
of Baton Rouge’s Office

This was cer

Cpl.

all three families. 'This

us, she was shot to death

is a special day", Dunn

in 1993 while working

commented. "I am living
out the dream of my

off-duty security job in

mother and happy to be

would have wanted it this

in a position to give back

way, to own her own

to the community."

home was her dream.

Baton

they

allowed me to share in

-

ner.

and in the hearts of

with

Dunn continues

and Prudential. Ernmy
Award-winner Louis J.
Horvitz returns as direc
tor and producer. An
Evening of Stars will be
seen in every major tele
vision

market in the

country, including NewYork, Chicago, Atlanta,
Boston, San Francisco,

Warrick Dunn

Los Angeles, Philadel
phia, and Washington,

"There’s no place like
home for the holidays"

them in a positive man

holiday joy

American
Airlines,
AT&T, JP Morgan Chase

she

and Dunn scores again,
this time - off the field

the

al corporate sponsors for
An Evening of Stars are

Remember,

am extremely pleased
honored

Rouge

scholar

ships an educational pro
grams. This year, nation

Betty

Smothers, often juggled
several jobs to support

and

much-needed

dren at a very young age,

tainly a dream come true
and a dream fulfilled for

"I

Letter from pg. 9

dren and I had to assume
the responsibility of par

police

9
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to spread the wealth and

operating

in donations, more than

funds for its 39 member

85 cents goes directly to
supporting the college

by

raising

colleges and universities
and proriding financial
assistance to deserving

ambitions
of needy
young people,” said

students

attending

William II. Gray, III,

UNCF
and
other
American colleges and

United Negro College

universities.

UNCF

Fund. “Today there are

administers more than

more than 60,000 stu
dents who depend on our

450 scholarships and fel
lowships to students and
faculty who attend its

support so that they can
attend UNCF colleges

other

HBCUs, and majority
institutions throughout

Stars also pays tribute to
the UNCF’s host of cor

universities,

porate partners, detailing
the vital role they play in
assisting the organiza

number will be on
screen throughout the

UNCF has raised nearly
$1.8 billion to promote

tion to provide

educa

higher education and has

broadcast.
The United Ne

tional programs.
This

year,

300,000 students earn

helped

in

more

than

undergraduate and grad

national corporate spon
sors for An Evening of
Stars
are American
Airlines*, AT&T,
JP

uate degrees.

Morgan Chase and Prud
ential. Ernmy Awardwinner Louis J. Horvitz

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

returns as director and
producer. An Evening of
Stars will be seen in
every major television •

April Harvey-Dozier, Amy Campbell,
Valarie Hendriex

market in the country,

Support the Black Press

including

New

Chicago,

Vines from pg. 9
They reopened old divi

Rene Flowers, Warrick Dunn, Ernest
Williams, Goliath Davis, Mike Dove

sions and a renewed feel
ing of distrust of our
(police) department by
many in our community,
and therefore, they can
not be excused."
Since last

week,

Vines, who had apolo
gized publicly and said
he never intended his
remarks to be a racial
slur, had beep roundly
criticized

and

faced

protests from several
African-Americans in the
city, including members
of the National People’s
Democratic
Uhuru
Movement, which pick
eted in front of City Hall
this week and had called

L to R: Bonnie Davilla, Katelyn, Rebekah, Warrick Dunn

for Vines’ dismissal.
"I spent several days
searching for a way to
repair the damage done
without changing leader
ship,"

said

Baker.

"However, I believe that
without a change in lead
ership,

every

future

action of the (police)
department

will

be

judged by some with an
eye of distrust, and we
will be hindered from
moving forward, both as
a police department and
as a city."

CEO,

and graduate schools..
An Evening of

member colleges and

American higher educa
tion assistance organiza-

I

and

1944,

nation’s oldest African
by

President

founding

gro College Fund is the

TOANCING

UNCF from pg. 9

the country. Since its

DC. A convenient tollfree pledge telephone

many.

tion. UNCF enhances
the quality of education

York,

Atlanta,

Although Baker did

One City Hall insider

ty as the guarantor that

Boston, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Philadel

not mention it during the

our laws will be enforced

phia, and Washington,

news conference, law

told the Challenger the
city is still perceived by

DC. A convenient toll-

suits are pending against
the city,filed by Black

many, in government,
business and among typi

fairly and evenly."
Baker’s
advisors,
according to another

and white residents, over
the police department’s

the police shooting death
in 1996 of Tyron Irewis,
a young black man
stopped for a traffic vio
lation. The shooting, and
the subsequent exonera
tion by a grand jury of
the
police
officers
involved, resulted in
rebellious protests, large

cal residents as still
sharply divided along
racial and economic
lines, as embodied in
Central Avenue, which
separates north and south
St. Petersburg.
The local NAACP,
after having advised
Baker of its concerns
during the days since the
remark was reported to
city officials, Wednesday
night held a special meet

source familiar with the
themes of his more than
50 interviews of busi
ness, political and civic
leaders in St. Petersburg,

ly
among
AfricanAmerican residents in

ing during which its
executive
committee

south St. Petersburg.
Property
damage

unanimously voted sup
port for Baker’s decisive

Ministerial
Alliance
(IMA), representing a
majority of the city’s
Black churches whose

screen throughout the
broadcast.
The
United
Negro College Fund is
the
nation’s
oldest
African American higher
education
assistance
organization.
UNCF
enhances the quality of
education by raising
operating funds for its 39
member colleges and
universities and provid
ing financial assistance
to deserving students
attending UNCF and

was estimated in the mil

ness in resolving what

lions. The protests gener

had generated into what

ated worldwide news
coverage and produced a

the mayor had described

tarnished image of the

and the city’s handling of
meetings and protests of

forced him to consider
the potential for further
racial and economic tur
moil if the fallout over
Vines’ remarks was left
unchallenged.
Baker also heard
concerns
from
the
Interdenominational

free pledge telephone
number will be on

other American colleges
and universities. UNCF

memberships
number
several thousand and

administers more than
450 scholarships and fel

"a difficult time for

whose pews politicians
seeking election regular

lowships to students and
faculty who attend its

our city."
Baker said that based

ly visit.
Rev. Gustave Victor,

member colleges

on Elston’s review, he

IMA’s president, said his

expressions of concern

personally

organization

HBCUs, and majority
institutions throughout

from less politically mili
tant organizations in the

Vines’ remarks were not
"racially based." Yet, he

Vines for his remarks,
noting that "to err is

Black community about

said, because the police

human; and we’re about

founding in 1944, UNCF
has raised nearly $1.8

Vines’

chief’s job is. more than

trying to heal."
However, "we can’t

education and has helped

city.
Baker

also

heard

orangutan

as

believes

forgave

comments suggested in a

administrative, and the
police chief must be held

city whose police depart

to "the highest standard,"

fault Mayor Baker for his
decision," said Victor.

ment has nearly always

it is the "person who

"We respect his deci

behaved antagonistically

must be perceived by all

sion."

remarks, and what those

toward its- Black citizens.

corners of our communi-

universities,

and
other

the country. Since its

billion to promote higher
more than 300,000 stu
dents earn undergraduate
and graduate degrees.
Evening

of

Stars raised a record
$13.7 million in cash and
pledges. For every' dollar
UNCF collects.

1

Check Out
These Web Sites:

with special guest

Hollywood Dave
as Sartta Claus
■ CatherineHickman Theatre

)) )

Gulfport,, Florida
Two shows 12:30 and 3 p.m.
Tf- . Tickets: $8 advance; $10 show
Call 727-550-^0128 or" purchase ohhrveat
011®®S ’« www.shanabanana.com
<

All chlldren; free Radio
Disney-rjift and photo;
session with Santa!

/
U* ~
\/

.

1

Police Chief, Chuck Harmon

Here are a few Web sites
you may want to watch:
Aboutseafood.com at www.
aboutseafood.com.
American Society of Health
System Pharmacists at
www.safemedication.com.
The Kingsford Products
Company at www.kings
ford.com.
Bernhardt Shopping Tips
at www.bemhardt.com.
Stewart House Publishing,
Inc. at www.stewarthouse
pub.com.
Junior Achievement at
www.ja.org.
Sally Beauty Company at
www.asksally.com.
The Powder Coating Insti
tute at www.powdercoat
ing.org.
Wolverine® Siding systems
at www.siding.com.

Remember Deadline For News Friday 12:00 Noon
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HUD Announces $17.5
Million In Grants To
Promote Homeownership

Clearwater Lawyers Step Up To The
Plate To Help At-Risk Boys
CLEARWATER - Truth

ated 14 boys last year, now

ner, Ed Lyons. They promised
to buy state-of-the-art comput

panded to Sandy Lane Ele

funding to grassroots level af expenses and regular mort
filiates and branches that pro gage or rent payments; and

and Urban Development re

regional intermediary agencies

vide free advice and guidance make the lending process less
to low- and moderate-income frightening.
families seeking to improve
Housing counselors offer
their housing conditions. In ad consumers advice and guid
dition, the intermediaries help ance on a wide variety of hous

program for at-risk boys at a
school where more than half of

and 358 local and state hous

improve the quality of housing

ing topics, ranging from pro

the students live in poverty.

on-one tutoring to help the
boys with homework after

ing counseling agencies. These

viding information on the
home buying process and fi

What gave his after-school

school five days a week.

grants are part of HUD’s ongo

counseling services and en
hance coordination among

ing efforts to promote home-

housing counseling providers.

The lawyers would pur
chase personalized equipment

ownership. They will be used

The 358 local and state

nancing a home to recognizing
and avoiding predatory lend

program pizzazz, the lawyer
said in his sales pitch, was the
lure of baseball taught by for

bags bulging with hat, uni
form, glove and shoes for each
boy who earned the honor to

cently awarded $17.5 million
in housing counseling assis
tance grants to 11 national and

be known, the folks at Kings
Highway Elementary in Clear
water were skeptical when
lawyer Leonard Milcowitz
first talked up big plans for a

nationwide to counsel both
current and would-be home-

grants include $6.6 million to
340 local housing counseling

ing tactics, personal budgeting
and credit repair; from default

owners.
“This is another example

agencies and $1 million to 18
state housing finance agencies.

assistance and foreclosure
avoidance to fair housing

of HUD working with non

HUD’s housing counsel

profit groups and the housing

ing grants enable anyone - cur

industry to increase homeown

rent homeowners, prospective
buyers or renters - to get the

rights; from meeting the re
sponsibilities of tenancy to ob
taining a home equity conver

ways said, ‘If it’s too good to
be true, it usually is’.” But she

team. They’d finance field

this lawyer lay all this out, and

trips to places the boys had

I’m looking at him and think

never been before, like the
Nutcracker Ballet at Ruth Eck

ership across the nation,” said
HUD Secretary Mel Martinez.

counseling they need to im

sion mortgage.
HUD awards

‘These grants will help take the
uncertainty out of homeown

prove their housing conditions
and be responsible owners and

grants under this program
through a competitive process.

kept listening as Milcowitz

ership for thousands of Ameri

renters. By improving the
quality of renter and home-

Organizations that apply for

corporation called Extra Inn-

grants must be HUD-ap-

owner education, the competi
tive grants help families make
better, more informed home

proved and are subject to bian
nual performance reviews to
maintain their HUD-approved

purchases; improve their abili
ty to budget for needed home

status.

cans, allowing them to take
part in the American dream
and own a home.”
The 11 intermediary agen
cies will receive grants totaling
$9.95 million. These agencies

annual

told her all about the nonprofit

serves 30 boys and-has ex

ers and multi-cultural text mentary in Pinellas County,
books, deliver snacks, hire cer jitoo. When the kids needed
tified teachers to provide one- their own baseball field and

mer pro players.
As Arthurene Williams,
behavior specialist at the
school, put it: “I’m listening to

ing about what my mom al

Extra Innings program gradu

ings Youth Foundation, Inc.,
he’d created with his law part

WASHINGTON - The
U.S. Department of Housing

play ball on the Extra Innings

their own portable classroom
at Kings High Elementaiv, ihe
law partners paid for that, too.
The whole idea, the lawyeis
explained, is to help prevent
drop-outs by igniting young
boys’ can-do spirit so they’ll
stay in school until high school
graduation day and go on to do
something positive with their
lives.

ball. I looked, for a while at Cardinal’s farm system. “We
them playing on that new field, became friends and one day
and that touched me. This pro we’re talking about things,”.
gram is good for our school, Milcowitz recalled. “We both
but it’s also good for our com had a very keen interest in
munity. If they did this for developing a program to help
accolades or money, they got inner-city children stay in
that when they started it last school and at least have an
year. But they keep on giving.

opportunity to obtain an edu

They act more excited about cation. That was the general
the program than me, and scope. It became more specif
that’s hard, because I’m so ic, because we both realized
excited. Their hearts are realty that one of the tools we could
use to our advantage was base
The program was bom ball.”
For more information
from a series of simple conver
sations that became an idea put about the Extra Innings Youth
into action. Milcowitz, 54, Foundation, contact Pattsi
in the program.”

“I was bom in this com

plays second base for a men’s

Stills, director of program de

baseball league and used to

velopment, 29605 U.S. High

erd Hall. Tlie skeptics are now

munity,” teacher StePhan Lane
said. “This is something this

true believers. The lawyers
have made good on their

community nCeds. We now
have a baseball field. And one

promises and beyond.
Now in its second year, the

community out there playing

attend the New York Yankees way 19 North, Suite 180,
Fantasy Baseball Camp. Clearwater 33761, or call
That’s where he met Roy Sil (727)781-7200.

evening, I saw people from the . ver, a former pro baseball play

FLAti

er and manager in the St. Louis

Kgrry•

distribute much of the HUD

Rep. Meek: AntiTerrorism Bill Deeply
Flawed —WASHINGTON - U. S.
Rep. Carrie Meek, D-FL 17,
described as “deeply flawed”
the Anti-Tenorism legislation
passed by the House of Repre
sentatives, saying it simply
went too far and tramples
Americans civil liberties and
individual freedoms.
“We need to come down
hard on terrorists,” said Rep.
Meek, “but this bill has missed
the mark of maximizing secu
rity and, at the same time, min
imizing any adverse effects on
America’s freedoms. Congress
passed a bill that would give
the government expanded
power to tap phones, Internet
traffic, invade our privacy,
imprison people without due
process and punish dissent
Most of these new powers
could be used against Ameri
can citizens in routine criminal
investigations completely un
related to terrorism.”

Happy Holidays from all of us at. Kash rf Karry
Quarters

power, we must ensure ac be caught up in the anti-terror
countability and proper over ist dragnet,” said Meek.
sight. Such efforts should also
Historically, it has been at
include improved airport secu times of inflamed passions and
rity by increasing the training national anger that our civil liband wages of airport person- erties have been at greatest
nel.”
risk. In 1789, Congress enact
“These new surveillance ed the notorious Alien and
powers are so broadly defined Sedition Acts, making it a fed
that innocent Americans can eral crime to criticize the gov
electronic surveillance powers ernment. President Ulysses S.
to allow easier monitoring of Grant sought to expel Jews
e-mail and Internet traffic; and from southern states, and
permits agencies such as the World War II brought about
FBI to easily share grand jury the shameful internment of
wiretap information with intel
Japanese Americans, which
ligence agencies, without judi even the Supreme Court failed
cial approval.
to overturn.
‘We can be safe and fight
terrorism without substantially

‘We should not use the
threat of violence as an excuse

surrendering our civil liber
ties,” said Rep. Meek.

to suppress legitimate constitu

Meek said, “while I be
lieve we certainly must update
our counter-terrorism laws so
that they reflect 21st century
realities, the expansion of gov

The legislation allows
“roving wiretaps” in intelli

ernmental authority should be
limited to properly defined ter

gence investigations covering
multiple telephones; expands

rorist activity or threats of ter
rorism. With increased federal

tional rights and liberties,” said
Rep. Meek. ‘We must ensure

Smithfield E-Z
Carve Shank
Portion Ham

>ra valuables
coupon!

Butt Portion $1.18 ib.
Save 81 <t lb.

Jumbo Russet
Potatoes
U.S. *1, 10 Ib. bag
Save $2.18 ea.

cktail Shrimi

Without PCC Card $3.99 ea.

41/50 CL

that these acts of terror do not
destroy in a ‘slow bum’ what
the fires of the World Trade
Center and Pentagon could not
- subversively annihilate the
foundation of our democracy.
We should come down hard
on terrorists, but not at the
expense of our civil liberties.”

CHOICE

Keeping Your Ice Supply
Fresh---------------------When summer sizzles, few

- Unfortunately, cold surfaces

guide. The refrigerator section

things are nicer than having a

(including ice) attract and

and ice bin also need to be

supply of flesh ice for cold

absorb odors and odor-causing

cleaned periodically.

drinks (offered automatically

substances faster than warm

Hard water - Ice made with

by many of today’s refrigera

surfaces. The problem be

water that has four or more

tors) .. yet few things are worse
than ice that ruins your drink

comes more troublesome in
today’s no-frost refrigerators,
where air constantly circulates

grains per gallon of hardness

with a bad flavor or aroma.
What causes ice cubes to
taste or smell funny? Appli
ance experts from Whirlpool
Corporation suggest investi
gating all of the following pos
sibilities:
Old ice - Cubes that are

Save 50ft ea.
Cauliflower
2/93.00

ea.
Without PCC Card $1.49 ea.

Coo! Whip

Frito Lay
Doritos

absorbs odors faster than ice

Save 50$ ea.
8 oz., All Varieties

Save $ 1.30 ea.
9-14.5 <x.. All Varieties

Limit 4

Limit 4

between the freezer and refrig

made with softer water. To find
out if you have hard water,

erator sections.

contact your local water

There’s a simple solution:
Make sure all foods are sealed

department, public utility con
sumer service or the home

Without PCC Card SI.49 ea.

or wrapped well, using air
tight, moisture-proof, vaporproof containers or wrapping

economist at the county Coop

Bird's Eye Frozen
Vegetables

Folgers
Brick Coffee

Save 5 l<t ea.
16 or., Select Varieties,
Poly Bag

Save 76$ ea.
11.5-13 oz., Excludes
Decalleinated

Limit 4

Limit 4

erative

Extension

service

msw amr ea.

office, or have your water ana

stored too long may develop a

materials. It’s also a good idea

lyzed by a private water ser

stale, “off” flavor To prevent

to avoid storing foods with

vice company. If your house

this, discard any ice that’s more

hold water is very hard, con

than a week or two old.

strong odors (pizza, casseroles,
anything containing onion or

New installations. Ice may
be a bit discolored or off-fla

garlic) for long periods of time.
Freezer needs cleaning -

vored if you’vejust installed a

Self-defrosting freezers are not

nate the need for frequent
dumping of ice cubes.

refrigerator with an automatic

self-cleaning! Most manufac

Following these simple

ice maker. This condition,

turers recommend that you

guidelines can help, you have

caused by brand-new plumb-

clean the freezer section with a

ing, is temporary - simply dis
card the first few batches of

mild detergent at least once a

fresh, odor-free ice all year
long. After all, ice that smells

year, according to the instruc

or tastes “funny” is no laugh

ice.

tions in your use and care

ing matter.

Improperly wrapped foods

Fresh Crisp
Broccoli

sider installing a mechanical
water softener to help elimi

gH*

1111

Without PCC Carb 2/$5.98

Kash n' Karry Regular
r
,vream Cheese
: I

/J

HTM

Save 26$ ea.
8 oz., Lite
Omit 2

ea-

Without PCC. Card 33.29 ea.

RG
4

wr

ea.

Without PCC Card $1.50 ea

Heroes.
*
:
Survival
Adventure.

g»

SHACKLETON'S

a ANTARCTIC
’ ADVENTURE
The gmt/at rurciral story eftri! rime.

I MAX’DOME THEATRE AT IMSI
A pnssenotsan of MorgaitStaniey
A pratioaiati ot White Motiniasn Fftm »»<s NCWWGEM Soho,-.

STACEY stMcnoerGEOhGE BUTiifc
ww«.sbedtfecoos»araia<K«on,re

For your convenience we will be open until 6pm Christinas Eve. We will be closed C
Prices Effective: Wednesday, December 19 - Monday, December 24,
W» reserve the right to limit quantities and correct typographical and photographic errors

813-967-6000
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Announce
ment For
Migrant
Workers
Long
Sleeve
Shirt Drive

Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

Si.
SECOND
BETHLEHEM
BAPTIST ASSOCIATION

church grounds on Saturday

to convene with The United
Churches of Gilgal, Magnolia

The S.T.A.R.S. bus wil?
make one stop to pick up from
housing developments starting

Church, McMeekins, FL., Rev.
Joseph H. Strickland, Rev.
Everett Brown & Minister
Arthur McGruder, Dec. 26,27,
28,29, 30, 2001.

Dec. 22nd, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

at 10 a.m. from Deer Run, then
on to Ocala Place, Pavilion
Oaks, North Roads, Marion
Manor arriving at Parkside Gar
dens by 10:45 a.m., and on to

The theme: “Equipping The
Church In the 21st Century”.

church.

Emphasis: “Empowering The
Church To Impact The World’ ’ -

accompany children who ride
the STARS. Bus. The bus

2nd Corinthians 4:7 & 5:18-21

will make a return trip to each

• Young People Night:
.Wed., Dec. 26,7 p.m.
• Thurs., Dec. 27,7 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 28,34:45 p.m.
• Sat, Dec. 29,9 a.m.
• Sun., Dec. 30,9:30 a.m.
***
4TH ANNUAL
EVENT
“FEED THE
COMMUNITY 2001”

Eighth Street Church of
God, 605 N.W. 8th Street,
Ocala, (just off highway 441)

Parents/guardians

must

housing development named.

tine Johnson will be our hostess.
In the photo included, little
Eric Davis (whose teachers are
Sylvia Burch and Donna
Hilner) poses as a fireman in the
dramatic play area. As a result
of the September llth tragedy,
firemen are enjoying a grand
revival in national popularity.
Be that as it may, firemen have
always been popular with Head
Start! Our hope is that one day
Erie will choose a life and voca
tion free of drug involvement
and prison stays. If you would
like to volunteer your time to
work with youngsters like Eric
in Head Start, please give me a
call at 368-6914. Head Start is
alive and well in Marion and
Citrus Counties. See you next
week!

decorated by the Bellamy Fam

SHARING

ily. Classmates in attendance

PRECIOUS

were Florence Williams Ray,

MEMORIES

President, Elton Bellamy, VicePresident; Delores Murray But
ler, Secretary; Barbara Jackson

legislative sesston,rs the hope- „,QC.
.....................stated
by Florence
was
promptly at 11 a.m. and a free,
ful passage of a Farm Workers
Class
hot meal will be served, free
bill he will present in the near
Rogeis WalRer gavg
clothing, free toys, and one bag
beautiful rendition of the Lord’s
of groceries for each family to
As you might recall, farm
The inspirational speaktake home while supplies last
workers boycotted several er for
occasion was classCome early and enjoy your
restaurant chains protesting
Fred Maeweathday at Eighth Street Church of their working conditions and
.. ,
,
ers, Moderator Of Second Beth-.
God on Saturday, Dec. 22nd pay, earlier this year. TLeaders
. .
„ . .
.it... . lehem Baptist Association and
starting at 11 a.m. Don’t miss it! of the tImmokalee
Farm work
Bishop Harvey E. Robinson is ers Organization originally Pastor of Shady Grove Mis
sionary Baptist Church. His
Senior Pastor.
brought their issues to Rep.
***
challenge to the class was
Peterman and he attempted to ‘
‘Don’t Quit!”
address their concerns during
A praise dance to Silent
the past regular legislative ses
Night was performed by Wanda
sion.
Shelton, Marquerite Vickers,
Linda Smith and Debra
Howard. Door prizes were won
by Marie Jones, Shirley Kirby
Pinkney and Lucile Arthur.
Several games weffe played,
including Musical Chairs.
Woodberry asked each class
mate present to state something
that they were thankful for and
many or the guests joined in.
The Hall was beautifully ,

with Altar Prayer conducted by
Rev. Fletcher and Bro. Dr.
Robert Johnson. Special Pre
sentations by Bro. Cecil Jones
were given to Brothers Ernest
Ash, Spencer White and Jessie
Jackson. Speaker for the occa
sion was Bro. Gary Johnson
who was introduced by Bro.
Frank Washington. Introduction
& Medley of Greek Hymns by
Bro. Reuben Williams and
Peachie Jackson; Selections

Chaplain, Abraham Shelton;

Acolyte by Amber Nelson.

Parliamentarian,

Officers and members;
Brothers Dr. Cecil Jones, Presi
dent; Vincent C. Jones, VicePresident; Williams E. Jackson,

. Rudolph

Class

Minister;

Ella ,Mae

Gillings, Ethel Mae ‘Nelson,
Loretha Rogers Walker, Carrie

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

The program continued

Croskey, Treasurer; Asst. Trea
surer, Beatrice Cook Clark;

Jacobs; Dr. FredMaeweathers,.

were rendered by the choir and

HERO CAT

The stray cat appeared at
Daniele Kates’ door and would
not go away. After seeing the
cat’s persistence to stay, the
Kates took her in. The cat set
tled in and was named Muffin.
Two months later, she saved
them all from perishing in a
house fire. Mrs. Kates was
downstairs making lunch for

in a hero,” says Mrs. Kates.
***
CHRISTMAS
CANTATA

On December 23 at 10:30
a.m., the Belleview Church of
the Nazarene, 12410 SE Hwy.
302, presents their annual
Christmas Cantata. This year’s
theme is “Light of the World”.
Call 245-1208 for more infor

V. Woodberry, Dorothy Young

Recording Secretary; Fred J.
Smiley, Treasurer; James

her 5 year old twins when she
heard a thumping sound
upstairs. Upon going to investi

Dempsey, Betty Mayes Butler,

Glover, Historian; Frank Wash

gate the source of the noise, she

Upon speaking with the

Lawrence Shelton, Shirley
Pinkney, John Rawls, Walter

ington, Jr., Director Member

found Muffin repeatedly throw

Rev. Harold Damon this past

ship In-take; Bobby James, Edi
tor to Shinx/Director of Educa-

ing her body against a door.

weekend, I learned that he has

When Mrs. Kates opened
the door, she discovered her

some great Gospel Concerts in
the making for next year.

bedroom in flames. The fire,
later discovered to be of an elec
trical short, eventually the entire
second floor.

As plans come together for
these concerts, Rev. Damon

Williams, Lillian Cotton Davis,
MaiY Ta>'lor Woodbright,

The event should begin

“And when they were come
The Power Of Head Start in
into
the house, they saw the
Marion and Citrus .Counties
young. Child with Mary His
The Mildred Boynton Head
mother, andfell down, and wor
Start Center, located 1701 NW
shiped Him: and when they had
10th Street, was broken into this
opened their treasures, they pre
week and more than $2300
sented unto Him gifts; gold, and
worth of equipment was taken,
frankincense, and myrrh.
including wrapped Christmas
And being warned of God
presents intended for the chil
in a dream that they should not
dren in one of our classrooms.
return to Herod, they departed
A police report was filed and
into their own country another
hopefully some of the gifts can
way.
be replaced. Oddly, this great
' And when they were depart
shock and disappointment did
ed, behold, the angel ofthe Lord
not make the mainstrearii
appeareth to Joseph in a dream,
media.
saying, ‘Arise, and take the
In the meantime, Santa
young Child and His mother,
Claus paid an early visit to the
andflee into Egypt, and be thou
center. Most of the children
there until I bring thee word:for
missed him because he crept in,
Herod will seek the young Child
but I shared Polaioids of him as
to destroy Him. ’
proof that he was there and as
When he arose, he took the
an incentive for them to make
young Child and His mother by
good choices until Christmas!
night, and departed into Egypt:

on invitation. Reporter Ernes

by
Florence
Williams Ray

As the year comes to a
nizations, such as The Young
close, the Howard Academy
Progressive Democratic Club,
Class of 1954 met at the Lillian
St. Pete Inner Circle, Blanton
Bryant Center in Ocala to remi
Elementary
Multicultural
nisce and rekindle precious
Qub, and local, Churches,
memories while giving thanks
Representative Peterman is
for their many blessings. Those
requesting that Bay Area resi
in attendance said it felt great to
dents donate long sleeve shirts
be able to enjoy those you had
for Migrant Workers living in
not seen or heard from in years.
surrounding areas.
Carrie Woodberry was the
This effort is one of Rep.
Mistress of Ceremony for the
Peterman’s top priorities
gala affair. The event included a
regarding the plight of Migrant
Meet & Greet period where
Workers in the state of Florida.
classmates and guests got
However, his most pressing
acquainted and reacquainted.
agenda during the upcoming
Welcome’ and Occasion

By Rev. Daniel Banks

the 101 students of the Boynton
Center will visit the Star-Banner
office to sing Christmas carols,

Ocala

PETERSBURG -

Light
Of The
World

(George Reed posed as Santa!)
On Dec. 17, 18, and 19th,

ti

State Representative Frank
Peterman, Jr., Pushes Long
will host its 4th “Feed The Sleeve Shirt Drive. With the
Community” event on the help and support of local orga

The Auxiliary to the Second
Bethlehem Baptist Association

& ML Bethel at Gilgal Baptist

Society

Roland Smith, Acts of Praise;
Bro. Dr. Robert Johnson, Scrip
ture;
Announcements/Acknowledgment, Idelia Gaston.

Thomas Jones and Mrs. LaRenaAUen who volunteered to be
Class Sponsor.
***

PACTSEEKS
MENTORS

Parents and Children
Together (PACT), a program
sponsored by Church Without

CHAPTER

Walls,, seeks volunteers to be

CELEBRATES
, ANNIVERSARY

mentors to “At Risk” children.
These mentors will give these
children a little extra encourage

On Suhday, December 16,

ment.

NINETY-FIFTH

2001, Epsilon Pi Lambda
Chapter Alpha Phi Alpha Fra
ternity, Inc., celebrated its 95th
Founder’s Day at Zion United
Methodist Church in Ocala.

HOMEBOUND
NEEDS
VISITORS

Friendly visitors are sought
by Marion County Senior Citi

The Rev. May Dell Fletcher is
pastor.

zens to touch bases with the

Bro. Roland Smith presided
over the program. Other pro

cation skills and a caring dispo

gram participants included Ruth
Wilkerson and Bro. Herbert
Coleman, Prelude; Amber Nel
son, Service of Light; Rev. May
Dell Fletcher, Invocation; Bro.
Dr. Cecil Jones, Occasion; Bro.

Muffin is a hero, “we didn’t
just take in, a stray cat, we took

mation.
***
GOSPEL CONCERTS

will advertise well in advance
so no one misses, these great
events.

Marion County and the City
PACT personnel. To help,
of Ocala have many abused, cajj Church Without Walls at
emotionally deprived and 624-2001 from 9 a.m. -1 ,p.m.
neglected children. All mentors ^ty
will be oriented and supervised

****

homebound. Good communi
sition are required to help the
elderly relieve loneliness and
isolation. Volunteers are placed
near to their homes. Please call
Margie at 629-8661 for more
information.

Reps. Miller &
Putnam Vote Against
Improving Airport
Security
TALLAHASSEE - Dis
appointing constituents in
Florida and air travelers all
over the country, Rep. Miller

status quo rather than improv
ing airport security. Specifical
ly, under his bill, private firms
like Argenbright Security will

voted against legislation re

still be allowed to provide air

cently that would have im

port employees even though

proved airport security and

“a U.S. Attorney in Philadel

given President Bush’s a bill to

phia found recently that the

sign into law as early as tomor

company

row morning.

screeners who were illegal

was

employing

Specifically, Rep. Miller

immigrants and had criminal

voted against the airport secu
rity legislation that passed the

records that should have dis

U.S. Senate unanimously by a
vote of 100-0. The bill Rep.

‘Today, thanks to Rep.
Miller, our airports are less safe

Miller opposed would federal
And was there until the ize airport security workers,
death ofHerod: that ft might be making the process of baggage
fidfilled which was spoken of and passenger screening a law

qualified them”

.

when they could have been
more safe,” said DCCC Press
Secretary Mark Nevins. “It’s a
tremendous disappointment to

Second hand smoke
contributes to more than

6,200 preventable

the Lord by the prophet, saying, enforcement function.
‘Out of Egypt have 1 called My
After a day during which
Son.’
President Bush and his allies

the families he represents. The
and Rep. Miller isn’t doing a

year, including 3,000

Then Herod, when he saw brought pressure” on undecid
that he was mocked ofthe wise ed lawmakers to “urge them to

single thing to make airports
any more safe. This is the sort

lung cancer deaths

men, was exceeding wroth, and defeat an airline security bill
sentforth, and slew all the chil that passed the Senate 100 to

of issue that Voters remember

annually. Second

dren that were in Bethlehem,

0,” Rep. Miller simply caved

and in all the coasts thereof

to the pressure.

For more information con
tact Jenny Backus, Mark.

from two years old and under,

Rep. Miller ended up sup

according to the time which he

porting a bill that maintains the

holiday season is coming up

when they go to die polls.”

Nevins, or Kim Rubey at (202)

hand smoke also
causes respiratory
problems in
children like

and go into the land of Israel: notwithstanding, being warned

for they are dead which sought of q0(i
a dream, he turned
aside into the parts ofGalilee:
the prophet, saying, ‘In Rama the young Child’s life. ’
And
he
arose,
and
took
the
And he came and dwelt in a
was there a voice heard, lamen
young
child
and
His
mother,
city called Nazareth: that it
tation, and weeping, and great
and came into the land ofIsrael. might be fidfilled which was
mourning, Rachel mourningfor
But when he heard that spoken by the prophets, ‘He
her children, and would not be
Archelaus did reign in Judaea shall be called a Nazarene.’” comforted, because they are
in the room ofhisfather Herod, St. Matthew 2:11-23
not.’
he was afraid to go thither:
But when Herod was dead,
which was spoken by Jeremy

childhood deaths per

863-1500.

had diligently inquired of the
wise men.
Then was fidfilled that

asthma,
bronchitis and
irritation to the
eyes, nose &
throat.

behold, an angel of the Lord
appeareth in a dream to Joseph
in Egypt,
Saying, ‘Arise, and take the
young Child and His mother,

11

PREVENT SECOND. HAND SMOKE
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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Ho-Ho-Holidays

Publix,

Prices Effective through Monday, December 24,2001.
All Publix stores will be open on Christmas Eve, Monday, December 24 until 7 p.m.
However, we will be closed Christmas Day, Tuesday, December 25.

Publix
Young Turkey
Broad Breasted, USDA Inspected, Grade A, Frozen,
10 to 26-lb Average (5 to 10-lb Average ... lb 1.09,
Publix Young Turkey Breast, With Ribs and
Back/Wing Portion ... lb 1.69)
Prices Effective through
Monday, December 24,2001.
On/y /«the

Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,

Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange, Seminole, Highlands, Brevard
and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.

Visit our website at www.publix.com

MA,

Where shopping is a pleasure?

?R IS I JVg {

1

Hamilton
Smoked Ham
Shank Portion, Lower Salt
(Whole ... lb 1.39, Butt Portion ... lb 1.59)

Publix
All Natural
Fresh Turkey
USDA Inspected, Grade A,
10 to 24-lb Average (Publix Fresh
Whole Turkey Breast, Premium ... lb 1.99)
While Supplies Last!

12-Count
Potato Rolls
Try These Tasty Rolls,
From the Publix Bakery,
18-oz pkg.

The Purchase of One
(1) 64-oz bot. of

Ocean Spray
Cranberry Juice
Assorted Varieties
100% Cranberry Juice or
Cranberry Juice Cocktails
Limit one deal per coupon per customer.
Coupon effective December 13 - 26, 2001.
Save 1.50

MEAT

MEAT

RRKF '139

BAKE R V

Bottom
Round Roast.............. lb£

Publix Honey Cured
Spiral Sliced Ham.................. ib£

Danish
2 ^9
PecanRing...................

Ocean Spray
Cranberry Sauce..

Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA
Choice, Beef Round (Tip Roast... lb 2.69,
Top Round Roast ...lb 2.89,
Eye Round Roast... lb 3.19)

With Honey or Brown Sugar Glaze Packet,
Whole or Half (Publix Honey Cured
Pre-Glazed Spiral Ham, With Choice of
Honey or Brown Sugar Glaze ... lb 3.19,
Publix Boneless Honey Cured Pre-Glazed
Spiral Sliced Ham, With Choice of Honey
or Brown Sugar Glaze. . . lb 4.49)

Topped with Lots a Nuts, 16-oz size

Jellied or Whole Berry,
16-oz can

Butterball Turkeys............. .

,lb99^

Plump & Juicy, Deep Basted,
USDA Inspected, Grade A, Frozen,
10 to 26-lb Average (Butterball Young
Turkey Breast, With Ribs,
With Gravy Pack ... lb 1.99)

Butterball Fresh Turkey........
All Natural, Non-Basted,
USDA Inspected, Grade A,
10 to 20-lb Average
(Butterball Fresh Whole
Turkey Breast, Premium ...lb 2.79)

ib

w

J29

in?

&

bio

Robert Mondavi
Q4Q
Woodbridge Wine..................... ✓
Assorted Varieties, 1.5-L bot.

12-Pack
779
Budweiser Beer.........................../
Or Bud Light, Bud Ice or Bud Ice Light,

12-oz LNNR bot.

LU# 7789

8 Inch Pecan Pie...

...........

A Southern Tradition,
26-oz size

9 Inch
zoo
Gourmet High Apple Pie........... v
Everyone’s Favorite,
47-oz size
G R O C 6 R Y

12-Pack Selected
2 /C00
Coca-Cola Products............. Z/
12-oz can (6-Pack Selected
Coca-Cola Products,
0.5-L bot.... 2/5.00)

2/129

Nabisco
Snack Crackers

2/400

Assorted Varieties,
6.75 to 10-oz box

Gold Medal Flour..........

...79*

Assorted Varieties, 4.25 to 5-lb bag
(Excluding Gold Medal
Whole Wheat Flour)

Del Monte Fresh Cut
Canned Vegetables........
Assorted Varieties,
11 to 15.25-oz can

5/200
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of Holiday Cheer
Publix

Prices Effective through Monday, December 24,2001.
All Publix stores will be open on Christmas Eve, Monday, December 24 until 7 p.m.
However, we will be closed Christmas Day, Tuesday, December 25.

Publix
Deli Quick Takes
Family Combo Meal
Includes: Your Choice of One Rotisserie Chicken or
8 Piece Mixed Deli Fried Chicken; Your Choice of Two 16-oz
Publix Deli Quick Takes Sides: Choose from Southern Style or
New York Potato Salads; Sweet, Shredded or Chopped Coleslaw or
Old Fashioned Deli Beans; 4 Pack of Hawaiian Rolls, each
Prices Effective through
Monday, December 24,2001.
Only in the Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,
Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk, Orange, Seminole, Highlands, Brevard
and Osceola. Quantity Rights Reserved.

w

_..

Visitour .website at www.pybJixicom

Where shopping is a pleasure.

1M fedl

Publfx.

1

Boar's Head
Ovenaold
Turkey Breast

I

Idaho
Potatoes
Genuine, US #1,
All Purpose, 10-lb bag
(5-lb bag... 1.69, Large or
Extra Large, Loose... lb .49)

Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli

Magic of Christmas or
Christmas Bouquets

Red
Seedless
For Fresh Fruit Salads
or Tasty Snacks,
Fresh

Beautiful, Fresh Cut
Seasonal Flowers, each

PRODUCE

FLORAL

Boar’s Head available in most locations.

GROCER

DELI
Boar’s Head available in most locations.

Boar's Head
Apple Cherry Boar?s©Head
Boneless Sweet Slice Ham.... lb J
Half or Whole Piece or Boar’s Head Sweet Slice
Boneless Smoked Ham, Half Piece, Located in
Our Boar’s Head Pre-Packaged Section

Small Drummette Platter....

.17

It’s not a Party Without a Heaping Platter
of Our Famous Fried Chicken in This
Easy-To-Nibble Size; With Barbecue Sauce,
Small, Serves 8 to 12, each (Medium, Serves
18 to 20, each ... 26.00, Large, Serves
28 to 30, each ...37.00)

Publix Deli Premier Cooked
Top Round Roast Beef..........
Low Fat, 96% Fat Free,
Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli

.lb

759

Doritos Tortilla Chips
or 3D's Snacks..........

2/500

Del Monte
Pineapple........................ .

L

Christmas
Splender Arrangement

1799

Assorted Varieties,
9 to 13.5-oz bag

Whole or Peeled and Cored For
Your Convenience, Juicy, each

Fresh Cut Seasonal Flowers,
Beautifully Arranged, each

Bounty Paper Towels or 4 /4
Charmin Bath Tissue.... M

Fresh Celery........

Cinnamon Broom........

Crisp, California, each

Bring the; Favorite Holiday Fragrance
Into Your Home, each

Bounty Quilted Paper Towels,
8-roll pkg; or Charmin Bath Tissue:
Bundle Pack or Ultra, 24-roll pkg.
or Double Roll or
Double Roll Ultra,
12-roll pkg.

Garden Salads_____

____

Publix, Dole or Fresh Express Brands,
16-oz pkg.

Bing Cherries..............

... lb2?9

Summer Sweet, Jet Fresh from Chile
■
Breakstone's
Sour Cream....................

Regular, Reduced Fat or Free,
16-oz cup

Persimmons...... ...

: . L;

99*

FOOD

Publix
/C00
Premium Ice Cream.............. MJ
Assorted Varieties, half gal. ctn.
(Excluding Publix Homemade Ice Cream.)

...3/100

A Southern Holiday Favorite,
Choose Hachiya or Fuyu Varieties,
each

MMRHr

FROZEN

........

MCheese ................ 3/5«0
Assorted Varieties, 5 to 8-oz pkg.

13
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SEASON’S GREETINGS
Treating Your Cold Or
Flu: Forget The
Echinacea, But Bring
On The Chicken Soup
Medications. There are
DENVER, CO - Even if
several recently approved
you do wash your hands fre
antiviral medications that can
quently and take other precau
both prevent and treat the flu.
tions, you can’t always avoid
Rimantadine and Amantadine
catching a cold or the flu. But
are effective against influenza
there are several steps you can
type A virus, but not the type B
take to get well sooner if you
virus. Zanamavir is a pill effec
do become sick. James Jones,
tive against both types of
M.D., an expert on viral infec
influenza virus. If taken short
tions, offers several tips for tak
ly after exposure, these med
ing care of yourself and getting
ications can actually prevent
well if you do get sick this win
the flu from developing. If
ter.
taken when Symptoms first
Don’t count on echinacea
appear, they can shorten the
or vitamin C, but bring on the
duration of the infection.
chicken soup. There is no
Oseltamivir is an inhaled med
medical evidence that many
ication that can be used to treat,
folk remedies, such as taking
but not prevent, both type A
echinacea or high doses of vitand B influenza viruses. Peo
' amin C, either prevent or cure
ple wilh asthma, should not
an infection. Eating plenty of
take Oseltamivir.
chicken soup, however, is a
Antibiotics are not effec
folk remedy that does have
tive against either colds or the
value. The soup helps a person
flu. Antibiotics attack bacterial
recover from a cold or the flu
infections but colds and the flu
by rehydrating the body with
are caused by viruses.
salts and minerals that are lost
Children with the flu
during illness. In general, a.
should not take aspirin because
proper diet, including trace of the slight chance that they
minerals, such as selenium,
may develop Reye’s syn
multi-vitamins and plenty of drome. Others should take
water are helpful in staying on
top of illness and infection.
Slow down. An infection is

tured just for this special event

Walking In A “Wild” Wonderland

playing in the snow, elves bak

Guests can visit these magnifi

ing sweets to enjoy by the fire
place, candy cane lane, a giant
gingerbread house and much

TAMPA - Live reindeer,

filled with holiday spirit and

real snow and a Zoo-wide daz

wondrous things to see. The

add to the celebration,” says

cent creatures in Santa’s Castle
guarded by toy soldiers and

entire Zoo is illuminated with
thousands of dazzling holiday

Trisha Ritchie, director of mar
keting and public affairs at

filled with plush snowmen.
Stroll through the castle and

open on Saturdays and Sun

Lowry Park Zoo. “During

see everyone preparing for the

days until December 23,

Wonderland” holiday celebra

lights, night exhibits, a 16-foottall giant snowman and more

each night of Wild Wonder

holidays: animaronic animals

tion at Lowry Paik Zoo.
This November

colorful animal figures than
ever before - some reaching 10

land, a snow machine pro
duces 5 tons of real snow for

December, the Zoo is celebrat
ing the holidays at its second

feet tall!
“Start

kids to play in, making this
year’s event a truly unique hol

annual winter festival where

snow angels because this holi

guests can enjoy an evening

day season at the Zoo promis

zling lights display are just a
few things to see as you jour
ney through this year’s “Wild

and.

practicing

your

es to bring a flurry of snow to

more. Santa’s Castle is also

iday experience.”
Live reindeer are also fea

WOODIES
HATBOX
655 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg
PHONE:
823-0823
<'Jz:ht e/fati c/fh-o

----

UJhz onhj

(One

who iy woxthu

of ad that wz haoz...
f ad that

wz azz.

aspirin with some caution.
Fever is one of the body’s
infection-fighting tools. By

the body’s way of telling you
to slow down. Listen to your

reducing the fever, aspirin may
prolong your illness, and does

body. By expending less ener

make you infectious for a

gy on everyday activities, your

Wishing You Every
Blessing This Christmas

longer period of time.
Additional cold and flu

body can devote more energy
to fighting an infection and

information. Visit the National

getting well. People who seem

Jewish
Web
site
at
www.nationaljewish.org, for

to get cold after cold, never
really getting well are usually

First Baptist
InstitutionalChurch

more cold and flu tips, includ

ones who don’t give their bod

ing:

ies the rest they need to com
pletely eliminate 30 infection.
So, take it easy and get plenty
of rest. Stay home from work
or school for a few days. You

• Cold and flu prevention
• Is it a cold or the flu? It is

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Phone: 323-7518

important to know
• The flu vaccine in 2001
• Summary of James

can remind your boss that stay

Jones’s answers to questions

ing home will help you get
back to full strength more

posed in a flu chat
• General flu reference

quickly, and keep you from

information.

infecting others in the office;

On behalf of the entire
New Philadelphia
Community Church family,
we extend a Merry

'e invite
/oil and
yourfamib
to worship
withu

May your constant love
be with us, Lord, as we

Minister

THE REVEREND
WAYNE G. THOMPSON

put our hope in you.

“The Word became flesh and made
His dwelling among us...”

... Psalms 33:21

-JOHN 1:14 NIV

Christmas and Prosperous
New Year to ope and all

/

Prom
Pastor ©op A. Gaskiif
Pcvcrepds Pd Nesbitt &
James Calviit
Ministers Aaroij Gaskiq &
Marque pi qua Samuels

cveft/ eft Z/ezZ eeze/ efrfyeee eve//an/oy //& ///ayyeeriZ ex^///e/ee/ay3 ezme/a,fiMyzeeexez3 /feeex ///eew. -//ex /e3Z eexezy Ze>- emyfty //&3e //e33ee/Zeme3 ex^Z/& yeew eft /ex
ne/yeZ Aex /3Z em //& ce/e/zezZee>m Z/ezZ 3ez^Zy ezme/eexmee/zmfree- ex//&z3 eft cmeZZee/.
<^/me/wdZezme/emy Z/e3v /ex/ce/tzy$ meezm3 /ex receymeye Z/ezZ/ew ez/Z'/eeeZ/ /reze/eZeexm3,
fieezce- e>m eez/zZ/, ezme/yeexe/eexe// Zcxevez/ze//ezmezmeZy eft //&/ecez3.
■e//y^eemee/y ezme///weee// /e/e Zex i/ewex //&yey Z/ezZ./&///ez3 /zeeey/Z Zv ee3.
■//exyey cexmey/zexmz /mexeexemy Z/v^xje/^4ez<3 //xeftZ eex/ex mez/&3 /efe eexewZ/ /exe/eye Z/ze>eey/ //ex ez/ezme/zmee ex^/eft /exexv ezm/cezre.

Come together for acultural

/mexeex Z/ezZ eex/ezZeexw ce>me3

exeez eexezy, ////ez3 ez/zeeze/^ /eemaeee// f/me/re /xzeeeex/ eexzex/& ez 3exmy eex/ex<iex

celebration of the seven principles
eexeee/3 ee>yexzed3 eeeeyeex/emy3x

of Nguza Saba as we join in

/j///ezexem meexe/Z' eexez3fie/zemefte/Zexme, zeeeZ/eez

//fiKmeAe Zex /efe eZemmez/Zy. </%3 Zxeeez eetexzZ/, yezdZ /ezexemy Z/ex/eze/em my

“Unity” to commemorate Kwanzaa.
Festivities include special

<xexez3 /eexemy em ez eexee/e/e>^/vz/m&33, //& ceem& ez/my ezm/ /zexeey/Z m& //&

performances of drama, drumming,

/ey/Z.

dance, make-n-take crafts and a

Zzeeeyexy //&/ cexme3y/zemz //eft ZZmex e^yeew eft zzexZ Zee/ Zex mez/exzeez/yefe-yeex-

tasty feast.

eey. >J'/ex3& Z/emy3 eeze neve. /$ezZ eZ eft //ex /exexe, ezm/yeee/rze33 Z/ezZ ri/eeZ/ez3 3eZ

Sponsored by

em mex/eexm Z/ezZ cezez3e3 ee3 Zex zeeze/ exezZ edfizeceez/Zy e/eexzemy //eft Zemeex. </z zemzeme/3

The Hough Family.
$15 General
$12 ages 55+
$8 ages 3-22

ee3 Z/ezZ, ernern Z/eeey/ exew ceeemZzy mey/Z /e/zzedemZ/y emyezye/em e/medZeft ezm/
y/xjteeym cexm^/eeZ, Z/ezZ Z/eeex eft 3Ze/Z'yce/em Z/ft eexexz//. 0ew /efiee eft Z/ezZ //&

May God's Richest Blessings Be Yours!
Pastor Manuel L. Sykes, Belinda, Davina,
Ephraim and Martina

/neecx/ee/yv

/e/3yexeex/eed3 eve//ex2wcexm& //& fiwedemZ Ze/e ex^yzez/cZceez/ mez/eft&
Z/ezZ eee/z- cexeemZzy eft em/ee/ee/eexeZ/em.

<=/eZ ee3 ez/Zfz/e/ye ceemde/xed Zex mez/& </%. //eZezd/eexzy //& eaezmfii/& ex^yexex/eve//'

December 26 - 7:30 PM

The

PALLADIUM Theater

Box Office Hours: Tucs.-Fri<lay, 1-5 PM
Tickets Available At The Door

Phone: 727-822-3590 •Email: palladiunis®aol.coni

ezme/ ■zeezc/eey eeeZ Zex exZ/e$f3 Z/ezZ eex& eveee/e//e/e exZ/ee/ cexmmzezmeZZed- Zex^///execx
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SEASON’S GREETINGS

Season's greetings (From:
DEMOCRATIC
FL STATE REPRESENTATIVE
FRANK PETERMAN, JR.

nom
dPazox ffoaguin d. </\!{axuin

ana thz

fBzthzf/l/(ztxofohitan hBaftiztdhuxch ^family

ffzius fJi fJriE. d^zaion, Joi '/tfiz aSzaion

God has been good to His people throughout this year in
the midst of great turmoil within our nation.

ez/aiuux eft /xw,

We are expecting greater blessings that ultimately come
from His darling son, Jesus Christ, whose birth we are cele
brating during this Christmas season.

Zex ezi- ez -/e/e eftyeftxem.-

/$edZ y/eft/ed- Zex ez/Zez (//fiefrey //xeftZemee3 ezme/

Our family is praying for peace and prosperity for this
community, state and nations in the upcoming New Year.

ez yeefteZ-^//eeZ'/f&eex (2/eezm/

//eedZee. /. Tv/c/

May God bless you always
The Peterman Family
vffll

4

Wc Give GOf) the Glory forever!

E7he mixaaHz

of ddzxiztmaz iz not in tlzz fudfildrnznt of itz fzxomizz of tzzaaz and

hafzfzinzzz and goodwdd, Hzaauzz aftzx 2000 gzaxz tlzz woxHd iz itdd waiting fox a
uniozxzad way of Hifz without axuzHty and iniuzticz and uioHznaz. UJtzz tr/mitn/f
iz that ths.xz waz a gift fox zaah of az hzft undzx thz txzz of hifz, 2000 gzaxz ago
Owner/Stylist Jeffrey Christian (center) with
Stylists Linda Barber (left) and PauleTheodore

hg adlim. whozz hixthdag wz azHztjxatz. UJhz gift waz withhzhd fxonz no man.
/oim havz hzft thz Jzachagz unahaimzd. eSomz hauz aaczfztzd thz gift and aaxxizd

Happy Holidays

it aXound, hut hauz faidzd to xzmouz thz wxafzjzing and ho oh inzidz to dizcouzx thz
hiddzn zjzhzndox. /Jhz ^aahagzz axz atlaMz, and zaah ii. zaxotdzd on which iz

Holiday Special
$5.00 Off with coupon for
All Chemical Services

Rev. and Sis. Brian K. Brown
wxittzn c/Kdthat thz Jathzx hath iz thinz . a/hztyz gouxzzhfto hafzfiinzzz. /io if
do not hnow what to giuz zomzonz on dhxiztmaz ju.zt xzmzmhzx: you. can giuz
to goux znzmg, thz gift of foxgiuznzzz; to an ofzfzonznt, giuz thzm tohzxancz; to a

Jeffrey 's
BEAUTY SALON
822 - 49th St. S.
321-1357
Monl - Sat. 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
1301 - 37th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

fxiznd, giuz thzm. goux hzaxt; to a auztomzx, gwz thzm, good zzxuiaz; to aid mzn,
gioz thzm ahaxiig; to zuzxg child, giuz thzm a good </odHy zxamfihz; and hazthg to
gouxzzhf, nzuzx foxgzt, giuz youxzzhf xzzpzct.
dPaztox and /iz. hBxia.n fBxown wo udd hhz to wiz

axh family a

wondzxfuf, adlafzfzg /tohidag, and a uzxg HEdzzzzd and a/lafzfzg /\fzw T/zax.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
“Christ of Christmas
Concludes Advent at
Philadelphia”---------------

The Pentecostal Temple

Christmas, its message

Y’deshia Alsup, and Jamie

received

and meaning will be focus

Burgess are all attending

degree

of worship for fourth and

college. Prayers and peti

friends witnessed in joy.

final Sunday in Advent

tions for Edward Conyers

Godspeed to the Nesbitt

season. Children, youth,

and Oscar Robinson who

family.

and pastoral ministiy will

are serving their country

lead church in praise and

through

worship for mid-moming
service.

Parents

being

in

the

as

Christian

JoAnn

of year. Attendance would

are

children

Nesbitt during this holiday

be

season

Wyvonnia

on

Sunday.

extended
for

successfully

greatly

completing requirements

again host this vital church

comes return of college

for the Bachelor of Science

ministry “get-to-gether”.

students home for the holi

Degree. At a recent gradu

days.

ation

Ashon

Nesbitt,

ceremony,

message. Rev. Gwendolyn

will be celebrating First

Williams will preach the

Lady,

gathered for their Morning

ended on a high note fol

final service for 2001 will

Inspiration Message. The

Hardy’s birthday Friday.

Worship

lowing

congratulatory

be our year-end Watch

Youth Choir will provide

The radio outreach service

were highly favored with

moments from those pre

Night Service on Monday

the music for the day. The

of Bethel can be heard

many visitors as one of the

sent.

night,

each Sunday morning on

appointment

personal invitation to all

to prepare for the abundant

our neighbors and friends

rain, to live a life charac

mercy; Break up your fal

to

celebrate

terized by righteousness

low, ground; for it is time

Jesus with the W.O.F.C.C.

and mercy, and develop a

to seek the Lord till He

Church family. The Lord

sensitivity

has set these pastors as

Spirit. You don’t want to

righteousness,

reap

in

come and rain righteous

come

and

to the

watchmen upon the walls

miss this life changing

10:12

of St Petersburg and they

Word clearly communicat

New Year’s Eve Watch

are to declare what they

ed by this man of God.

Night Service will be held

see to all that will come

at the Wings Of Faith

and hear what the Spirit is

Christian Center. The ser

saying to the church in this

Breakfast

vice will commence at 10

hour. Bishop Moten has a

following the service. For

p.m. The church is located

prophetic Word for all that

additional information you

at 309 15th Avenue North,

are in search of the, Heart

may call Minister Delores

St. Petersburg.

of God.

Ross at (727) 864-3428.

He

has

been

and

anointed and appointed to

Pastor Alfreda extends a

exhort the people of God

Ronald

of

Sis.

Communion

The

Youth

Department’s

Christmas

will

l/Ve

welcome you at all times.

the lighting of the Advent

Deaconess. Many family

Sounds of Christmas,” will

with us as we give thanks

members, friends and co

be presented on Sunday,

for His constant love and

workers of Sis. Stockton

December 23rd at 6 p.m.

care throughout the past

were there to witness the

The public is invited to

year and as we petition

occasion. Pastor Anderson

come and enjoy the Lord

Him for His guidance and

delivered a

with us as we honor “the

continued favor for the

Christ

new year.

provocative

Child”

through

Anointing for a Designed

song, dance and scriptural

Appointment”. The mem

inspiration.

bers

of the

Deaconess

of

Christian

Sis.

Dorothy

WTMP radio at 7 a.m.

dVEET CdpRdS/
dif
CdPRdS/dAAS

The Pastor and ’ mem
bers of Pentecostal Temple

The District Fellowship

C.O.G.I.C. take this time

Board were reaffirmed in

Service will be held at

to wish each of you a most

AII Nalions Church of God By Failh

this service and given a

Pentecostal

on

blessed Christmas and the

charge to do the work of

Sunday, December 30th at

enduring'peace of God for

the Lord in the church,

6 p.m. The message of the

the New Year.

3000 - 41h A/enue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 * 327-2656
Sunday School................................. . -9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................... .11 a.m.
Night Worship .......................
7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class.............................................. 8p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.......... — 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service.............................................. 8p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School........................ 11 a.m.
Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams. Pastor

Temple

Every Word
of God is
pure: He is
a shield
unto them
that put
their trust
in Him.
Proverbs
30:5

be

served, also a Continental
immediately

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1X35 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday School 10 am.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Streets. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................. .. . .7:45 a.m.
Sunday School .......................................... 9:15'tl.Tn.
Mid-Morning Worship........................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................... 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship............Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.

.

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Rev. Clyde Williams

Education will celebrate

Everyone is welcome to
come and bless the Lord

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Sunday School.............................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
..................11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Board

10

Joyful

“The

The Reoerend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

31st
p.m.

at

Program,

^nmxnunitg (lliurclT

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

December

beginning

Barbara A. Stockton as

Holy

ness upon you.” -Hosea

Bishop

They

message entitled “A Divine

New Year’s Eve Watch Night
Service At The Wings Of
Faith Christian Center---------“Sow to yourself in

Service.

service highlights was the

she

service.
The Women’s Ministry

by Evangelist Earl Carter

will

New Philadelphia wel

pastor Hardy delivers the

of Orlando, Florida. Our

appreciated.
McGee

this Sunday for worship as
evening will be delivered

presents itself. The service

ed of the Thursday prayer
This will be final meeting

and

candle during the worship

wherever the opportunity

and

accolades

communities

Join the Bethel family

Church family was won

Members are remind

encouraged to have all
present

family

their

Bethel A.

derfully blessed as they

college

ministry gathering at 7pm.

Armed Forces.

are

her

Pentecostal Temple Church
Of God In Christ------------------

Come join us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

Deacon Ministry.................... . . .......................... .............................Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry............................. ................................................. .............. • • James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry....................... ................... ............................ ..
Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry ................................ .. ....................'................ ............................... Wyvonnia McGee

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

10th Street Church Of God

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

207 - lOth Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

T}(‘L9d‘L: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday School

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ...............................................9:30 am
Morning Worship . . . ................................. 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study...................................... Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service . .Wed. 7:00 pm

. ..............................................................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

............... ...

11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study

...............................

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

... .... . • .7:15 p.m.

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) .... .6:00 p.m.

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.)
11 a.m.-12 p.m.
“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

You are hereby invited to fellowship with

First Baptist Institutional,

church

Schedule of Services
Church School . ........................' .9:30 a.m.

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

Morning Worship ..........................11a.m.
Baptist Training Union.................. .5 p.m.
Evening Worship .......................6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday ................. . .7 p.m.

Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne

G.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School

- 9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

- 11:00

a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

“One. weetyfrom. church makes one weak. ”
nTli

,

1

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

'We're

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor
.let the one that is thirstv come."
(Revelation 22:17)

Sunday Worship Service
10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Bible Study. Tues, 7-8 P.M.

Frank Pierce Community Center
2000 - 7th St. S., Rm. 1

Biskop Ronald Moten and tke Wings of Faitk Ckurck Family would
like to extend to you a personal invitation to worskip witk us during
oUr scheduled times:

Church School............................ 9:00 A.M.

iQ

Sunday Sckool
9:30 A.M.
M orning Worskip & Ckild ren's Ckurck 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting

Tuesday

Intercessory Prayer & Bikle Class

Wed nesday, 7:30 P.M.

f.....""."jllr

^Bethel AfrICan MethodISt EpIScopal Church^

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1 741

For more infor
mation, contact
Pastor Jerome
& Pastor Kisha
Iordan at
727-865-7763 or
888-353-9555, '«
ext. 2445

Rev. Brian K. Brown

New Member Class...................9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship....................... 10:30 A.M.

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Prayer / Bible Study . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . Thursday 6:00 P.M^J

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS
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Travelers Rest
issionary
Baptist Church
For unto you is bom this
day in the city of David a
Saviour, which is Christ
the Lord.
Rev. Browne and the
Travelers’
family

Rest

Church

extend

the

highlight

Christmas

of

the

season.

Moore’s Chapel A.M.E. Church
Rev.

Blount

and

Macon in charge, assisted

Moore’s Chapels Church

by Rev. Ira Whitson.

family Welcome you to

Share Food

their

services

this

Program

6

The officers and mem

p.m.. Wed., after the 1st

bers will honor their Pastor

W.M.S.

meeting,

Sunday.

and First Lady with a wel

4th

sign up deadline is January

Trustee Board meeting

The

Sunday in December, the

10th, please contact Sis.

Tues., after 2nd Sunday, 7

the

concert will be held on

23rd during both 8 a.m.

Mae

p.m.

Wildwood Youth Center.

Saturday, December 23,

and 11 a.m. services. Rev.

Margaret Butler, at the

2001 at 5:30 p.m. O come

Blount will preach during

church 321-3545.

let us adore Him.

both services. Music will

seasonal

Weekly Activities:

Jackson

Rev.

or

Sis.

Tues., before the 1st and

Blount

and

be provided by the E.M.

Moore’s Chapel Church

Lay Organization meet

Blocker

family will share in Watch

ing, Mon., after the 3rd

Night

Sun., 7 p.m.

come
to
Worship/Fellowship ser

Day Bible Study, 11 a.m.

directed and accompanied

(an in-depth study of the

by

Geraldine

night, December 31st, 10

Male Chorus rehearsal

vice on Sunday, December

scriptures),

23. Sunday Church School

rehearsal, 7 p.m.

Morning

Choir

p.m. with Bethel A.M.E.

Thurs., before the 3rd and

Church,

4th Sunday.

Sat., Dec. 22: Business

portation to church please

meeting, 9 a.m. - 12 noon.

contact the Transportation

Hardy, Pastor; Mt. Zion
A.M.E.
Church,
Rev.

Ministry,

Tony

Clarence Williams, Pastor.

Macon, 328-0022, Willie

The sermon will be deliv

F.

ered by Rev. Blount.

Sun.,

Dec.

23:

Ministry of the Word will

Christmas Concert, 5:30

be

p.m.

by

Pastor

Browne. The Mass Choir
and the youth will combine

Wed., Dec. 26: Bible
Study cancelled.

their voices to sing praises

If you need transporta

to God. Youth ushers will

tion to Church, please con

serve as doorkeepers and

tact the office at 822-4869

the Men’s Ministry will

by noon on Saturday.

serve as greeters.
Church

If you are peeking a

family

is

church home, we welcome

reminded of our monthly

you to unite with our fel

business

meeting

this

lowship.

Saturday, December 22,

Merry Christmas to all.

from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

Remember why we are

Please come out to our end

rejoicing and celebrating

of the year conference.
The

First

our Saviour’s birth. Let us

Annual

keep Christ in Christmas.

Musical Concert will be

Eastlake C.O.G.I.C.
A video production of
the

2002

First Sunday

Morning

Worship

and Worship Team and
other local artists partici
pating.

Celebration will be held
January 6, 2002, at- the
Eastlake (House of Prayer)

The

celebration

is

scheduled for television
airing in March 2002, and

Church of God in Christ.

supports the church’s mis

The church is located at

sion to meet the total needs

120

of God’s people through its

E.

Lemon

St.

in

Tarpon Springs, Florida

outreach programs.

where the Dr. Willie J.
Matheney—an

ordained

Elder is the pastor.
The
feature

Dr.

National

For directions to the
church or for more infor
mation, visit their web site

celebration

will

www.easdakecogic.com or

Matheney,

call the church at (727)
938-6961?'

Economic
System

Sullivan Robinson, Executive Director of CNBC
and U.S. Army Chaplain Lt. Col. James E. Walker

U.S. Army Chaplain
Shares Ground Zero
Experiences With
Congress of National
Black Churches, Inc.
Rev. Lewis Anthony, pas

WASHINGTON
Most of the 150 ministers

tor of Metropolitan AME

who attended a (special

Zion

one-day conference of the

ington,

Congress

of

in fear and in need since
the terrorist' attacks of

member of several on-site

September

Few,

from a makeshift triage

llth.

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E

Except God build the

JLe

vain that build it.

L

Ps. 127:1

o
w
s
H
I
P

Robert Golden, 822-6231
Moore’s

Chapels

Church School Christmas
Program

will

be

held

Roosevelt

Services/Meetings/Events
Prayer Services
7 p.m. Prayer Service Youth Choir rehearsal
(ages 5-12) Tues. 5:30 p.m.

and

Musician

Geraldine Mays.
Church

Steward Board meet
ing, 7 p.m., Mon., after the
1st Sunday.

School

will

Stewardess

Board

begin at 9:30 a.m. with

meeting Sat., before the 1st

Superintendent

Sunday.

Anthony

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

Bible Study.

Sunday, Dec. 23rd at 9:30

Macon

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

12 noon - Noon Day

a.m., under the directions
of Superintendent Anthony

Usher Board meeting,
Sat., before the 1st Sunday.

3rd century

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship
................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
X....... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................. ....... ......... 11:00 a.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

however, had the experi

station at the Pentagon for
three weeks to bring hope

Col. James E. Walker, who

to “Ground Zero.” Walker

ministered

“Ground

explained that his mission

Zero” at the Pentagon on

at “Ground Zero” was to

Sunday School.....................9:30 a.m.

that fateful Tuesday morn

“care for the wounded,

Morning Worship ... .. ...11:00a.m.

ing.

minister to the living and

at

Chaplain

3700 22nd Avenue S. ■ 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren. Pastor

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ fives.

honor the dead.”

Walker

shared his experiences and

“This was in fact a bat

thoughts on dealing with

tlefield,” he said. “But God

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

those immediately affected

had us there at that time to

by the tragedy during a

care for His people. Our

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228

session entitled “Impact of

job was bringing God to

the Attack on America:

the soldiers and bringing

Strategies

soldiers to God.”

and

Issues.”

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Sunday Services:
Church School............................... . ...................
Praise & Worship Services.......................................
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service...........................................................
Bible Study ...
m-...............

Stays
Together

As.
’SSL

. . 9am
10:30am
. 6:30pm
. . . 7pm

Dr. Alvin
Moore,
Pastor

Join ns as we Lift up the name ofJesus

——----------- ----

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Pentecostal Temple Church of God in Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

St. Joseph Church

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding of (fod’s kingdom’

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Phone
(813)328-9412

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

894-6067,

Rev.

ence of Army Chaplain Lt.

V CENTER

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Bryant,

ministry teams that worked

house they labor in

GRACE

Bro’s

or Mose Bell, 906-8525.

joined

Chaplain Walker was a

Together

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

DC,

Wash

dealt with people in pain,

That Prays

the Eastlake COGIC Praise

in

panel.

versus

Satan System” along with

Church

Chaplain Walker on the

National

Black Churches, Inc. have

The Tamily

Empowerment Speaker bn
“God’s

Monday

Mays, with Carlos Farley

Worship sendee at 11 a.m.
preached

Service,

on the drums. For trans

begins at 9:30 a.m. fol
by

Mass

Musician

Chorus

a.m. services at

“The Lord is
great and is to
be highly
praised; His
greatness is
beyond under
standing.”
Psalms 145:3

2nd Sundays.

Thurs., Dec. 20: Mid-

Male

11

Mass Choir rehearsal,

greetings of warm wel

lowed

come reception following

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m
a.m
p.m
p.m
a.m

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
TaIeem - 12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 1.8th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School.............................. 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.). . .7:00 p.m.

-J

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER
"

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

*

(727) 327 - 8483

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

J

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

- ,
■-

'

s‘ 1940 - 49th Street South
'
St. Petersburg, FL

?
-

'?

b

"

" (727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) * Fax (727} 321-3937
Website: www.breakrhroushcc.conl • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com
. "
■; ./"/“PROPHETIC FIRE 15 FAtMNC»
;

<ssA/{b.

Friendship

/inn

TO

xOSsA/^LSStSLOKSCITLf

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

nday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
nday School 9:30 AM
Bdnesday
Noonday Bible Study and
ursday

Bread of Life
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

bi'S.b //PlUSLC-Pl

955 120th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, bible Study: «:uu-y:uu p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES ' '
/ ,
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
'
'
■v
' Sunday Service 8:30 AM
“Power Breakthrough Service* 11:00 AM
•• “A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday •
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM',
• •
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
..'
"YOUTH IN ACTION" - Saturday 6 PM
NURSERY/TODDLER MlNISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY
RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM '
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
' ' Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
, '
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
- GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

54 ffooe c/Mea/mg ant/tfes/vratfosP
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Prayer Tower COGIC
“Behold, a virgin shall

p.m., the Prayer Tower

Watch ye therefore, you

be with child, and shall

C.O.G.I.C. will be having

know not the Day! Prayer

visit.

bring forth a son, and they

our

Christmas

Tower C.O.G.I.C. will be

able to bless those people

shall

Program Our program will

having its annual Watch

at South Heritage Nursing

call

his

name

Emmanuel, which being

annual

feature our church youth’

Christmas nursing home

Night Services. We are

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church

This year we were

Home with songs, visits,

extend to you a warm invi
“And the angel said
unto her, fear not, Mary;

the Christmas Holidays.

the divine word of God.
Church School begins

tation to worship with us
on this Sunday and to all

at

the

Grove Baptist Church on
Monday, December 31st,

9:30

a.m.

with

interpreted is, God with

and special guests “Youth

asking that everyone come

prayers, and holiday gift

for thou has found fax our

Churcn related activities

Assistant Superintendent

us.” - St. Matthew

on the Move” and the

out and help us celebrate

bags. Truly it was a bless

with God.

and

presiding.

Y.O.M. Dancers. Come out

the coming of a New Year.

ing to make someone’s

and be blessed!

The service time is at 9:45

holiday

Supt.
Welch
Prayer

1:23

Elder Clarence
and

the

Tower

entire

Y.P.W.W.

family

Christmas

p.m. Hope to see your face

season

more

delightful!

in our place!

Remember this Holiday

And, behold, thou shall

events

Services begin at 7:45
a.m.

shall

Ministry

name

the

A second sen ice is held

and bring forth a son, and
his

during

week.

conceive in thou womb,
call

with

the

Youth

uled to conduct the first

the Praise Team.

service beginning at 8 p.m.

the

General Home Mission

We look forward to anoth

Devotion. The Angelic and

is today following 11 a.m.

er wonderful spirit filled

Teen

services.

night of fellowship.

leading

Celebration! On .Dec. 24,

warm invitation to every

2001, at Prayer Tower, the

one, to join us in worship

Y.P.W.W. will be having

ping the Lord on Sundays

their Christmas Program.

The Sunshine Band of

Nursing Home members!

Missionary Baptist Church

songs of Praise. The Youth

and to any of our upcom

This program will feature

Prayer Tower would like to

Also, read our verses for

under the leadership of

Ushers

and

All Ministry Meetings

ing services and events!

our local C.O.G.I.C. youth,

thank Bibleway’s Sunshine

the week, coming from

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.,

Pastor Evans will preach

are cancelled because of

that’s on the move for

Band and to everyone who

Psalms

Christmas Celebration! On

God! Come out and sup

participated, donated, and

anointed week!

Dec. 23, 2001, at 5:30

port our future Stars!

Contributed to our annual

Join us for a Great

Season to pray for our Sick

thank you!

and

Shut-Ins

100.

and

JESUS.”-Luke 1:30-31
The

our

Have

and the Pleasant Grove

Deacon

Jim

Anderson,

Commander.
The Youth Usher Board

Church family invite you

“Black Heritage” Path

Grove on Wednesday, Dec.

to Freedom bus tours the

26th

thru Saturday, Dec.

Freedom Trail March 23rd

29th. The Angelic Choir is

- 29th, 2002; also, Pleasant

Sunday, Dec. 23rd. The

Dec.

Gospel Chorus will render

Brother Henry Watkins,

asked to render song selec-'

Grove cruises to Alaska
June llth - 19th 2002.
Please see or contact Sister

3

p.m.

song service and the Adult

Supervisor; Also, Youth

tions on opening night.

Male Usher Board will

Choir rehearsal

Rev.

serve in the 7am early

celled for this Saturday.

is can

Joseph Gordon

is

Pleasant

Grove

will

Christmas Service will
be held at the Mt. Zion

host the annual New Year’s

p.m.

with

Christian Church, located
at 4030 15th Avenue South

Eve Watch Night Service
on* Monday, Dec. 31st

“Now the birth of Jesus

siding. Mid-moming wor

where the Rev. Ralph M.

beginning at 8:30 p.m.

Christ was on this wise:

ship begins at 10:50 a.m.

Evans is pastor.

Pastor

Worshipping with us will

The

and

Gordon is requesting Choir

be the Friendship M.B.

When as His mother Mary
was espoused to Joseph,

Gospel Chorus will render

No. Two to render song

Church,

Rev.

song service and the Youth

service.

Evans;

First

A.

before they came together,

Baptist

she was found with child

John

No.. Two and Six Auxiliary

Institutional Church, Rev.
Wayne Thompson; and the

will rehearse on Friday,

of

Florida

Peaceful

Zion

Dec. 21st at 6:30 p.m.,

Progressive

Baptist

Church,

Rev.

Combined

The Bible Drill Team

the

Congress

South

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER

Thought for the week:

Superintendent

Deacon Philip Carter pre

Usher Board will serve.

Helen Steiner Ricci

2937 for details after 7

morning service. Sunday

Choir

Weekly Schedule:

Kay Curry at (727) 864-

moderator.

School begins at 9:30 a.m.

Youth

serve

sing

Time is not measured by the years that you live
But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give
and each day as it comes brings a chance to each one
To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone
That would brighten the life or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life's Road So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as we live, we unselfishly give.

Jackson.

convene here at Pleasant

to worship with them on

at

will

will

THE JOY OF UNSELFISH GIVING

will meet on
22nd

Saturday,

Church Association will

Choirs

an

Pleasant Grove Missionary
Baptist Church------—------------Pastor Joseph Gordon

Friendship

2001. Friendship is sched

at 10:45 a.m. opening with

would like to extend a

Thank you, thank you,

Watch Night Services
will be held at Pleasant

of the

Holy

Ghost.”

|

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Castor

Jesus Is The
Reason For
The Season!

-

Matthew 1:18

M.B.
Frank

(813)822-2455
Church School.............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....1.1:00 a.m.
B.T.U-.....
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship........ 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class.................7:30 p.m.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal..................5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study..........7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

The Lord looks down
from hoove n, H e sees
all -the sons of men. Psalm 33

St. John Missionary Baptist Church

God Works

1500 N. Pennsylvania A/enue
Clearwater, Florida 33516

Ii?

Church Phone: 443-1945

Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Mysterious

Sunday Services
Sunday Service ...................................................................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.........................................................;...................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................................................................. 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .......... .......................................................... 5:00 p.m.

Ways!

Weekly Services

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg FL

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

9:00 AM...................
..................................... ..
Prayer Time
9:30 AM.................................................................... Sunday School
11:00 AM. . ..................... .............. .................. .......... .. . . Worship
12:30 PM..................?.................. ............... After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

The Church That's Moving Forward Together'

930 - 18th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worshi......................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.................................
11:00a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed................................ 7:00p.m.

Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship......................................
7:00a.m.
Sunday School............................................................................... .9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..........................................................................10:50a.m.

Saint Mark

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Baptist Training Union...................................................
4:30p.m.
Communion................................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL

• Sunday- Church School,
9:45am
• Sunday- Worship Service,
11:00am
• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling

Wednesdays........................................... ............................... 7:30 p.m.

Home: 896-8006

Rev. Joseph Gordon

Sunday Morning Bible Class .................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday . . ......7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
■'/A
/?'
y
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
'• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Stewart-Isom MemorIal CHRISTIAN MethodISt
EpIScopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To (fodBe. The. (flory”

■r

(///) J2/-U554

■

"Church of The Open Door"
•

'z >
:• ?

«"
<jV

1.......

;

:JSS

Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

(727) 867-2400

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Bethel Metropolitan
Rsntict
rv i i rv
DdLJlIbl 1*
VJ1UILI1

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev, Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

2232 62nd Avenue South

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

Sunday SchooI: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
BibIe Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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STATE NEWS
Put A
Rocket In
Your
Stocking
And The
Stars
Under Your
Tree This
Christmas

LOWES CO INC
112r26624
St. Petersburg Times

Fri 12/21
Purge 02-19-02

TF
Sales Person GILL, SUSAN

Louie's

TITUSVILLE - The store
shelves are already lined with
seasonal decorations. The toy
isles are brimming with what
merchants hope will be this
year’s big sellers. The holiday
shopping season is still a few
weeks away, but already many
parents are feeling the pressure
of finding the perfect gift to put

Si2eR
5.00 x
18.00
Operator pboatright
Phone 727-893-8519

Home Improvement Warehouse
Includes 2 batteries, 18-tooth
carbide tipped blade, rip
fence, I-hour charger, and
. carrying case
18 Volt 3-Tool Combo Pack
• A" Drill/Driver and 5%" Circular Saw
•Multi-positional flashlight • 18 Volt
motor • 4" keyless chuck “2-speed
gear shift #89442

Improving Home Improvement

BOSCH

■

Includes belt pouch

under the treq.
How about an astronaut
flight suit complete with a

6 Piece Multi-Tool Set
• Stainless steel multi-tool and knife
constructed of good quality steel
• Plastic strip on each handle means
more comfort #122703

tuition certificate for SPACE
CAMP Florida tucked away
neatly inside? SPACE CAMP

Includes

Florida is making it possible

2 batteries,

for hundreds of families to

case, and
charger

avoid the mile-long store lines
and holiday rush, and present
the little ones with a special gift
that holds the stars and stripes
of the American flag'high.
Through December 31,
parents can book and p;.y for a
SPACE CAMP Florida train
ing spot for their little ones at
the special, one-time rate. Any
time in 2002, trainees can trade
in their play clothes for astro

14.4 Volt Project Pack
Drill/Driver and Circular Saw
• Drill 0-700 rpm •Variable speed/reversir
•%" keyless chuck • 7 torque settings •5%"

on last minute
gift ideas!

Includes 2
battery packs,
charger^ carrying
case, double
ended bit

|

naut gear and spend a week
learning about the richness of

J

18" Heavy-Duty
Aluminum Tool Case

• Reinforced corners for durability
ni
• Molded foam compartment protects
contents • Adjustable dividers can be moved
to customize compartment size #24981

United States history, the
strength of the American peo
ple, and the triumphs ofAmer
ica’s space heroes. This is the
first

time

SPACE

12" Compound

CAMP

•Powerful 15 Amp motor
' • Ultra-positive<$f#p at 9 ■

Florida has offered this type of
tuition discount that represents
a savings of nearly $500.

0-475/1-1,450 rpm * 2 Anip/hour batteries
Wi
Keyless chuck with 360 in./lbs. maximum torque
20 position clutch including solid lock-up #108993

“Right now it’s important
for kids to see that Americans

All-Purpose Tiger Saw
• 10 amps; 0-2,600 spm • Electronic variable speed switch
•Includes blade, Allen wrench and manual • 11/8" stroke
• 100% ball bearings • Efficient reciprocating cutting
action • Pivoting front shoe • Universal bladeclamp with
efficient 7 rake angle #84931

have united during seemingly
inauspicious, times,” said
Laura Talbert, General Man
ager for SPACE CAMP Flori
da. “SPACE CAMP Horida is
the ideal place to reinstate the
confidence of our kids and

settings; 15, 22.5, 31.6, and
45 * left and right and 0 °
• Horizontal D-handle design
for easy and comfortable
operation #88366

Includes: charger, two
batteries, carrying case
and double ended bit
PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOLS

HITACHI

show them that historically,

POWER TOOLS

America has triumphed.”
Throughout the week-long
camp, astronaut trainees spiral back in time to come face-toface with the early American

9.6 Volt Cordless Drill/Driver
•1,100 rpm • Keyless chuck • 2 speed gear
box •Clutch with 19 positions #178011

4'Z" Disc Grinder

Router Workshop Kit

*

•D-handle router • 1'4 HP motor •Mounting bracket
• Dedicated base for under table applications • Stand for
operator convenience "Accepts 3 HP routers #181608

• 8.2 AMP motor • 10,000 rpm •Tool-less adjustable wheel guard
• Quiet Cool” air flow design generates less noise and runs cooler
•4.4 |bs. • 1550-max watts out *5/8-11" Spindle thread #168306

space program, then are
launched back to the future to
test themselves for the “Right

freud

Stuff.” They work as a team to
build and launch rockets, and
design and build computerized
International Space Stations
and robots. They also team up
to prepare for and conduct
simulated space shuttle mis
sions on a variety of training
simulators just miles from
Kennedy Space Center. Train
ing simulators include scaling

■

Includes
”
2 batteries, case,
- charger, 360°

PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOLS

Orbital Jigsaw

side handle,

•6 amp • 650 watt motor *5003,000 rpm • Electronic cruise control
maintains speed under load *Quick
fix tool free blade change system
• Non-marring base plate #145827

double-ended bit

14.4 Volt Drill/Driver
with Hammer Action
•0-350 / 0-1400 rpm; 16,800 bpm
• Hammer and drilling action • 2 speeds
#94246

Quicksand'" Random Orbit Sander

■

•2.4 amp; 12,000 opm • 120 volts/AC orily •Sandtrap dust
collection canister • 100% ball bearings • Includes 15OG disc and
operating manua • Uses popular "hook and loop" 5-holed abrasives

1|
1

#77346

a Zero G (gravity) wall, and
spinning in three directions
simultaneously on the Mastiff,

PROFESSIONAL POWER TOOLS

among other things.
So parents and grandpar. ents can give children the stars
and the moon this holiday sea
son in one neatly wrapped
package, and all without dri
ving around in search of that
elusive parking spot. It’s a gift
children will look forward to
for months and remember a
lifetime.
SPACE CAMP Horida is
a not-for-profit, 503(c) residen
tial, overnight camp where stu
dents in grades 4-7 can train
like real astronauts using
hands-on lessons and state-ofthe-art simulators. SPACE

VSR Drill
•4 amp; 0-1,300 rpm • Mid-handle design with
2-finger trigger • Lock-on button for continuous use
#19678

1/4 Sheet Palm Grip Finishing Sander Kit

Digital Rotary Tool Kit

•2 amp motor • Dust collector canister • 14,000 orbits per minute at
1/16" orbit •Standard pad accepts stick-on regular abrasives,*100%
ball bearing construction •Includes 12OG abrasive sheet, paper,
punch,heavy-duty plastic carrying case and operating manual #52389

• 1.15 amp •5,000-30,000 rpm • Deluxe
window case • Dremel chuck • Right angle
attachment #179458

Lowe's of St. Petersburg

Lowe's of Pinellas Park

Intersection 22nd Ave. & 25th St. N.

Lowe's of CIearwater

7301 Park Blvd.
corner of Park Blvd. & Belcher

26990 N. Hwy. 19

Little Rd. & Ridge Rd.

St. Petersburg 33713

Clearwater33761

New Port Richey 34668

(727) 822-8220

Pinellas Park 33781

Mon.-Fri. 6am-10prr)
Saturday 7am-10pm

(7271 724-3557

(727) 547-9335

Mon.-Tnurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm

Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm

Sunday 8am-7pm

Sunday 8am-7pm

Sunday 8am-8pm

Mon.-Sat. 6am-10pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

Lowe's of New Port Richey

"We guarantee our everyday competitive prices. If you find a lower everyday or advertised price on an identical stock item at any local retail competitor that has the item in stock, we'll beat their
price by 10% when yog buy from us. Just bring us the competitor's current ad, or we'll call jo. verify .the item's price that you have found. Cash/charge card and carry,purchases only.
Competitor s closeout,'special order, discontinued, clearance, liquidation and damaged items are excluded from this offer. On percent off sales we will meet the competitor's price. Limited to ' .
reasonable quantities for homeowner and one-house order quantities for cash and carry contractors. Current in-store price, If.lower, overrides Lowe's advertised price. Price’guarantee honored
0,0 l°we s retail locations..Labor charges for product installation are excluded from our price guarantee offer in our stores with an Installed Soles Program. Visit stpre for complete details;.
Prices may vary after January 2, 2002, if there ore market variations. See store lor details regarding product worronlies. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
•'Professional installation through licensed subcontractors. Lowe's contractor license numbers: AK #21665; AZ# 151744; CAtf.770619; CT#HIC00558162; FLttCRC057468; HlttBC-22289,90;
IL Plumber #058-100140; LA Master Plumber ttLMP4649; MD#0046152-0»; NV #45450; NJ Plumbing • See Store; OR 144017; TN#H|3070, # 16066, and tt46760; WA #HG07J.64,' Ml

locations in the United States;

the other locations include
Alabama and California.

6275 W. Waters Ave.

(727) 859-9450 '
Friday 6am-10pm . ’
Saturday 7am-9pm

Lowe's of Tampa Palms Lowe's of Brandon
Bruce B. Downs Blvd.

Tampa 33634

1 /2 mi. sw or 1-75, exit 56

(813) 249-6001
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm

(813) 558-6760
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm

Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm

' Friday 6am- 10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm

Sunday 8am-7pm

Sunday 8am-7pm

.11375 Causeway Blvd.
(813)684-3008
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

#2102 144445,Lowe's Home Centers, lnc„ 6122 "B" Drive North, Battle Creek, Ml 49014 Water heotei installation.II an expansion tank is; required by local code if will be o n additional
chorge^ndtmclyded in the bosiC replacement labor), Permit (eps pre odditionol (riot included in the bosi/eplacemenl labor/
‘ If the promotional purchase and any op.lionol credit insurance charges 'are poid in full t>y the end of the[promotionol period,, finance charges. \swill.be waived: Offer applies to approved single
receipt purchases over $250 made from Month 0, 2001 through Month 0, 2001 when you use an existing or newly opened Lowe's Credit Cord Account.. Monthly payments are not required
[lor 6 months] on qualified purchases during.lhe promotional period. Finance charges and any optional credit insurance charges on your promotional purchase will be billed from date of
purchase, but finance charges will be credited,you pay the lull purchase price ond anyoptional .insurance charges bythe end of the promotional period. If you. do not, you v/ill be responsible for.
these charges.' The APR is 21% (except the APR is 13.9% lor single receipt purchase of $2,000'or more]. Minimum monthly finance charge is $1.00 except in IA. In IA the' minimum monthly
finance,chargeis $.50, Regular creqif'lerm'r will cpritinu.e Io --'•'L-U'apply to yo'ur'hbri-prompiional purchases, Offer is subject iIo-credit
__.__i.-i approval l
by
.. Monogram
.. A
Credit
i-.-zCard
. ,_
Bonk
• , oi'Qeargia;
,_
•
Business
Account's excluaed.

©2001 by Lowe's®. All rights reserved-. Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarks

CAMP Horida is one of three

Lowe's of Tampa

of IF

Corporation.

#4110
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STATE NEWS
House Democrats Vote Against Devastating
Budget Cuts To Schools, The Frail And Elderly
TALLAHASSEE - Say
ing the Florida Legislature is
placing an unfair burden on the
state’s public school children,
frail and elderly citizens, a
majority of Democrats in the

• Public School Cut $403.3 million

public schools and services to
The budget cuts passed by
the House on a 80 to 39 vote
with the bulk of the more than
$1 billion in cuts being taken
from public education:

tive.
Dr. Koop, who served as

• FEFP classroom funding
took a $309 million cut with a

have lined up to endorse a citi

Surgeon General from 1981 to

are being forced to consider

dle School in Miami, class size

lion in lottery dollars from

national model Tobacco Pilot

zen initiative to make Florida’s

1989, said smoke-free work

3.4 percent reduction in the

drastic steps like teacher and

will likely increase because the

Bright Futures Scholarships

enclosed workplaces smoke-

places are needed to curtail the

base student allocation - reduc

teacher aide layoffs, classroom
cuts, hiring freezes and elimi

school isn’t hiring to fill the
positions of teachers who have

for the 2002 Summer Term -

Program.
Other notable reductions

eliminating summer school

contained in Florida’s budget

nating summer school to bal
ance their budgets. Some dis

left.

tuition for bright futures schol
arship recipients in 2002. The
Legislature also cut $33.6 mil

cut bill include:
• 271 positions cut from

free.
Led by the state’s most
respected public health organi
zations, the endorsements of

dangerous and deadly effects

the Smoke-Free for Health ini

elimination of 171 juvenile

tiative also include former U.S.
Surgeon General Dr. C.

officer, the federal government
issued a landmark study docu
menting the damaging health

Everett Koop.

effects of secondhand smoke.

2000 Fiscal Year.
• Funding cuts to school

tricts have already taken emer
gency action in preparation for
the state’s education budget
cuts.
According to published

(-4.08 percent); Escambia (-

reports:
• In Dade County, at G.
Holmes Braddock High

3.56 percent); Hillsborough (-

School in Miami, there is a

ing: Alachua (-2.67 percent);
Broward (-2.6 percent); Citrus

2.62 percent); Lake (-2.55 per

vulnerable citizens.

ORLANDO - Fifty-five
organizations and individuals

AIDS Care Waiver.
• $7.8 million from the

districts average 2.46 percent with a' higher percentage of
funding slashed in 37 of the
state’s school districts includ

nomic stability by taking criti
cal resources out of the state’s

• $2.1 million cut from

State University System. The
Legislature also cut $11.9 mil

other vulnerable citizens. The

cuts threaten Florida’s eco

million in reductions in the

tive education programs were
eliminated. At Allapattah Mid

ing the base student allocation
to levels last seen in the 1999-

more than $1 billion in budget

school has been cut Alterna

Due to state education cuts,
school districts across Florida

Florida House of Representa
tives recently voted against
severe budget cuts to the state’s
public schools, seniors and
House Democrats voting
against the cuts syid that the

Union (-6.68 percent).

Smoke-Free For
Health Announces
55 Endorsements

cent); Lee (-2.86 percent);
Leon (-26 percent); Manatee
(-2.88 percent); Miami Dade (3.48 percent); Monroe (-2.81

percent); Orange (-2.65 per
Education Cut - $639.5 - cent); Pinellas (-2.56 percent);
St. Johns (-2.98 percent);
million.

• At Lockhart Middle
School in the Orlando area, if
the school is forced to cut its
budget by 1 percent, one teach

lion from Community Col
leges; $52.5 million from

ing position will be eliminated.

Workforce Development; and

justice probation officer posi

• In Bradford County,

$14.3 million in other educa-

tions.
• $4 million cut from men

administrators and paraprofes
sionals are working as class
room substitutes to save
$15,000 every two to three

tioft programs.
The budget cut bill also
slashed $146 million in fund
ing for critical health care ser

weeks. Bradford County dis

vices for at-risk Floridians

chases are not allowed except
for essential items including
toilet paper, paper towels and

trict has lost four to five teach
ers since the beginning of the

including:
• $22,5 million cut from

year through resignations, and

soap. Money that would have

the district cannot afford to hire

the Pharmacy Assistance Pro
gram for Seniors - eliminating
funding to provide prescription
drug coverage for 23,000

freeze on hiring and new pur

gone to repair computers, buy
new software and expand the
technology department at the

the Juvenile Probation ' pro
gram - likely resulting in the

replacements.
The deep cuts in public
education also include $108.8

toring programs including
reductions in Take Stock in
Children, Big Brothers/Big

The American

of secondhand smoke on pub
lic health. During his tenure as
the nation’s chief public health

Cancer

Smoke-Free for Health

Society-Florida
Division,
American Heart AssociationHorida/Puerto Rico Affiliate,
American Lung Association of

continues to gather 488,722
signatures from registered
Florida voters to put the initia
tive on the ballot in November

Sisters, Boys & Girls Clubs,
and Communities in Schools.
• $10 million cut from Cit

Florida, AARP of Florida,

2002. To receive a petition, call

Campaign for Tobacco-Free

toll-free at 1-888-838-1892 or

Kids and Center for Florida’s

visit

rus Canker reimbursement reducing from $100 per tree to

Children are original sponsors
of Smoke-Free for Health.

health.org. To provide an

$55 per tree.

Since then, additional organi
zations and individuals have
signed on to support the initia

needy seniors.

www.smokefreefor-

endorsement of Smoke-Free
for Health, call (407) 841-2260
ext. 108 or send an email to
info@smokefreeforhealth.org. '

All-In-One
Directory
For Florida
Government
Now
Available —
TALLAHASSEE

©2001 Kmart® Corporation

Throughout the year, citizens,
businesses and associations
have countless reasons to con
tact their state officials. The

PLAYSTATION® 2

Florida Chamber of Com
merce’s Official 2002 Pocket
Guide To Florida Governmentwill make that task simpler,
providing a comprehensive
and easy-to-use index.
The compact, 98-page
booklet

contains

e-mail

addresses, district and capital
telephone
numbers
and
addresses, plus photos for the
executive, judicial and legisla
tive branches as well as the
Horida Congressional Delega
tion. The guide also includes

Was 5.99-7.99
CHILDREN’S BOARD GAMES. Candy Land,
Chutes and Ladders, Cootie, Don’t Spill the
Beans, Don’t Break the Ice, Ants in the Pants,
Crayolaland, Crayolaquickdraw, Yahtzee, Oreo
Scoops of Fun!

TRONICS 19" STEREO TV
Extended Service, 16.99

descriptions of and contact
information for all state agen
cies.
“It can take hours to locate
and compile complete and
accurate contact information

ALL INFANTS
AND TODDLERS
SLEEPWEAR
L'JO1 Shmi-.w Worksop.
Sesaw© Street Muppste
©2001 SesarreWorfshop.

LOW PRICE

71
EVERYDAY
1
INFANTS’ OR
TODDLERS’
BASIC EDITIONS®
FLEECE SETS

for lawmakers and state agen
cies online and you can’t put a
laptop in your pocket,” said
Paul A. Ledford, senior vice

Was 19.99
MEN’S

NEW
LOW PRICE

TIMBER CREEK
KHAKIS

Was 89.99

Get a $5 Kmart
Cash Card*
with purchase.

president of the Horida Cham
ber of Commerce.
“We designed the new

NORELCO
ADVANTAGE
LOTION
DISPENSING
RAZOR
8-hour full charge.

2002 guide to serve as an allinclusive state government
directoiy, making it easy for

6705X

anyone to identify the right
official and their Contact infor
mation.”
To order The Official 2002
Pocket Guide to Florida Gov
ernment, please write to 335
Beard Street, Tallahassee, FL
\A/aQ 1Q QQ

32303. You can also order on
the web at www.flchamher.com or via fax at (850) 222-

ALL MEN’S
SWEATERS

;

LADIES’ BASIC EDITIONS®
CHUNKY CABLE SWEATERS

Colors vary by store

6002 (have credit card infor
mation available.
The Horida Chamber of
Commerce, through the 69
local chamber members of the

DESIGNER FRAGRANCES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
L’air du Temps: 1 oz.. Compare to 29.50, White Diamonds
1 oz.. Compare to $35. Liz; 3 oz.. Compare to $45.
targesetectton of additional designer
~
;

’

F

WHITE-WESTINGHOUSE™
5-CD SHELF STEREO SYSTEM
AM/FM tuner, remote
LOW PRICE
control, dual cassette.
EVERYDAY 1-yr. Product Replacement, 7.99
WMC13216

NEW
)
RELEASES

11.88
LILBOWWOW
|“Doggy Bag’’

Available Tuesday,
December 18th

fragrances available at Low Prices Everyday, Alt sizes at$ &

Horida Chamber Federation,
represents more than 84,000
businesses statewide.

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

W
MASTS*. SAMEFACE
11.88 MASTER P
“Gameface”

LIZ, CURVE FOR
MEN- OR CURVE
FOR HER**
Compare to $35.
SPECIAL BUY

Prices effective Monday, December 17 thru Monday, December 24, 2001.
December 17 thru December 19 store hours are 6 AM to Midnight.
December 20 thru December 23 stores open at 6 AM and are open for 24 hours,

BATH & BODY
GIFT SETS
Assortment may vary
by store

11.88 WU TANG
CLAN “WWII”

11.88 NAS
“Stillmatic’
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WOMAN’S WORLD
— I■ d ■

National
of 100 Black
Women Elects
Mays National
President-------

Ola Glover,
Dynamic
Woman
Retires From
Dynamic 2O’s

“I am extremely honored

person of NCBW. “As we

organization,” Mays said. “I
plan to work closely with
country to move this organi

enter into the next phase of instead of keeping up apart.
Remembering the deep
what has been a 20-year
journey,
her combined
and true meaning
Of
the most lowly and
experiences as a senior cor

zation into a new era. My

porate executive and black

hope is to position the
Coalition as the definitive

woman grounded in gender

How a Virgin Mother

consciousness give her the
characteristics of leadership
that will catapult this orga

named Mary
Brought a child into the

across

the

United States and beyond.”
Mays,

who

currently

resides in both London,
England and Houston^ TX,
said one of her primary
goals is to raise the visibili
ty of NCBW. She also plans

Mays

will

take

cy and empowerment of
the Black women.

The Dynamic 20’s, a social

ership that we can all be

group that has been in exis

proud of,” one member
reflects.

tence since 1971 paid trib
ute to their noble and fair

The

lady, Ola Glover, last week

success

of

the

Dynamic 20’s was due to
the participation of every

for the many untiring years

so the efforts and goodwill

good citizen in the commu
nity and without you, our
goals would not have been
attainable.
“Thank you, I am proud
you have allowed me to be a
part of your life. My prayers

will go on for years to

are with each of you for all

come.
“I have put my time in

you’ve done and the support

of dedicated service to the
club and the community.
Ola decided that it was time
to pass on her torch, (a torch
that still carries a brilliant
light) to others in the club

the accomplishments we’ve

you’ve given me personally,
and the group collectively,
over the years. Thank you

made since the beginning of

for helping to keep the

this group. Everyone has

Dynamic 20’s alive and

been so supportive of our
efforts and success as well

well. Let me extend my per-,
sonal thanks to each of you

as the dedication and stabil

for your unyielding cooper-

ity of each one of the won
derful women involved.”

ation and help given to us.
• .
.
e &
The success that we’ve had
■
„ ,
, „
for all these wonderfu

and I feel wonderful about

teen women formed a group
and asked themselves if
there was a need for another
organization for the sole
According to that group,
they derived at the answer
of yes and from that meet
ing the Dynamic 20’s Club
began its mission in the
Pinellas County communi
ties. The records will reflect
from that point, nothing but
goodwill from Ola and
members.
Glover has champion&
for many community causes'

pendent Sales Director.
Speights has discovered that

tial while impacting many
lives that have crossed her

a Mary Kay business allows

PEACE on EARTH

women the freedom to build
successful careers on a parttime or full-time basis with
unlimited income potential

Capri Real Estate Corporation
‘Your Key To Buying A New Home"

BETTYE ). NEWSOME
Realtor

D
REALTOR

6798 Crosswinds Drive N., Suite A-101
St. Petersburg?, FL 33710
727/341-0754
JT ■
'

Fax:

727/384-3325

Cell-

727/415-2756

BETTY J. NEWSOME
E-MAIL:

But someone to hold
them real close
When the tears just
want stop flowing at night.
This wish won’t end
with the season
Nor will it just go away,
Because it will always

And I will remember it
each time I pray.
Happy Holidays

Mays

joined and love,
Shell Oil Company at its

By Mary Moore

headquarters’ in

1996 as executive director
of diversity. Prior to joining
Shell Oil, Mays worked for

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Ffcwta & Gt/jta By Uo&kcxu
'■/tej/t

/Cuocstd.

'Ei.dCca £

ape Love
(Must
Abound!

a

7%ccdcc
'Videos

867-4359

1-1

Soutt* $1. P«**r«burg, «. 33712

and flexibility.
In preparation for her
new role she will attend a
weeklong
leadership

business

and

development

seminar in Dallas covering

Every day
Is a
GIFT,
Thafs Why
we call
It the
PRESENT

with Mary Kay and recently
achieved the status of Inde

path. “We have grown to
love and respect Ola, she

some game to play
Neither a Teddy Bear to
hug them tight,

DALLAS _ Mary K

and has been very influen

Phone:

Christmas
& Many
Thanks

hug.
Not a Barbie Doll, or

We’re extending our
holiday best to you
and yours. May you
enjoy each and every
fun-filled day of this
very special holiday.

we have won are totally due discovered the advantage of business management, mar
to you, the people of this owni„g their ow„ business. keting strategies, sales tech
fair city, who have surren- flnancia,
inde ndence niques and fashion trends.
Consumers can find out
dered support in every way
career grow|h>
more.
about becoming a
to help us in all of our
dynamic and modern sales Mary Kay Independent
endeavors and affairs.”
incentives, and an innova Beauty Consultant by call
May the joy of the sea
tive product line.
ing 1-800-Mary Kay (627son and the peace that only
Dianne Speights of St. 9529) or by visiting the
God can give abide with
Petersburg, FL, is one of Mary Kay Web site at,
each of you,, love Ola.
those women enjoying eco www.marykay.com.
nomic and personal growth

purpose of helping others?

Merry

about
Where they will get
their next meal, kiss or

Jewell's Beauty Shoppe

T
• ,
...
Inc., provides women with
„
fc „ , j
, c
unparalleled opportunity for
c
career and personal fulfillyears would not have been
A
„ ,
J
,, , ,
ment.
Approximately
possible had it not been for 750000 women in 36 mar.
each of you. The victories keB
the world have

In January 1971, eigh

Coalition.

Not having to worry

be dear to me

Stability, security; hope

essential to have the leader Reebok International as the
ship of a dynamic, smart director of diversity devel- .
woman of color that is opment.
embodied in Leslie Mays,”

St. Petersburg Entrepreneur
Achieves New Role As Mary Kay
Independent Sales Director

here on earth

to her position with the

General Mills as corporate
diversity
director
and

Women, Inc..((NCBW).

world named Jesus
To save all mankind
To see that all children
have permanent homes

panies, is the newly elected celebrated its 20th anniver

“In times like these it is

Sacred birth,

change management and
human resources experience

Houston

nomic development.

and sharing
That brings us together

nization.”
Mays brings 20 yearb of

reigns of a growing organi • to expand the organization
Mays, vice president of zation with more than 7,000 internationally- while bol
Global Diversity for Royal members in 65 chapters. stering existing programs in
Dutch/Shell Group of Com The NCBW, which recently health, education and eco
NEW YORK-Leslie A.

president of the National sary, is dedicated to leader
Coalition of 100 Black ship development, advoca

A spirit of real caring

president of this prestigious

Black women across the

has exemplified strong lead

Love and peace
To spread from heart to
heart,

to be elected as national

voice for socially conscious

ST. PETERSBURG -

A world that’s full of

said
Jewell
Jackson
McCabe, founder and Chair

our chapters

Ola Mae Glover

A Christmas
Wish------- ----- -

Lnewsome( )cap rireale state, c

Mrs.

Ruthie Quarterman & Family
Nicky & Jewell Lovett
an/ fde /e/dd

—

/I?/:/

Was Your Car Injured? You/Vlay Be Too!
“If You Have Been involved in An Auto Accident,
You Need A ‘Crash Course’ on Soft Tissue Injuries.”

fft.
Beauty Palace

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Even “fender benders” can cause hidden injuries that can develop into
pain, headaches, even arthritis. Even worse, most people who have been
involved in an auto accident may not even know that they’ve been hurt.
Most doctors give pain killers to hide these hidden injuries. If you have
been involved in an auto accident, don’t settle until you receive your copy
of our Free Report. Just call toll free 1-800-223-8029 anytime 24 hours
for a free recorded message. The call is free, so is the report Dr R
Valentine, D.C. Advanced Health Chiropractic.

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance* Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

Teace (Productions & (Photography

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

Monday - Saturday

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of

Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951

The Weekly Challenger
(727)896-2922
•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising

1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg

• Special Events

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions
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NATIONAL NEWS
Love Poems Sought
In Poetry Contest
2002----------------------

The Indian Progress In Business (INPRO) AWARDS BANQUET acknowl
edged the accomplishments, achievements and contributions made by
American Indians and those who support their economic and business devel
opment endeavors. The event, held recently at the Los Angeles Biltmore Hotel,
was sponsored by the National Center for American Indian Enterprise
Development (NCAIED). Shown (left to right) are Ken Robinson, NCAIED
President; Monetta Stephens, Toyota Motor Sales, (TMS) USA, Inc., Supplier
Development Supervisor; and J.L. Armstrong, this year’s INPRO Awards
Chairman and TMS Supplier Development Manager. Photo Credit: David Perry

A “Spectacular Display” At
The National Museum Of
African Art-------- --------------- —
WASHINGTON

-

nating

events.

The

They

panels’

back

include vibrant and high

ground designs encode

a rare set of sculpted wall

ly symbolic objects made

multiple

panels used in the com

by the initiates during

Concentric circles and

plex male initiation rites

“nkanda,”

costuming,

wheel shapes represent

of Africa prompted the

special dances, and mas

the sun and serve as sym

Smithsonian premiere of

querade

bols for males; the cowrie

"Spectacular

Display:

with musical accompani

shell pattern represents

The

ofNkanu

ment. Initiation wall pan

females

Initiation Rituals." The

els, which serve as back

good fortune and fertility;

exhibition opened Dec. 16

drops

and

The recent acquisition of

Art

performances

to

the

perfor

meanings.

and

the

indicates

cross

shaped

through

mances and events, are

design with circles sym

March 3, 2002 at the

carved with images of

bolizes the four stages of

Smithsonian's

men, women and animals

life and the rotation of the

and then painted with a

sun.

and continues

National

Museum of African Art.
The exhibition fea

variety

of

colors

Another

and

important

tures wall panels, fiber

designs. “It is the decora

object in the exhibition is

and wooden masks, and

tion

which

a Leopard mask, on loan

other sculptures created

make the panels unlike

to the Smithsonian from

for initiation rites - called

any other initiation art in

the

"nkandu" - of the Nkanu

Africa,”

David

Jesuit Fathers, Heverlee

peoples

Binkley, chief curator at

’(on permanent loan to the

of

the

and detail

said

collection

of

the

Democratic Republic of

the museum, and curator

African

the Congo and Angola.

of the exhibition.

Tervuren, Belgium); The

"This exhibition is a
wonderful

example

of

The wall panels, figu
rative

sculpture,

and

Museum,

leopard, a metaphor for
the

chief’s

leadership,

how art and life are inter

wooden and fiber masks,

frequently

twined in African soci

which are worn by the

Nkanu initiation art as a

eties,"

initiates, help teach the

reminder to respect the

says

Roslyn

authority

of

leaders,

desired

National

values of adult men in

elders and ancestors.

African Art. "It offers vis

Nkanu

itors special insight into

highly symbolic images

A community compo
nent of the exhibition will

the power of initiation rit

speak of rebirth, emo

use

uals for the Nkanu peo

tional apd sexual maturi

explore some of the man

ples and how art plays an

ty, death and the spirit

hood

essential role in them.

world, and community

initiation

Likewise, it confirms that

values. Participating in

African American com

both

and

“nkanda” teaches the ini

munities

common

tiates the value of cooper

Washington, D.C. area

ation, friendship, mutual

that are inspired by and

several

respect, and regard for

incorporate African rites

“nkanda,”

the authority of the elders

of passage.

Americans

Nkanu

share

of

family values."
During
months

the

of

when the initiates live in

society.

and

in

Walker, director of the
Museum

behaviors

appears

These

photography
and

womanhood
activities
in

The

and ancestral spirits.

to

in
the

National

the

Museum of African Art

the community, a domi

exhibit include five wall

(950 Independence Ave.

nant theme is the symbol

panels, which have been

SW) is open from 10 a.m.

ic death and rebirth of the

reassembled as they once

until

youths who enter “nkan

were displayed, on the

Telephone:

da” as children and re

back walls of a special

2700 or (202) 357-1729

enter society as men. This

three-sided

(TTY); National Museum

rebirth is recognized dur

elders erect near the end

of

of “nkanda.”

page: www.si.edu/nmafa.

a special enclave outside

ing the elaborate culmi

Highlights

of

enclosure

5:30

p.m.

daily.

(202) 357-

African

Art

home

African-Americans Growing In
Affluence; Remain Most Loyal
Radio Audience In U.S.
—HOUSTON - Since

the numbers of those with

five years exposure to

1996 African-Americans

liquid assets of $100,000

outdoor by the African-

in 85 metropolitan mar

or $250,000.

American

community

of

increased from 28 to 36

gains

their media habits are

percent, an increase of 27

while remaining the most

changing their loyalty to

loyal radio audience in

the Urban radio music

percent.
The Media Audit pro

the U.S., according to

format

the

vides both quantitative

data

strongest in the nation.

and qualitative data for

More than 53 percent of

traditional media as well

of

African-Americans rated

as for new media. In addi

African-American house

Urban as their “most lis

tion

tened” to radio format.

audience

kets have made impres
sive

economic

released

by

The

Media Audit.
The
holds

number
with

incomes

annual
exceeding

Although

some

remains

The more affluent a

to

Media

comprehensive
profiles,

Audit

The

provides

or

group becomes the more

trend data on market pen

$100,000 increased dra

they drive and as a result

etration and market share.

matically.

Impressive

their exposure to outdoor

gains were also made in

increases. During the past

$50,000,

$75,000

At Toyota Motor Manufacturing North America’s (TMMNA’s) 12th Annual
Opportunity Exchange, the company announced that by 2002, the company’s
purchases from minority-owned businesses will exceed 6% of their annual
purchases from U.S. suppliers. Present at this one-day minority business con
ference and trade fair were: (L to R) Gene Tabor, purchasing general manag
er, TMMNA; Teruyuki Minoura, president and CEO, TMMNA; Ed Bradley,
keynote speaker, principal correspondent for “CBS Reports” and co-editor
for “60 Minutes”; T. Hudson, supplier diversity coordinator, TMMNA;
Kentucky Governor Paul Patton; and Dennis Cuneo, senior vice president,
TMMNA. This event took place Nov. 14 at the Northern Kentucky
Convention Center in Erlanger, KY.

\

_

JBlafk Jfarts

(

On December Q6,1997, Lee Brown became Houston’s
>;; first black mayor narrowly defeating businessman
“
- Rob Mosbacher* - M

|

NEW YORK - If
you have written a love
poem, listen up! The
New
York
Poetry
Alliance is sponsoring
Poetry 2002, a free
contest open to every
one. A $1000 cash
prize will be awarded
to the winner. There are
28 prizes in all. The
deadline for entering is
January 5, 2002.
“This is our most
challenging contest to
date,” says Contest
Director
Dr.
John

Cusack. “With winter’s
bite still in the air, we’d
like to see what poets
have to say about love,
whether religious or
romantic. We expect
our contest to produce
exciting new discover
ies.”
To enter, send poem
21 lines or less to New
York Poetry Alliance,
Box 1588, New York,
NY, 10116-1588. Or
enter online at www.freecontest.com.
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OBITUARIES
St Pete
Final Rites

....... T—T.
BROWN,
JAMES W. , 90,
died recently. He
leaves to cherish
his memories, his
son,
Michael
R.(Laila) Brown;
his sister, Louise
Butler; his aunt,
Rosa Lee Bullard,
and
nieces,
nephews, relatives
and
friends.
McRae Funeral
Home, St. Peters
burg.

MORGAN,
ETHEL MAE, 51,

bert,
Anthony
(Beverly) Rem
bert;
daughter,
Larzette “Connie”
Rembert;
her
Mother, Ladion
Hammons; broth
ers, Rufris Ham
mons, Gary (Lura)
Hammons, Ken
neth
(Maxine)
Hammons, Leon
Grant;
sisters,
Willie Lois (Leon)
Chisolm, Yvonne
Grant; ten grand
children,
four
great grandchil
dren, ten nieces,
five nephews and
a host of other rel
atives and friends
including best ftient/sister, Ruby
Pearl Reed, God
son, Elder Todd
Reed and God
daughter, Latoya
REMBERT, Flournoy. McRae
CLAUDETTE, Funeral Home, St.
63, died Decem Petersburg.
ber 11, 2001. She
leaves to cherish ■fJnoitz thz Hozd to
uom Lirz
her
memories, eomz into
dt' now.'
sons,
Herbert
(Kristina) Rem-

dren, Ricky Fuller,
Anthania Ward,
Mario Ward, Tavis
Ward; two sisters,
Barbara Bowman,
Penny Furgerson;
a brother, Lynn
(Eva) Bowman
and a host of
nieces, nephews,
aunts, uncles and
sorrowing friends.
McRae Funeral
Home, St. Peters
buig

»»

died recently. She

f

Become A Foster Parent
Last year there were 17,676 children in Florida who have had to move away from their
lown homes into foster care. Typically they move because a parent or caregiver in their
[ family has abused or neglected them, and it is no longer safe for them to live at home.
Children needing foster care range in age from newborns to teens.
They live in communities of every size and come from all types
es of backgrounds,
Often, they can live with relatives. When that is not possible, the children move in with
a foster family.
Foster homes provide children a temporary, safe place to live until the children can
be reunited with their families, or, when that is not possible, be placed permanently with
another family. While some children are in foster care for days or weeks, others are in
| foster care for years.

HUNTER,
EDDIE LEE, SR.,
67, died Decem
ber 2, 2001. To
mourn his passing,
but cherish his
memories are, one
son, Eddie (Jean)
Hunter, Jr.; two
daughters, Elaine
Hunter, Charlene
Hunter;
three
brothers, Jimmy
Hunter,
Larry
Hunter,
John
(Brenda) Hunter;
four sisters, Eva
Barber, Cherina
Queen
Lane,
Doris
Hunter,
Reynolds;
ten
grandchildren;

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

SUPPORT THE
BLACK PRESS

FOSTER A

Final Rites

It’s ail taken care of»»

leaves to cherish
her memory, one
daughter,’ Ethel
Morgan & hus
band, Keith Ward;
four grandchil-

Xi Young's
y. Funeral
Home

Clearwater

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you-can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

The love, attention and support foster families provide serve as a foundation for a
secure and successful life for thousands of children in Florida, at a time when they need
it most.

ALL ARTICLES SUBMITTED MUST BE
TYPEWRITTEN OR NEATLY PRINTED

eleven
great
grandchildren; and
a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins
and many sorrow
ing
friends.
Young’s Funeral
Home, Clearwa
ter.

SAVE
WATER!!

— CUNNINGHAM’S
Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

When Life Knocks You To Your Knees,
You’re In the Perfect Position To Pray!

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

(Summers funeral 9/ome
/'J?erspnalized with the UtniostDignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

Licensed Funeral
Directors
732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

351-0566 .................................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St.......... .Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ..................................Notafy Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
|
C7X7J 3X8-O4«»<,

A Full Service Firm

17OO - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Robert C. Young

Dwayne E. Matrt, Licensed Mortician

Funeral Director
Since 1975

McRae Funera, Home

1005 Howard Street

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

St. Petersburg, FIorida 33705

Clearwater, FL

(727) 895-6005

442-2388

I

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling”

don’tLeave your family in distress::

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

You CAN be insured TODAY.

Since 1987

Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt,

(727)328-0466 ’
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

'

"Taking Time To Serve Others "
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:
,
• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
A

Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
We will design your
website
FREE

Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

WHEN YOU
SUPPORT
VOLUNTEERS
OF AMERICA,
THERE'S NO
TELLING
WHOSE LIFE
YOU’LL
CHAN6E.

Car Jack Alarms
AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

727 540 9525

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N„ 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM
MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS
SION ONLY. PLEASE FAX RESUME
TQ (727) 321-3025

Caringfor Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977.
A Unique
Profession!!

families stay together and rebuild their lives every year.
With programs that range from foster care, after school

City of St. Petersburg

POLICE OFFICER

Hands-on care ofthe
terminally ill.
Accepting Abplications

programs, summer camp and family preservation. For

over 100 years we’ve helped build better communities
by teaching skills arid restoring pride and hope. Find out

Call 1.800.899-0089 or visit

There are no limits to caring.

$30,077 - $45,448
NO CLOSING DATE

The Season Of

RNs, LPNs

Police work involving the protection of life and property through

(FL License Required)

the enforcement of laws and ordinances.'Work involves respon
sibility for the prevention, detection and investigation of crimi

www.voa.org.

w

To our many
valued customers,
we’d like to extend
our heartfelt
appreciation. May
all good things
come your way this
holiday season.

(727) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

Volunteers of America helps hundreds of thousands of

how you can help.

Joyous
Noel

CALL

A family. A neighborhood. A community.

&HHA./CNAs

nal activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area
on an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde

We- hope you get everything
you want put yj this
wonderful time- of yearly ■

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

Volunteers
of America®

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

Non Profit Organizations

CAR-JACKING

pendence under general direction of an administrative supervi
sor, with responsibilities to include problem solving activities
while working in conjunction with community organizations.
Includes the use and care of firearms, communications equip
ment, gas masks and other necessary equipment. This work

j

involves the element of personal danger and requires the exer
cise of considerable independent judgement including applica

Beware Of And
Use Discretion

tion of policy and procedure and tact. Also, includes the use of

Time Marches On
For people over age 55, the incidence of stroke

computers to access information and generate reports. The
Police Officer may be assigned to a specialized unit requiring
specialized knowledge, training and work in units, such as vice

more than doubles in each successive decade.

and narcotics, community policing, criminal investigations, etc.
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED certificate. We
require sixty (60) college hours however, applicants with thirty
(30) college credit hours are eligible to apply. Must be at least
19, and meet all other criteria of the current “Selection Standards

Stroke Warning Signs:

Regarding All

for Police Officer Positions” as set forth by the City of St.

•

Sudden numbness or weakness in
the face, arm, or leg, especially on

Petersburg.

Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,
vocational assessment/psychological evaluation, physical agility,

one side of the body.

Improperly
Marked Mail And

background investigation, medical exam and drug screen.

•

Sudden Confusion or trouble

Applications will be received in the Employment Office, One

speaking or understanding.

Fourth Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans
and, in some instances, spotises of eligible veterans. To receive

•

Sudden trouble seeing in one or

veteran’s preference, documentation of status must be submitted

both eyes.

Packages!

at time of application.

• Sudden trouble walking, dizziness,
loss of balance or coordination.
• Sudden severe headache with no
known cause.

AMERICA STRIKES BACK
If you have a loved one who has been sent off to
engage in the war in Afghanistan, Enduring Freedom,
we would like to hear from you. The Weekly
Challenger would like to profile those in our commu
nities that are fighting on behalf of the free world.
Please call (727) 896-2922.

We want to hear
what you think!

American Stroke
Association

Stroke
For more information, call 1-888-4-STROKE
or visit StrokeAssociation.org

A Division of American
Heart Association

Please Support Our
Paper by Supporting
Our Advertisers

Kour Horoscope

advertisers. It doesn’t matter whether you’ve been a

you’d like to be considered to be a part of this critical
community event.

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
1-15-27
38-45-51
CA$H 3
254 978 361
562
884 117 003

.Become a part of The Weekly Challenger staff!

Looking for a way to supplement your, income and earn some extra
$$$$? We have just the answer.
We need a few great, self-motivated, dependable individuals once
weekly (Thursday) to help in our- Circulation Department in St.
Petersburg, Bradenton, Sarasota, Lakeland and Winter Haven
areas. Carriers needed to help distribute The Weekly Challenger
for home and business delivery as well as building your own route.
SUPER way to generate,your cash flow and to help The Weekly
Challenger increase its readership throughout the community at
large.
Interested? Call us immediately at (727) 896-2922 Monday
Wednesday, 9am-5pm, to find out more!!!

3-8 5-6 4-1
2-7 3-4 5-2

1

March 21 to April 19

(Yjy With the Moon's South Node tran
siting your sign, people from your past may
reappear. The Eclipse on the 24th could
bring needed energy. Romance will be ma
gical on the 26th and 27th. A job interview
on the 27th could boost your confidence.
/o\

I

Taurus

1

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

nJJUMercury, the planet of communi

®he Meeklg Challenger
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

cation, will make you more persuasive.
On the 22nd, romarice will be exciting.
The Lunar Eclipse on the 24th will awak
en new talents. On the 27th, your luck
should be spectacular.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

^57with Venus in favorable aspect,

Subscription:
ManHome Delivery

Annual
$30
18

6 Months
$18
10

your good luck will get even better. This
is a peak time for romance. If you’re mar
ried, you could decide to expand your fam
ily. The 27th is a good day to celebrate life
with your family and friends.

/TT\Leo

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?____ If so, who is your carrier?

You’ll feel like traveling on the 21 st
and 22nd, so a weekend getaway wiil lift
your spirits. Romance looms large now.
The Lunar Eclipse will spark concern about
your home. You could decide to renovate or
to move. On the 27th, the Moon and Jupiter
should bring you good work-related news.
Virgo

©
Make checks payable to; ®hr fflrrkly fflliallrngw
Ihesea^on

September 23 to October 22

Mars in your travel zone could find
you taking day trips or entertaining rela
tives visiting from afar. With Mercury in your
sign, your mental abilities wiil be acute. The
Lunar Eclipse on the 24th could find you
intent upon building a personal fortune.
Love matters are wonderful on the 25th.

^corpio
October 23 to November 21

The Lunar Eclipse in your sign on
the 24th signals a new beginning for you.
You’re ready to make a unique contribution
to the world. Love matters wiil be exciting
on the 25th. Don't forget to look your best;
you could be in line for a job promotion.

Sagittarius

®

November 22 to December 21

With Mars moving through your
sign in favorable aspect to Mercury, your
intuition will be sharp. This only happens
once every 12 years, so be sure to use this
time to achieve your heart’s desire. Love
matters burn brightly on the 26th and 27th.

Capricorn

©

December 22 to January 19

The New Moon Eclipse in the area
of your horoscope dealing with aspirations
will give you new horizons to aim for. A
lovely Venus-Saturn aspect on the 25th
will help you finalize long-range plans. If
you’re single, you could get married.

(July 23 to August 22

Name

City ___

Libra
J

April 20 to May 20

|f you’re single, the New Moon
Eclipse on the 24th could bring a new man
into your life. Venus in Scorpio is making
you feel sexy and desirable. A work-relat
ed purchase on the 26th could increase
productivity and help you succeed.

( 1JL )

Address_

C0

Ar

WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

The Weekly Challenger will be conducting focus
groups. We are looking for readers;, subscribers and
reader of The Weekly Challenger for decades or are
brand new to the neighborhood, you may still be able
to participate. Please call The Weekly Challenger if

PRAYER HELPS

n

August 23 to September 22

The Sun moving into favorable
aspect on the 23rd, along with the New
Moon Eclipse, will put you in a great
frame of mind. You may start planning a
dream vacation. Romantically, you’re feel
ing very lucky. The passionate MoonVenus conjunction on the 25th favors a
sensual encounter with your mate.

January 20 to February 18

The New Moon Eclipse on the 24th
could find you making a career change.
Love matters are favored the 21 st and 25th,
so spend time with your mate. Your intuition
is right on target on the 27th; take advan
tage by picking up an extra lottery ticket.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

Romance will be fulfilling on the
21 st, so make some time for dancing and
romancing. The Lunar Eclipse in the area
of your horoscope dealing with faraway
trips means it’s time to start planning your
next vacation. The 25th will bring welcome
news about a long-standing dilemma.

